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Abstract
Free/Open Source software is a kind of software whose source code is available for
comprehension, modification and re-distribution. This kind of software has increased in
popularity in recent years and becoming an interesting topic for research. Most Free/Open
Source software is produced through the facilitation of Free/Open Source Hosting (FOSPHost)
sites and investigations into these sites may yield results that have theoretical and practical
significance.

The purpose of study selected was exploratory and a positivist approach was adopted as main
methodology. Literature was surveyed and suitable analytic frameworks were built. Based on
these frameworks, an online Delphi survey was conducted to collect expert opinion on
important issues of FOSPHost. A detailed investigation of ten FOSPHost sites was conducted.
The results from the two data collection processes was condensed and presented in an
evaluation format so that practitioners and researchers alike can gain more understanding in the
design and the deployment of FOSPHost sites.

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The Free/Open Source phenomenon is a surprise with a mystery. The market share of a popular
Free/Open Source web server, Apache, was 69% comparing to 23% for Microsoft servers in
January 2004 (Netcraft 2004). In the operating system market at the end of 2001, Linux server,
a Free/Open Source system, had 26% while Microsoft had 49% of the market share. Microsoft
was still the leader of the market, but 45% of all new servers shipped were predicted to be Linux
in the year of 2006 or 2007 (Wilcox & Shankland 2002). Another survey undertaken by a
magazine for IT managers using Microsoft servers showed that two out of five enterprises also
employed Linux. More than 800 enterprises were surveyed with an average number of servers
running in these companies of 400 (McKendrick 2003). Though a number of companies such
as IBM and HP now support Linux development as a strategy to combat Microsoft, the idea of
Linux is owned or controlled by neither of these companies defies common business logic.
Wilcox & Shankland (2002) claimed that Microsoft now take this opposition very seriously.

To explain simply, Free/Open Source software is a piece of software whose its source code is
made freely available. Source code is the original form of a computer program as written by the
programmer (Freedman 1998). A piece of software that is Free/Open Source ensures that any
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person can readily understand how a piece of software works, modify it and redistribute it (Free
Software Foundation 2000). In the early history of software, most source code was shared
between companies and customers (Levy 1984). It was only later that the strategy of making
money by hoarding the source code of software became the standard practice of the software
industry.

Though Free/Open Source is very much about software and software development, its effect
can reach even further. A number of Free/Open Source communities participate and shape
political movement online (Free Software Foundation 2002; Raymond 2000c). Some people
also have been trying to apply the idea of Free/Open Source in other areas such as education
(Bull & Garofalo 2003) and even forestry management (Schweik & Semenov 2003). Therefore,
in order not to lead readers to focus only on software or software development, the author will
use a broader term 'the Free/Open Source phenomenon' to refer to what has happened so far in a
broader context.

The reader may wonder why the term 'Free/Open Source' is used to qualify software that the
source code is made freely available in this study, rather than the more commonly used term,
'Open Source'.

'Free/Open Source' is a combination of the terms 'Free Software' and 'Open

Source'. The term 'Free Software' is promoted by the Free Software Foundation, which
advocates Free Software as a social movement that non-Free Software is morally wrong (Free
Software Foundation 2002). On the other hand, the term 'Open Source' is promoted by the
Open Source Initiative, which advocates the practical benefit of Open Source software
development to the commercial world (Open Source Initiative 2003b). These two views are
both relevant and thus the term 'Free/Open Source' is used. The author here maintains a
political view that is neutral to both movements.
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The Free/Open Source phenomenon has the potential to attract the attention of the academic
circle, as there are a number of issues that require explanations. First, it is hard to reconcile that
the cost of the development of some highly complex Free/Open Source projects can be so low.
For example, Red Hat Linux 7.1 was estimated to cost more than one billion US dollars to
develop using conventional software development approach (Wheeler 2002). Significant
monetary investment towards Linux is only a recent phenomenon and thus the estimation above
was huge discrepancy with the reality.

Second, it is also difficult to reconcile the assertion proposed by Raymond (2000b) that the
development process of this software was chaotic, which was a distinct diversion from the
traditional controlled and structured paradigm of software development. In Raymond's article
of the Cathedral and the Bazaar Raymond (2000b), he stated that for system with substantial
complexity, the traditional method of software development process would involve the hard
work of a small team of talented individuals (the Cathedral) at the start. He then explained that
the development of Linux showed us how a collective effort of co-developers over the Internet
(the Bazaar) could possibly produce quality software with better reliability and more useful
features in a shorter time (Raymond 2000b). Moreover, Raymond critiqued the validity of a
famous principle in software engineering, Brooks's law, in the light of the development of
Linux. Brooks's law (Brooks 1995) stated that as the number of developers increase in a
software project working on inter-related tasks, the communication cost will eventually become
larger than the benefit of the work produced by the extra labour added. Raymond argued that as
the number of developers contributing to Linux was large, Brooks's law could only be partly
true.

Given the lack of reconciliation of these issues, there should be more academic and industrial
investigations. Nevertheless, academic research on the topic has just began and in one of the
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first academic books published on Free/Open Source, Feller & Fitzgerald (2002) suggested that
more research was required on the nature of Free/Open Source.

Within the topic of Free/Open Source, the area of Free/Open Source Project Hosting
(FOSPHost) sites was chosen as the focus of this study. A FOSPHost site is the infrastructure
that supports and co-ordinates the development of Free/Open Source software projects on the
Internet. In short, Free/Open Source developers collaborate through the FOSPHost sites to
produce Free/Open Source software.

1.2 Rationale of the Research
The area of FOSPHost was chosen as it is an important subject both in application and in theory.
On one of the most popular FOSPHost sites, SourceForge, 74,131 projects were hosted with
766,950 registered users on the day of 9 January 2004 (SourceForge 2004). These statistics
may suggest that many developers employ FOSPHost sites for facilitating projects in the
Free/Open Source communities.

Other than the Free/Open Source communities, the technology of FOSPHost also catches the
attention of the business world. Sun Microsystem employed Collab.Net to host six Open
Source projects externally such as OpenOffice and NetBeans (Collab.Net 2003a). These
projects were hosted using the flagship product of Collab.Net, SourceCast, which was a
collaborative software development environment inspired by FOSPHost with improvements
such as access permissions to fit corporate needs. Collab.Net and VA Software (which sells an
improved version of SourceForge) both had business alliances with major players in IT industry
such as IBM and Oracle (Collab.Net 2003d; VA Software 2003).

One may wonder why businesses were interested in FOSPHost technology. A number of
possible reasons could be found in the Yankee Group report on the employment of SourceCast
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by a global financial firm, Barclays Global Investors (BGI) (Derome & Huang 2003). These
reasons included the decrease in time-to-market of software products and increase in customer
satisfaction due to improved communication between business units, technical units and
customers. Internal software development infrastructure was streamlined around SourceCast
and savings on administrations, personnel and hardware were obtained.

If Free/Open Source becomes more widely accepted, both in software and as a concept, the
significance of the topic of FOSPHost will also increase. If an evaluation model of FOSPHost
sites could be constructed, it could have the potential to become a useful tool for the
examination of the design and employment of these sites.

Other than the application of FOSPHost sites, the study of these sites may also advance
theoretical understanding of Free/Open software development process. This is simply because
FOSPHost sites are where Free/Open Source software development is facilitated.

The

understanding of these sites can be a promising way to gain insights into the process.

1.3 Objectives of the Research
Though the concept of sharing source code was nearly as old as the invention of computers, at
the commencement of this study, research on Free/Open Source was scarce. There are many
unanswered questions in the Free/Open Source phenomenon. This study, therefore, aims at
discovering the areas relevant to the topic of FOSPHost and establishing the boundaries for data
collection.

Analytical frameworks will be built from literature as a starting point for

investigation. Important issues in the design and employment of FOSPHost sites will then be
obtained. The findings will be presented in an evaluation format available on the Internet.
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1.4 Research Methods
In order to achieve the objective stated, the purpose of research was chosen to be exploratory.
Another choice was that positivism was adopted as the main methodology of this study. For
exploratory studies, flexibility was required to in order to discover new knowledge. Though
positivism will be guiding methodology of this study, interpretivism may be employed at times
when appropriate.

The study will begin from literature review on topic of Free/Open Source and FOSPHost. An
online Delphi survey will then be conducted to collect expert opinion on the topic. A more
detailed investigation on the backgrounds, policies and features of FOSPHost sites will then be
conducted. The findings will then be presented as an evaluation model.

As the study is exploratory, one of the possible limitations is that there will be more emphasis
on collecting a broad range of data with less emphasis on the depth of each issue.

1.5 Contribution of the Research
One of the potential contributions of this research is that the results might be useful to
practitioners. Furthermore, academic investigations in the area of FOSPHost are rare and the
findings of the study could uncover important issues based on data to promote understanding of
the topic. Moreover, the theoretical frameworks built may also become useful analytical tools
for researchers.

1.6 Structure of This Dissertation
This dissertation consists of ten chapters. The first chapter is the current chapter, which
contains an overview of the study. Chapter two to four lay the foundation and define the
boundary for the research. Chapter five contains the methodology for data collection and the
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discussion for evaluation approaches for FOSPHost. Chapter six to nine contain the result and
analysis of the data collected and the final chapter, chapter ten, is the conclusion.

The second chapter is the basic literature review.

Literature on the Free/Open Source

phenomenon will be surveyed to lay the foundation for the rest of the study. Specific literature
of the topic of FOSPHost is presented in chapter three and the research question and
sub-questions are formulated. Two analytic frameworks are developed in the fourth chapter to
establish boundaries for the data collection on the topic of FOSPHost.

The fifth chapter covers methodology. Choices of methodologies and methods are explained.
Detail designs of methods for data collection are elaborated. Software evaluation methods are
also reviewed and a new software evaluation classification is built to suit the nature of
Free/Open Source software and FOSPHost.

Chapters six to nine present the results and analysis of research. Chapter six contains the results
and the analysis of the Delphi survey. Chapter seven contains the data collected from a detailed
investigation of ten FOSPHost sites. The construction of the final product of this study, an
evaluation model for FOSPHost sites, can be found in chapter eight. The overall quality of the
result obtained is discussed in chapter nine and the limitations of the study are identified. The
implications of the findings relating to other literature and the real world are elaborated.

Chapter ten is the final chapter when the study is concluded. Further research directions are
suggested and the possible areas of the application of the findings in the future are proposed.

This dissertation is also available in digital PDF format in the CD-ROM enclosed
(/eval_fosphost.pdf). The reader is encouraged to take advantage of the digital format by
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employing extra functionalities such as searching and printing to complement the reading of
this hard copy. Please also refer to appendix B for the copyright issues.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The literature review chapter will begin with a more formal definition of Free/Open Source
Software. Eric Raymond's 'the Cathedral and the Bazaar' metaphor (Raymond 2000b) which
was introduced in the last chapter will be further explained and analysed. Since the Free/Open
Source phenomenon is relatively new, relevant literature may not contain obvious keywords
such as Free Software or Open Source on the title. Relevant areas will first be identified to
establish the boundaries for the research.

2.2 Formal Definition of Free/Open Source Software
To define Free/Open Source, the usual method was to start from software (Feller & Fitzgerald
2002; Open Source Initiative 2003a). A simple definition has already been given in the
introduction that a piece of software that is Free/Open Source is one that any person can readily
understand how it works, modify it and redistribute it (Free Software Foundation 2000). A
more comprehensive and formal definition can be found at the Open Source Initiative web site
(Open Source Initiative 2003a):
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1. Free Redistribution
The license shall not restrict any party from selling or giving away the software as a component of an
aggregate software distribution containing programs from several different sources. The license shall not
require a royalty or other fee for such sale.
2. Source Code
The program must include source code, and must allow distribution in source code as well as compiled form.
Where some form of a product is not distributed with source code, there must be a well-publicized means of
obtaining the source code for no more than a reasonable reproduction cost–preferably, downloading via the
Internet without charge. The source code must be the preferred form in which a programmer would modify
the program. Deliberately obfuscated source code is not allowed. Intermediate forms such as the output of a
preprocessor or translator are not allowed.
3. Derived Works
The license must allow modifications and derived works, and must allow them to be distributed under the
same terms as the license of the original software.
4. Integrity of The Author's Source Code
The license may restrict source-code from being distributed in modified form only if the license allows the
distribution of 'patch files' with the source code for the purpose of modifying the program at build time. The
license must explicitly permit distribution of software built from modified source code. The license may
require derived works to carry a different name or version number from the original software.
5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups
The license must not discriminate against any person or group of persons.
6. No Discrimination Against Fields of Endeavor
The license must not restrict anyone from making use of the program in a specific field of endeavor. For
example, it may not restrict the program from being used in a business, or from being used for genetic
research.
7. Distribution of License
The rights attached to the program must apply to all to whom the program is redistributed without the need
for execution of an additional license by those parties.
8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product
The rights attached to the program must not depend on the program's being part of a particular software
distribution. If the program is extracted from that distribution and used or distributed within the terms of the
program's license, all parties to whom the program is redistributed should have the same rights as those that
are granted in conjunction with the original software distribution.
9. The License Must Not Restrict Other Software
The license must not place restrictions on other software that is distributed along with the licensed software.
For example, the license must not insist that all other programs distributed on the same medium must be
open-source software.
10. The License must be technology-neutral
No provision of the license may be predicated on any individual technology or style of interface.
(The Rationale section in the original text is deleted.)
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This definition is widely accepted; Feller and Fitzgerald (2002) argued that this definition
satisfied the necessary and sufficient conditions to characterize a piece of Free/Open Source
software.

Though the formal definition of Open Source quoted was suggested to cover the necessary and
sufficient conditions for Free/Open Source software, Gacek, Lawrie & Arief (2001) showed
that a definition just on software could not completely illustrate the many underlying meanings
of the Free/Open Source phenomenon. Thus, a number of explanations were devised (Feller &
Fitzgerald 2002; Lawrie, Arief & Gacek 2002; Nakakoji et al. 2002; Raymond 2000b; Sharma,
Sugumaran & Rajagopalan 2002; So, Thomas & Zadeh 2002) and they will be discussed in the
following sections.

2.3 The Most Well-Known Model - The Cathedral and The Bazaar
The first model to be examined is Eric Raymond's 'the Cathedral and the Bazaar' metaphor
(Raymond 2000b), which is the most well-known model to explain the Free/Open software
development process. This was introduced in the previous chapter and it was one of the earliest
explanations of the how Free/Open Source software could evolve into such a complex system
like Linux. Indeed, the practice of making the source code freely available existed nearly as
long as the invention of the computer itself and turning source code into proprietary software
and distributing only the compiled binary is a relatively recent concept (Levy 1984). There
were also written accounts on the some of the most open systems in history, such as ITS, the
Incompatible Time-sharing System (Levy 1984; Turkle 1984), but the software development
process associated was seldom investigated in depth. Therefore, Raymond's metaphor then
became the most frequently used explanation for Free/Open Source software development
process. This metaphor even had an influential impact on the decision of Netscape to open up
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the source code of its browser product and started one of the most famous commercial Open
Source projects, Mozilla (Hamerly, Paquin & Walton 1999; Moody 2001).

In Raymond's article of the Cathedral and the Bazaar (Raymond 2000b), he used the metaphor
of Bazaar to explain the mechanism of Free/Open Source software development as a distinct
paradigm from conventional approaches. Moreover, he argued if a project like Linux, which
involve such large number of developers, could efficiently produce quality software with
substantial complexity, then Brooks's law could only be partly true. Other forces were at work
to increase efficiency. One of these other forces was egoless programming proposed by
Weinberg (1971). This theory described that if programmers share their source code among
their peers, errors in code can be discovered more readily. Other benefits included the
improvement in the readability of code, the increase of familiarity with the code by other team
members, and eventually, an improvement in efficiency. Raymond also suggested that as the
Internet became available to the public, the boundary of egoless programming could be
expanded even further to any interested parties globally. Linus Torvalds, the founder of Linux,
was among the first to utilise the potential of this situation. More understanding of the
Free/Open Source phenomenon is again required to further examine this argument. (A common
misconception is that Raymond proved Brooks's law wrong and Brooks's law is not applicable
anymore. In Raymond's own words, he claimed, "I don't consider Brooks' Law 'obsolete' any
more than Newtonian physics is obsolete; it's just incomplete. Just as you get non-Newtonian
effects at high energies and velocities, you get non-Brooksian effects when transaction costs go
low enough. Under sufficiently extreme conditions, these secondary effects dominate the
system -- you get nuclear explosions, or Linux." (Jones, P. 2000) As will be developed further
in this dissertation, Brooks's law still has a role to play.)
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Another important enabling factor suggested by Raymond (2000b) was the satisfaction in
gaining reputation in a community of developers as the motivation. Egoless programming was
suggested as one significant enabling factor in the Linux development, but this principle did not
explain the willingness to collaborate. Raymond's answer to this question was that ego
boosting among peers was the driving force.

Critics of the Bazaar metaphor suggested that the model provided 'too few data points' to
construct a picture of the approach (Eunice 1998b). Extended interpretations to fill the gaps in
the Cathedral metaphor can sometimes be found in literature. Examples of those are 'The
Cathedral represents a monolithic, highly planned, top-down style of software development'
(Eunice 1998a), 'All alternative models (considered to be one and called the "Cathedral
model")' (Bezroukov 1999a) and 'The paper essentially ignored contemporary techniques in
software engineering, using the Cathedral as a pseudonym for the waterfall lifecycle of the
1970s (Royce 1970)' (Johnson 1999). On the other hand, for the Bazaar metaphor, most
interpretations did not go beyond the boundaries of Raymond's article. A yearning for a more
detailed explanation is implied in the following quotes from literature, 'somehow results in high
quality software' (Pavlicek 2000, p. 11) and 'for some mysterious reason' (Bezroukov 1999a).
These authors were probably seeking a more substantial explanation of the exact mechanism of
the Free/Open Source software development process.

In order to have a comprehensive understanding of the Free/Open Source phenomenon, more
literature needs to be reviewed. Nevertheless, as the phenomenon is quite new, relevant
literature may not has an obvious 'Free Software' or 'Open Source' tag in the title or abstract.
Relevant areas of interest will be proposed instead in order to proceed.
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2.4 Relevant Areas of Interest in the Topic of Free/Open Source
Phenomenon
It can be proposed that there are three relevant areas of interest in Free/Open Source, namely the
contextual, technological and socio-economical aspects. The three aspects proposed are not
mutually exclusive and they all overlap with each other (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1 Three areas of interest in Free/Open Source

First of all, the Free/Open Source phenomenon emerged from its own historical context.
Though the term 'Open Source' was coined on the 3rd February, 1998 (Open Source Initiative
2000), the historical context of the movement includes the history of Unix operating system
(Hauben & Hauben 1997; Salus 1995), the Internet (Hauben & Hauben 1997; Licklider &
Taylor 1968), and the hacker culture (Levy 1984; Raymond 2000c; Turkle 1984). The Free
Software Foundation and the GNU project also played a very significant role (Feller &
Fitzgerald 2002; Levy 1984; Moody 2001). The contemporary context of Free/Open Source
includes business interest in Open Source (Apple Computer Inc. 2002; Hamerly, Paquin &
Walton 1999; IBM 2003; SGI 2003; Sun Microsystems Inc.) such as how Linux was employed
as a weapon against Microsoft and other competitors (Bezroukov 2002; Wladawsky-Berger
2001).
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Free/Open Source communities also consist of a socio-economical aspect and relevant topics
includes virtual communities and virtual organizations (Crowston & Scozzi 2002; Dafermos
2001; Gallivan 2001; Kollock 1996; Markus, Manville & Agres 2000; Rheingold 1993; Romm,
Pliskin & Clarke 1997; Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan 2002; So, Thomas & Zadeh 2002;
Wellman & Gulia 1999), the current state of hacker culture (Moody 2001; Pavlicek 2000;
Raymond 2000b, 2000a), information economy (Clarke 1999; Ghosh 1998a; Kollock 1999;
Lancashire 2001; Lerner & Triole 2002) and the political influences of Free/Open Source
(Forge 2000; Free Software Foundation 2002; Newman 1999; The Associated Press 2000; Yee
1999).

Free/Open Source communities are mostly made up of members with technical background
(Lakhani et al. 2003) and thus technology is another indispensable aspect. Topics such as
architecture (such as the microkernel vs monolithic debate (DiBona, Ockman & Stone 1999))
and features (such as technical supremacy of Linux over Microsoft (The Unix vs NT
Organisation 2001)) of software were always important focuses in the communities.

From the elaboration of the three areas of interest above, some relevant literature is identified.
Nonetheless, the areas covered need to be further reduced to focus on FOSPHost and a structure
is required to categorise and present this volume of relevant literature.

2.5 Summary of Chapter Two
In this chapter, a formal definition of Free/Open Source Software was introduced. The most
well-known explanation to Free/Open Source phenomenon – the Cathedral and the Bazaar –
was examined and its short-comings was discussed. In search for a more comprehensive
explanation, three relevant areas of interest were identified, namely the contextual,
technological and socio-economical aspects.
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In the next chapter, the focus of this research, FOSPHost, will be explanation further and the
research question and sub-questions will be developed.

Chapter 3
Research Questions
3.1 Introduction
In the chapter, more details on Free/Open Source Project Hosting (FOSPHost) sites will be
explained. The overall research question and sub-questions will also be formulated.

3.2 Free/Open Source Project Hosting Sites
A FOSPHost site is an important tool within the communities and it is defined as the
infrastructure that supports and co-ordinates the development of Free/Open Source software
projects on the Internet.

Surveying one of the most popular FOSPHost sites online, SourceForge (SourceForge 2003), it
provides a dazzling array of services to manage a project, namely issue trackers, forums,
mailing list, announcement area, document manager, task manager, file release system and
concurrent versions system (CVS). It also provides a compile farm for porting software to
other platforms. Since SourceForge hosts a large number of projects, it also provides facilities
for inter-project communication. First of all, projects hosted are grouped into foundries to
encourage communication between similar projects. Software metrics are also calculated for
comparison and competition.
developers.

There is also an area to call for contribution from other
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Not every FOSPHost site is required to be as extensive as SourceForge in order to be useful.
Some are as simple as having a mailing list for communication and an FTP server to download
the components of the project. Indeed, this was what Linus Torvalds employed for a substantial
amount of time to co-ordinate the development of the Linux kernel (Asklund & Bendix 2002)
before the deployment of a more sophisticated version control system called BitKeeper (Barr, J.
2002). Even after the introduction of BitKeeper to take the load of co-ordination, mailing lists
and FTP servers still remain as important components of the system. The information in the
Linux kernel mailing list is important enough that there is even a digest service on the content of
the list (Brown et al. 2003).

One can even trace back the history of FOSPHost to the historical ITS system. As mentioned in
sub-section 4.5, this system allowed any user to change any code on the system. Moreover,
users could actually switch to other users' terminal and did programming collaboratively. ITS
system thus was an infrastructure to support and co-ordinate software development and the
code developed is still freely available on the Internet (Alan 2001).

On the other hand, web sites that aggregate information about Free/Open Source projects for
queries such as Freshmeat (OSDN 2003b) are not regarded as FOSPHost. Popular geek
community web sites such as Slashdot (OSDN 2003a) or Advogato (Advogato 2003) are also
not classified as FOSPHost. These web sites are indeed very much related to Free/Open Source
projects but they did not provide co-ordination tools for software development.

FOSPHost sites can also be classified as external hosting and self-hosting. The distinction
between the two is the amount of control the users of the FOSPHost site have. For a
self-hosting site, the users can adjust the internal configurations of the services provided. On
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the other hand, for an external hosting site, a fixed set of services is provided with a common
configuration. SourceForge is one example of external hosting site. Examples of self-hosting
sites are sites that host the project of Linux, Mozilla and Apache. Regardless of the restrictions,
externally hosted sites such as SourceForge can be popular as the amount of effort to start host
is lower than self-hosting sites.

An impression that the above discussion may create is that all the required development tools
are grouped into one FOSPHost site. Having many commonly used tools centralised in a web
site is probably a common scenario, but services such as Internet Relay Chart (IRC) may not be
provided by a FOSPHost site. One may need to look up the service by other providers. Another
possibility can be some developers may also prefer to host some services themselves to increase
the amount of control that they can assert.

In this dissertation, sites are always referred as FOSPHost sites. When the word 'FOSPHost' is
not used together with the word 'site', it then means the general topic of FOSPHost.

Some readers may expect to find literature of software configuration management in this
section. Nevertheless, the approach of this research is exploratory (which will be explained in
the methodology section), and the importance of tools is also assumed to be unknown at the
start. Literature review on tools will be done after discovering which tools are important in later
sections.

3.3 Developing the Research Questions
As discussed above, both the Free/Open Source communities and the business world are
probably interested in obtaining benefits from FOSPHost sites. As explained in the rationale of
the research (sub-section 1.2), it is likely that the deployment of FOSPHost sites will increase.
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As the need for Free/Open Source software development and FOSPHost increase, it is
important to look into the design of FOSPHost and discover areas for improvement.

The approach taken in this research is to build an evaluation model for FOSPHost. To evaluate
is to 'assess or form an idea of the amount, quality or value of' the matter (Hornby & Crowther
1995, p. 394). By building this model, important issues in FOSPHost will hopefully be
discovered and the final model will hopefully be a useful tool to examine the design and
deployment of FOSPHost. Also by the examination on the topic of FOSPHost, we may gain
more understanding on the Free/Open Source phenomenon as a whole. The overall research
question for the study is thus formulated as:
'How to construct an evaluation model for a FOSPHost site?'

In order to answer this question, a divide-and-conquer approach is required. Sub-questions are
thus formulated to specify how the investigation is partitioned into smaller parts. From the
discussion the previous chapter, specific literature related to FOSPHost need to be identified
and a structure is required to categorise and present this literature. This task is summarise in the
first research sub-question:
1. What relevant analytical frameworks can be built to facilitate the investigation of the design
and deployment of FOSPHost?

After analytical frameworks are obtained, it is possible to collect data from a more focus area
relating to FOSPHost. This task is formulated in the second research sub-question:
2. What are the important factors in FOSPHost design and deployment from data collection?
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After the important factors are obtained, they need to be presented in some format as an
evaluation tool for FOSPHost sites.

This task is formulated in the second research

sub-question:
3. How to build an evaluation model from these important factors in FOSPHost?

Refering to the objectives in the first chapter, the three sub-questions cover the area of research
specified.

3.4 Summary of Chapter Three
In this chapter, the topic of FOSPHost is further explained and more precisely defined. The
overall research question and sub-questions are then formulated. The overall research question
is:
'How to construct an evaluation model for a FOSPHost site?'

And the research sub-questions are:
1.

What relevant analytical frameworks can be built to facilitate the investigation of the
design and deployment of FOSPHost?

2.

What are the important factors in FOSPHost design and deployment from data collection?

3.

How to build an evaluation model from these important factors in FOSPHost?

In the next chapter, the first sub-question will be tackled.

Chapter 4
Development of Analytical Frameworks
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the derivation of a new model for the analysis of the Free/Open Source
phenomenon will be presented. Other models of explaining the Free/Open Source phenomenon
will also be discussed and compared to the new model in order to gain more insight into this
phenomenon. The relevance of employing the newly derived models to investigate the topic of
FOSPHost will be discussed as well.

4.2 Background for Analytical Frameworks
Recalling the three relevant areas of interest, namely the contextual, technological and
socio-economical aspects, the new frameworks proposed in this study – the 4C model and a
model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community - is an attempt to cover all
three areas.

It is based upon theories on virtual communities and Computer-Supported

Co-operative Work (CSCW). The definition of CSCW is '[CSCW is] concerned with the ways
in which people work together and with the ways in which computer systems can be designed to
support the collaborative aspects of work.' (Rosenberg 1994, p. 1). Therefore, CSCW is related
to the technical and socio-psychological aspects of a system. Since software is developed in a
collaborative fashion by communication through computer systems in a Free/Open Source
community, theories in CSCW are relevant to the examination of Free/Open Source (Yamauchi
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et al. 2000). With its bases in both virtual communities and CSCW, the model has the potential
to explain both the technical and socio-economical aspects of Free/Open Source.

The

contextual aspect will also be considered but theories relating to this aspect are rare, so it will be
included in the content of the model, not its presuppositions.

4.2.1

Free/Open Source Community, a definition

Before the discussion of the details of the new frameworks, the definition for the term
'Free/Open Source community' need to be established. Nowadays, Free/Open Source projects
are usually co-ordinated on the Internet with a group of developers.

Therefore, theories in

virtual communities could be relevant. The most common definition of virtual communities
was given by Rheingold (1993, p. 5): 'social aggregations that emerge from the Net when
enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient human feeling, to
form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace.' A more elaborate model for virtual
communities was suggested by Romm, Pliskin and Clarke (Figure 4-1). Their criteria for
virtual communities were 'shared goal and ideals; some degree of stability; growth; and loyalty
and commitment by their members' (Romm, Pliskin & Clarke 1997, p. 262). Moreover, they
identified three important aspects of virtual communities, namely 'variables which affect
individuals' decision to join virtual communities', "variables which explain virtual
communities' effects on their immediate environment" and 'variables which describe how
virtual communities are transforming society' (Romm, Pliskin & Clarke 1997, p. 261).
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Figure 4-1 Integrative Three Phase Model of Virtual Communities and Society (Romm, Pliskin & Clarke
1997, p. 269)

After surveying different definitions of the term 'virtual communities', we can consider the
situation of the Free/Open Source phenomenon and see how some these definitions can be
applicable.

Within the Free/Open Source movements, there are different sub-cultures.

Raymond (2000a) stated that there are different ideologies within communities which support
the idea of Free/Open Source. Two most prominent factions are Open Source Initiative vs Free
Software Foundation. The difference between the two communities was nicely summarised by
(Kelty 2001, p. 312) as 'Whereas FSF would sell freedom if they could, opensource.org sells a
better mousetrap, or perhaps 'bug-trap' is the better metaphor.' While the Free Software
Foundation was hardline in taking Closed-Source software as morally wrong, Open Source
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Initiative is marketing the Open Source software development process as the definite method
for software projects. It is not uncommon to find discussions on the differences and resolutions
of the two communities in popular Free/Open Source online forums such as Advogato
(Advogato 2000a, 2001b). Therefore, according to one of the four criteria stated on a virtual
community, 'shared goal and ideals' (Romm, Pliskin & Clarke 1997, p. 262), it is more
reasonable to say there are a number of communities within the Free/Open Source movements
with different ideals rather than looking at these communities as a monolithic group. A simple
definition of a Free/Open Source community can then be a group of developers collaborating
mostly through the Internet on similar or related projects attached to a similar culture.

4.2.2

A Framework on Computer-Supported Co-operative Work (CSCW)

and Analysis of an Free/Open Source Community
After defining what a Free/Open Source community is, in order to categorise and analyse what
happens inside a Free/Open Source community, a framework on CSCW is considered. The
framework is shown in Figure 4-2 (Dix 1994, p. 17). In the diagram, the circles with a 'P'
denotes a person involved and the circle with an 'A' denotes an artefact(s) involved in CSCW.
The persons involved can directly control the artefact and feedback is received from such
manoeuvre. It is also possible to obtain information about how another person is controlling the
artefact through the artefact itself. This event is called feedthrough and it is denote by a line
connecting the two persons via the artefact. In a CSCW system, the persons involved usually
are provided a communication media to exchange ideas. The line 'direct communication'
denotes this kind of communication. The dotted line deixis represented the content in the direct
communication that referred to the artefact.

Moreover, the persons involved may also

communicate on concepts of a higher level such as the goal of the co-operation. The line
'understanding' denotes this kind of communication.
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Figure 4-2 A Framework on CSCW

From this framework, important aspects of a Free/Open Source community can be identified.
First of all, a Free/Open Source community is based on a communication media. As most of the
important artefacts in a Free/Open Source community are information in digital format, these
artefacts can also be contained in the communication media. The next important aspect is the
artefacts, which are the contributions from the community members. An example of an artefact
can be source code. By reading and understanding the source code, one programmer can learn
what other programmers are trying to achieve. This is denoted by the feedthrough process. On
top of the artefacts, the communication on how to manage the artefacts is also very important.
The understanding of co-operation in CSCW is analogous to the culture of a Free/Open Source
community, which embodied understanding of high-level concepts such as the goal and the
identity of the community.
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4.3 4C Model of a Free/Open Source Community
Based on the four important aspects identified in a Free/Open Source community, a model of a
Free/Open Source community is built and shown in Figure 4-3. The model is presented in a
four-layer (4C) model.

Figure 4-3 4C Model of a Free/Open Source Community

The four layers represented in the model in Figure 4-3 are communication, contributions,
co-ordination and culture respectively. The communication medium is the basic infrastructure
for any interaction. Contributions referred to the different pieces of assistance given by
individual developers via the communication media. Co-ordination is the process of organising
fragments of contributions into usable products and the culture of the community in turn
governs the rules in co-ordination. These four layers will be explained below in sub-sections
4.3.1 to 4.3.4.

4.3.1

Communication

An important enabling factor for Free/Open Source communities to exist is a medium for
communication. In most cases, the Internet is the most frequently used communication
medium for Free/Open Source communities. Many (Bezroukov 2000; Moon & Sproull 2000;
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Raymond 2000b) recognized the Internet as an important precondition for the Linux project to
start. Kollock (1999) suggested that the Internet lowers the cost of collaboration. On the other
hand, Ghosh (1998a) used a cooking-pot as a metaphor to describe collaboration on the Internet.
In the case of a physical cooking-pot, when everyone put in some ingredients to boil a tasty
broth, one can only take a small portion of the broth, more or less the same amount as what one
has put in. In the case of the Internet, the digital cooking-pot, which is an efficient cloning
machine, everyone who contributes can also get complete copies what others have contributed.

4.3.2

Contributions

A Free/Open Source project is built upon contributions from individual developers. These
contributions included source code, suggested features (wish list), comments on project, bug
reports and also documentations. Source code is the basis of any program and thus any
software project. When a project starts, the existence of an executable program with source
code attracts more developers to participate (Fogel 1999; Raymond 2000b). After using the
program, developers or users may have suggestions on new features to add to the program.
Comments may also be made on the direction of the project as well as the details of the source
code. Zawinski (1999) pointed out that the contribution of quality comments could even worth
more than source code. Bug reports (sometimes with patches (source code)) are also welcomed
to improve the stability of the program. Finally, a program cannot be used and a project cannot
be maintained without documentations, and thus contributions to documentation are also
important. With a proper communication media, all these contributions can be collected.

4.3.3

Co-ordination

Co-ordination is required to package all these different contributions collected via the
communication media into a piece of stable software. A mechanism to accept or reject a piece
of contribution has to be established. This mechanism can be understood by studying the social
structure of Free/Open Source community for individual rights and responsibilities. This
structure can be summarised in a diagram suggested by Lawrie, Arief and Gacek (2002, p. 77)
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and modified by the authors in Figure 4-4. The core developers are the most senior group and
they had the final say. In the benevolent dictator system (Fogel 1999; Raymond 2000a), a
maintainer is that the person who makes final judgements on decisions of the project. If an
autocratic system (Fogel 1999; Raymond 2000a) is adopted, a membership system has to be
setup to identify between developers and non-developers and it may also involve a voting
system for decision-making.

Figure 4-4 A Model of the Social Structure of Free/Open Source Community (Lawrie, Arief & Gacek , 2002,
p. 77) modified by the authors (* denotes the modification)

It seems that the core developers are the most powerful class in the structure but it can be argued
that all the classes of people in this social structure are inter-dependent and a stable balance of
power can be achieved. Users, who seem to be dependent on the developer community for bug
fix and implementation of new features, are actually very important to the developers. The
popularity of the software is itself a measure of the success of a project (Advogato 2002a)
because adoption of a piece of software itself is a compliment. Bugs will be more readily
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discovered and the potential of recruiting developers with a larger user base. Therefore,
Raymond’s advice (2000b) on respecting users is sensible in this social structure.
Co-developers and core developers could be argued to be inter-dependent as well. On the one
hand, core developers would like contributions from other developers to share the load of
development. On the other hand, co-developers can have another parties to carry the burden of
co-ordination. If some of the core developers do not listen to the community, other members of
the community can take the source code away and run the project separately and this is called
forking (Fogel 1999; Raymond 2000a). Due to its disruptive nature, forking does not occur
very often but the knowledge of its possibility is yet another force to promote the balance of
power.

Further details of the exact sequence of how development is conducted under the social
structure outlined above are chosen not to be discussed here. The reason for this decision can
be showed firstly from considering the research by Yamauchi et al. (2000), where 552 messages
on GCC development mailing list are classified into four groups, namely question, response,
proposal and hand in. The probabilities of sequences of these classified messages are presented
in Figure 4-5. In the figure, the probabilities of one message type followed by another are stated
on the arrows connecting the two messages. Statistical significances of these probabilities are
stated below the probabilities (NS denoted Not Significant). The fraction of occurrence of a
certain kind of message over total 552 messages is showed inside the circle of the type of
message. This diagram illustrates that the actual development process of a Free/Open Source
project can be quite chaotic and there may be no exact sequence of processes for discussion.
This may suggest that order in a Free/Open Source project can only be found on a more abstract
level.
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Figure 4-5 Communication Pattern of GCC (Yamauchi et al. 2000, p. 7)

4.3.4

Culture

The culture of a Free/Open Source community shapes the rules in the co-ordination of
Free/Open Source projects. Culture is defined as 'the collective programming of the mind
which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another' (Hofstede
1997, p. 5). The community of Free Software and Open Source movements can be argued to
have enough affinity to be called a culture. First of all, most of the members in the community
are technical people (Bentson 2000) that value hack (Levy 1984; Turkle 1984) (The word 'hack'
in this paper does not refer to breaking into computers. It refers to the ultimate standard of
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technical virtuosity and aesthetic in a Free/Open Source community) and technical correctness
(Pavlicek 2000). A confessed mistake is more highly valued that a beautifully crafted lie
(Pavlicek 2000) as the technical correctness attitude requires admissions of fact. Also with
value of hack, Free/Open Source communities also bred humility (Raymond 2000a) as there
will always be another person with a brighter idea. Secondly, Linus Torvalds, the original
author of Linux, released the source code of the system on the USENET because the culture
encouraged sharing (Ghosh 1998b). Thirdly, Raymond (2000a) also observed cultural rules in
Free/Open Source communities in the transfers of maintainership and giving credits. Fourthly,
being formed mostly by volunteers, the culture endorses loose charter over complicated
legalisations when the community tries to put management rules in writing, as volunteers tend
to cooperate and reach consensus rather than exploiting the loopholes in the system (Fogel
1999). The above is a general view of the culture and each Free/Open Source community also
has its own variations.

4.4 A Model of Individual Participation to a Free/Open Source
Community
After introducing a model to a Free/Open Source community, one can consider to represent the
relationship of individual participants to the community by a model. Individual participants,
who are probably one of the most influential groups on the assessment of FOSPHost, is chosen.
Other stakeholders such as user communities, commercial organizations, and the
non-commercial organizations that managed Free/Open Source projects (Feller & Fitzgerald
2002) are excluded to limit the scope of investigation.

The model built to explain this relationship is shown in Figure 4-6. The model includes the
mentioned 4C model, the motivations and barriers when a developer decides to join a
Free/Open Source community together with the positive and negative results after interaction
with a Free/Open Source community. The motivations and barriers are analogous to the
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"variables which affect individuals' decision to join virtual communities" and the results
analogous to the effects from the three phase model on virtual communities (Romm, Pliskin &
Clarke 1997). Since the group of individual participants is chosen, all these four factors are
related just to them and a feedback loop is included as well.

Figure 4-6 A Model on individual participation in an Open Source/Free Software Community

There are a number of motivations for a user or a developer to join a Free/Open Source
Software community. An oftenly regarded motivation was stated in Raymond's 'the Cathedral
and the Bazaar' - 'Every good work of software starts by scratching a developer's personal itch.'
(Raymond 2000b) This essentially means that a developer needs a computer program to do a
task for him or her. However, this need does not necessarily lead to joining a Free/Open Source
community. For some developers, they may just obtain an executable binary of a piece of
software that meets their needs. The most common example is a developer needs a new PC to
work so this person installs a copy of Microsoft Windows. Alternatively, a developer may write
a piece of software to meet his or her need but the source code of the software may never be
shared. Therefore, when a developer joins a Free/Open Source community, he or she may be
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motivated by other factors also, such as reciprocal behaviour (Kollock 1999; Wellman & Gulia
1999), reputation (Fogel 1999; Ghosh 1998a; Kollock 1999; Krishnamurthy 2002; Raymond
2000a) and attraction to community (Foster 1998; Kollock 1999). Availability of funding also
enables members of Free/Open Source community to work on project devotedly such as
support in BSD by DARPA (McKusick 1999) and Linux by University of Helsinki (Bezroukov
2000; Moody 2001). Lastly, altruism or idealism (Kollock 1999) may also motivate developers
to contribute.

Although there are a number of motivations for developers to join a Free/Open Source
community, barriers also exist to deter them, as in any virtual communities (Romm, Pliskin &
Clarke 1997). Technically, Free/Open Source communities only accept developers who attain a
high degree of competence (Raymond 2000b). The complexity of source code also created a
barrier for contribution (Zawinski 1999). On the other hand, software with poor design and
inadequate documentation may deter contribution (mettw 2000). Another barrier is that a
developer may not be willing to share his or her own code. Cultural barriers may also exist.
Firstly, language can be a barrier because people from certain backgrounds in some part of the
world may find it hard to join a Free/Open Source community using English as the common
language of communication (Fogel 1999). Cultural mysteries also exist and they have to be
solved before a member could be accepted by certain Free/Open Source communities
(Raymond 2000a). The last but obvious reason is that a developer cannot afford the time for
one's involvement in a Free/Open Source community (Bezroukov 1999a).

There are several positive outcomes as a result of joining a Free/Open Source community. A
developer may have one's own itch scratched (Raymond 2000b) and found that he or she
enjoyed programming in collaboration (Fogel 1999; Raymond 2000a). He or she may learn
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more skills (Fogel, 1999) and build up one's own reputation in the community as well (Fogel
1999; Ghosh 1998a; Kollock 1999; Krishnamurthy 2002; Raymond 2000a).

Negative results from participation in a Free/Open Source community may include a lack of
interest on one's project (Fogel 1999; Raymond 2000b), rejection from others (Maclachlan
1999; Pennington), hurts in management issues (Hacker 1999; Raymond 2000a) and burn-out
(Bezroukov 1999a, 1999b).

An example of the model can be that a computer literate required a certain application to fulfil
her needs. She found a piece of Free/Open Source software (positive result) and added some
modifications to fulfil her needs more comprehensively. She then tried to contribute the code
back to the community but she found the code had to conform to the coding standard (barrier)
and the core members of the project were not too friendly (negative result). Later on, a new
version of the software was released with new features but not compatible with her
modifications. It was a nuisance that she would need to adjust the modifications for each
release. Then, she finally got her code to conform to the standard (motivation). Also, she was
no longer new to the community and knew the core members better. Her modification was
eventually accepted and it stayed in the code for the versions to come (positive result). The
burden of maintenance was therefore shared (positive result).

4.5 Notes on the Construction of

the Model of

Individual

Participation to a Free/Open Source Community
The model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community presented above was
first conceived in late 2000 when there were only a few explanations of the Free/Open Source
phenomenon. It was devised as a basis to investigate FOSPHost and the questions asked in the
Delphi survey conducted later were directly related to this model. Thus the model is kept as it
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was without adding the latest academic findings. However, a comparison with other models
from recent publications will be presented in sub-section 4.7.

When this model was designed, it took a less prescriptive and more flexible approach in
modelling. Each aspect only has a general description. Moreover, the community's effect to the
intermediate environment and global society were also not included in the model. There are
evidences that a Free/Open Source community can cause changes in some of these areas. For
example, one of the changes to the immediate environment is the change in the use of language.
In the case of the Free/Open Source communities, the Jargon File (Raymond 2001), which is a
dictionary with a collection of 2321 entries on hacker vocabulary, is a good piece evidence on
this aspect. However, some of the impacts of the Free/Open Source communities, such as its
impact to the software industry and its contribution to the debate of information freedom, are
yet to be examined.

The 4C model had four layers with culture as the highest layer. This may present an impression
that culture is the most influential factor. Looking back in the history of hacker culture, by
considering the ITS System, a system regarded as the ultimate expression of hacker culture
(Levy 1984), one might find some insight into this matter. According to Levy (1984), ITS was
a multi-user system but did not has any passwords. Anyone can read and write anything on the
system.

Users could actually switch to other users' terminal and did programming

collaboratively. Seemingly, there was one important factor that was minimised in this system –
barrier. Indeed, there was no barrier to stop anyone to program on any code in the system. All
source code written could be read and modified as well. This system was built by hackers in
Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a rivalry system to CTSS (Compatible Time Sharing
System), which was regarded to discourage hacking. This is indeed an example that supports
the viewpoint of the influence of culture layer over communication layer. Nevertheless,
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McLuhan's famous statement, 'The Media is the Message' (McLuhan 1964, p. 7), is the opposite
of the argument above, claiming that the communication layer is more influential (the relevance
of the statement to FOSPHost was suggested by Dr. Jason Robbins on 21 Feb 2002 during a
visit to Collab.Net).

A middle ground argument was proposed by Tuomi (2001) in an

examination of the evolution of Linux development that 'In the evolution of complex system of
resources and communities, social organization and tools co-evolve.'

Therefore, further

research will be beneficial in this area.

One of the important advantages as well as a disadvantage with the model is its flexibility.
Arguably, the model is flexible enough even to include other non-Free/Open Source community.
For example, the model can be used to examine communities that choose to use a
Closed-Source license in a commercial environment. Moreover, by substituting contributions,
co-ordination and culture by information, channels of communication and pedagogy, the model
can be changed to analyse a virtual learning community. By looking at the model as the
descendent of the three phase model on virtual communities (Romm, Pliskin & Clarke 1997)
and the framework on CSCW (Dix 1994), it is not surprising that this model on Free/Open
Source community could be expanded to explain many different systems as its parent models
are general models on information systems. One obvious limitation is that there need to be
collective agreement on the philosophy of how information should be managed within the
system, which is called culture in the model, in order for the model to produce a useful analysis.
The advantage of this flexibility is that a Free/Open Source community can be compared with
other information systems by a similar framework under this model. The disadvantage is that
the model may disappoint those who want to pin down what Free/Open Source really is. Indeed,
this model was criticised on this aspect when it was first presented in the Open Source Software
Development Workshop at Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K. (So, Thomas & Zadeh 2002). However,
it seems that Free/Open Source actually includes a collection of different community structures
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and practices (Gacek, Lawrie & Arief 2001; Nakakoji et al. 2002) rather than a few defined
methods.

4.6 Comparison Between the Bazaar Model and the Model of
Individual Participation to a Free/Open Source Community
The model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community presented above
covered technical and socio-economical aspects of Free/Open Source as well as context of the
community. On the other hand, Kelty (2000; 2001) pointed out that 'the Cathedral and Bazaar'
described the process of how to run a Free/Open Source project as a replica of Linux. This
focus unfortunately reduces the phenomenon of Free/Open Source into a series of technical
processes. This is, however, not to say that Raymond did not know about culture. On the
contrary, he was the compiler of 'The New Hacker's Dictionary' (Raymond 2001). Moreover, in
the 'Homesteading the Noosphere' (Raymond 2000a), the next essay after 'The Cathedral and
Bazaar', he mentioned various aspects of the different sub-cultures within Open Source.
Unfortunately, probably in the process of marketing Free Software and by de-politicisation and
renaming it to 'Open Source' (Kelty 2000), the complexity of the phenomenon was reduced to
technical processes. To conclude, the metaphor of the Cathedral and Bazaar is useful as an
introductory, first estimate to the phenomenon of Free/Open Source but more is needed to
explain the phenomenon. The model presented above is one of the many attempts to contribute
towards a more comprehensive and complex explanation, which covers contextual, technical
and socio-economical aspects.

4.7 Comparison Between the Other Models and the Model of
Individual Participation to a Free/Open Source Community
Other than the models presented above, researchers around the world also devised different
explanations to describe and investigate the Free/Open Source phenomenon. The models to be
compared are 'Evolution patterns of Open-Source software systems and communities'
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(Nakakoji et al. 2002), 'Open Source characteristics - common and variable' (Gacek, Lawrie &
Arief 2001), OSS (Open Source Software) Model (Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan 2002)
and 'A framework analysis of the Open Source software development paradigm' (Feller &
Fitzgerald 2002). The focus of the first two models was mainly on the software development
process and the latter two were attempts to develop a more comprehensive explanation.

4.7.1

Software Development Based Models

The first model to be introduced is 'Evolution patterns of Open-Source software systems and
communities' by Nakakoji et al. (2002). This model was developed after generalising from
case studies on four different Free/Open Source projects. The authors proposed that there was a
hierarchical community structure starting from passive users, readers, bug reporters, bug fixers,
peripheral developers, active developers, core members and project leader. Moreover, there are
three types of Free/Open projects, namely exploration-oriented, utility-oriented and
service-oriented and each type had different attributes (Table 4-1).

Table 4-1 Three Types of Free/Open Source Projects (Nakakoji et al. 2002)
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The three types of Free/Open Source projects could also evolve into another type in different
development stages. When there are new ideas to be implemented, the project may evolve into
exploration-oriented type. When there were new needs to be satisfied, the project may evolve
into utility-oriented type. When the project become mature, it may evolve into service-oriented
type.

From the model, there is not just one approach in Free/Open Source software development but
three approaches. These approaches did not just affect the process of the development but also
the community structure. For example, Cathedral-like central control structure was found in
exploration-oriented type projects and Bazaar-like decentralized control in utility-oriented
projects.

Comparing with the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source

community, this model belongs to the co-ordination layer of the 4C model with brief mentions
of issues in culture and barriers. Indeed, this model has a more specific description over the
description in co-ordination layer above.

The next model to be introduced is 'Open source characteristics - common and variable' by
Gacek, Lawrie & Arief (2001) (Figure 4-7). They proposed that there were common attributes
among Free/Open Source projects such as Open Source Definition, community, motivation,
developers are users, process of accepting submissions, development improvement cycles and
modularity of code. There were also variable attributes that changed from project to project,
namely choice of work area, balance of centralisation and decentralisation, meritocratic culture,
business model, decision making process, submission information dissemination process,
project starting points, visibility of software architecture, documentation and testing, licensing,
operational support and size.
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Figure 4-7 Open source characteristics - common and variable (Gacek, Lawrie & Arief 2001, p. 79)

Comparing with the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community, this
model mainly belongs to the co-ordination layer of the 4C model with brief mentions of issues
in communication, culture and motivation. Similar to last model, it has a more specific
description over the description in co-ordination layer.

4.7.2

Comprehensive Models

The first model in this sub-section to be introduced is the OSS Model by Sharma, Sugumaran &
Rajagopalan (2002). They needed to devise a model of the Free/Open Source phenomenon in
order to postulate how traditional software development environment could fuse with
Free/Open Source environment to create a hybrid-OSS community and obtain benefits from
both methodologies.

The benefits that the authors hoped to obtain were reduction in

development time and time-to-market, improvement in quality, reduction of cost, gaining
developer loyalty and increase developer talent pool without additional head count and
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overhead. Derived from organisational theory literature, the authors proposed that there were
three aspects in Free/Open Source phenomenon, namely structure, culture and process.
Moreover, these three aspects also interacted with each other (Figure 4-8).

Figure 4-8 OSS Model (Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan 2002, p. 18)

Comparing with the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community, the
OSS model covers co-ordination, culture and positive results. There were also brief mentions
of version control system, which belongs to the communication layer.

Motivations of

developers and barriers in creating a hybrid community were also discussed. Nevertheless, the
authors seemed to take less care in handling the issue of flexibility.

For example, for

motivations, the authors emphasized on altruism and ideology. According to the BCG survey
(Lakhani et al. 2003), these motivations were only one of the four types of important
motivations and a significant number of contributors in the survey were paid to program in
Free/Open Source software. Also, without mentioning negative results, the Free/Open Source
phenomenon portrayed was rosier than reality. For example, trust and loyalty were mentioned
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without balancing the picture with hurts in management issues (Hacker 1999; Raymond 2000a)
and flame wars (jacobito 2001; Pennington).

The last model to be presented is an elaborate model, 'A framework analysis of the Open Source
software development paradigm' by Feller & Fitzgerald (2002). This framework was derived
from Zachman's IS (Information Systems) architecture framework (Sowa & Zachman 1992;
Zachman 1987) and Checkland's CATWOE (Clients, Actors, Transformation, Weltanschauung
(World-view), Owner, Environment) framework (Checkland 1981).

Five aspects were

proposed, namely qualification, transformation, stakeholders and environment and world-view.
In the qualification aspect, the authors argued that Open Source Definition (Open Source
Initiative 2003a) was a necessary and sufficient definition. In the transformation aspect, which
means the process of Free/Open Source software development, the authors suggested that seven
characteristics that existed in most projects such as peer review and prompt feedback. Then the
authors commented on the taboos and norms of Free/Open Source communities. Lastly, the
lifecycle for Free/Open Source software development was included, which was mostly adopted
from a case study in FreeBSD (Jorgensen 2001). The stages in the lifecycle included code,
review, pre-commit test, development release, parallel debugging and production release. In the
stakeholders' aspect, four bodies were considered, including developer communities, user
communities, commercial organizations, and the non-commercial organizations that managed
Free/Open Source projects. Lastly, in the environment and world-view aspect, three categories
of motivation were considered, namely technological, economic and socio-political.

Comparing with the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community, this
model covers communication, co-ordination, culture, motivation and positive results. There
was also a brief mention on barriers such as promotion from 'Developers' statue to 'Additional
Contributors' required a test in CVS skills but negative factors were not the focus. Moreover, in
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the explanation of the lifecycle for Free/Open Source software development, the FreeBSD
development lifecycle was taken as a prime example. FreeBSD was known to be one of the
more organised projects (Fuller 2004) and it will be beneficial to have other more chaotic
approaches mentioned. Taking Nakakoji et al. (2002) as an example, there could be as least
three types of projects and thus different approaches in development.

4.7.3

Comparison of the Models

After presenting the four models, the result of the comparison is tabulated in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2 Comparison of the Four Models based on the Model on Individual Participation in an Open
Source/Free Software Community

Most of the explanations from the four models are more elaborate than the model of individual
participation to a Free/Open Source community. For example, the motivation categories
proposed by Feller & Fitzgerald (2002) were far more sophisticated. There are also areas that
are not included in the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community
such as qualification by the Open Source Definition and stakeholders such as commercial
organizations. Nevertheless, the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source
community is yet flexible enough to incorporate most of the materials in the four models (Table
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4-2). Moreover, less discussed areas such as contributions, barriers and positive and negative
results are also included. Also, though most of the content in the four models were based on
actual facts, some of the facts might only reflect particulars of certain Free/Open Source
communities. In contrast, by being less prescriptive, the model of individual participation to a
Free/Open Source community may have the advantage of allowing its users to discover
alternatives.

Recalling the aim of creating the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source
community is to identify important aspects in a FOSPHost site for further investigation. This
aim can be regarded as completed since the model of individual participation to a Free/Open
Source community includes most of the important aspects that the four models discussed.
Moreover, it also includes other significant issues that the four models have less emphasis on.
Furthermore, the omission of stakeholders other than developers is favourable as to narrow
down the scope of investigation to the most important group of stakeholders (this omission and
other limitations in the model were also documented in sub-section 4.5 above).

After the comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the four models and the model of
individual participation to a Free/Open Source community and reviewing how suitable it is for
the investigation, other observations can be discussed.

From the analysis above, for

comprehensive models, social theories are employed as a basis to derive explanations. Even for
software development based models, discussions on social issues on Free/Open Source are
included. This probably suggests the importance of the social aspect the discussion of the
Free/Open Source phenomenon.

According to Table 4-2, contributions is one of the least discussed topic within the 4Cs. The
obvious reason is that many regards contributions to be coding for Free/Open Source software.
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Indeed, the 'show me the code' culture was strong (Raymond 2000b; Yamauchi et al. 2000).
Nevertheless, Lakhani & Hippel (2003) found user-support as a significant type of
contributions and thus conducted a study in Apache mailing-list on the responds of request for
user assistance. Gabriel (2002) suggested that other contributions such as marketing and
standards development were also notable. He further commented that hierarchical analysis of
Free/Open Source communities based on authority on code (such as Figure 4-4) could be
misleading. The code development community is just one of the many communities within the
Free/Open Source phenomenon and the boundary of a community should be defined by these
different kinds of contributions or interests in order to represent their significance.

Feller & Fitzgerald (2002) suggested that 'Is OSS truly successful?' is a question yet to be
answered. It is then not surprising that the effects of Free/Open Source are less discussed in the
models mentioned. In the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community,
only the effects affecting individuals are mentioned. Also, negative factors such as barriers and
negative effects of Free/Open Source are less discussed. Therefore, research in these areas will
yield new knowledge.

From the models presented above, Nakakoji et al. (2002) pointed out that Free/Open Source
projects with different co-ordination models possessed a number of different attributes. Gacek,
Lawrie & Arief (2001) also showed that there were variables between different projects.
Moreover, Feller & Fitzgerald (2002) also claimed that there were different practices in
different organizations and developers. Indeed, flexibility was also an important consideration
in the design of the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community. May
be this collection of differences and variables are where the chaos of Free/Open Source lies.
Therefore, further research on these variables will be profitable.
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To conclude, after comparing the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source
community with four other models, the quality of the model is acceptable as the basis for this
research.

4.8 The Model of Individual Participation to a Free/Open Source
Community and FOSPHost Design and Deployment
After the development of the analytical frameworks, namely the 4C model and the model of
individual participation in a Free/Open Source community, how do these models relate to the
investigation of FOSPHost?

Recalling that 4C model of a Free/Open Source community consisted of communication,
contributions, co-ordination and culture (Figure 4-3), a FOSPHost site is the communication
tool that holds the contributions of the community. A FOSPHost site indeed creates a basis for
the existent of a community. Moreover, the model of individual participation in a Free/Open
Source community suggests that the important issues in improving a FOSPHost site are how
well does a FOSPHost site support collection of contributions, co-ordinations of project(s) and
cultivate a constructive culture for community. Other important issues include how the design
of FOSPHost motivates users to participate and maximises positive results. On the other hand,
barriers of participation should be lowered and negative results should also be minimised.

From the derivation above, the models thus suggested distinct focuses on how the study should
proceed. The issues obtained above will be the starting point for the data collection stage.

4.9 Summary to Chapter Four
In this chapter, models for the analysis of the Free/Open Source phenomenon are examined and
the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community is chosen as the
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theoretical basis for the investigation of FOSPHost. Though this model is less specific than
other models, it is comprehensive and flexible enough for the purpose of this research.

In the next chapter, methodologies and methods for collecting data from experts and the
Free/Open Source communities will be presented and the basis for the construction an
evaluation model for FOSPHost sites will be explained as well.

Chapter 5
Methodology
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the overall research strategy and research plan will be introduced. The rationale
behind the selection of methodologies will also be presented. Literature on evaluation will be
reviewed and a suitable classification for software evaluation will be devised to suit the nature
Free/Open Source software. In terms of data collection and procedures, methods on conducting
a Delphi survey on FOSPHost sites and a detailed investigation in external hosting sites will be
discussed.

5.2 Overall Research Strategy
The overall research strategy consists of a Delphi survey, a detailed investigation in external
hosting sites and finally the construction of an evaluation model for FOSPHost. An exploratory
approach was taken in this research. Moreover, the conclusion of this research will be
constructed from the empirical data collected, and thus an inductive approach was also adopted.

One way to classify social research is by the purpose of study. There are mainly three types of
purposes, namely exploration, description and explanation (Babbie 2002; Neuman, Bondy &
Knight 2003). Exploratory studies are conducted to learn more about topics that are little
known to construct mental pictures based on basic facts and stakeholders. Descriptive studies
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are conducted to observe and describe details of social phenomena. Explanation studies are
conducted to verify certain theory on the relationships of different variables in a system.

Figure 5-1 Exploratory, Descriptive and Explanatory Research
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Neuman, Bondy & Knight (2003) suggested that when a new topic is studied, the sequence for
three types of study to be executed would be exploration, description and finally explanation.
In Figure 5-1 this concept is illustrated. The knowledge that is unknown is denoted as a cube in
blue (grey in print), the area where it is known is denoted by white. For exploratory research, it
is like increasing the white area of known knowledge on the surface of the cube. In descriptive
research, it is to increase the depth of known knowledge, based on the results from previous
exploratory research. Explanation studies are done last as substantial understanding of the topic
was required before formulating theories about the topic. This illustration in one sense is not
totally accurate as the results from each type of study are probably not mutually exclusive. For
example, during an exploratory research, the result probably will have some depth. Casual
relationships of elements within the topic may already be partly confirmed. Moreover, there is
always more to discover even on a well-known topic, so using the idea of using white to denote
known knowledge in a certain area can be misleading. Nevertheless, it may help to understand
the underlying principle of purposes of research.

As mentioned above, when this research began in 2000, the amount of literature on the
Free/Open Source phenomenon was not sufficient to form a comprehensive explanation.
Therefore, an exploratory approach was adopted. In exploratory research, Neuman, Bondy &
Knight (2003, p. 30) suggested that the researcher 'must be creative, open minded, and flexible;
adopt an investigative stance; and explore all sources of information.' The disadvantages of
exploration studies are the conclusion yielded may not be definitive and the representativeness
of result may be weaker (Babbie 2002).
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Another choice of the research strategy in this study was between deductive and inductive
approach. In a deductive approach, a hypothesis is formulated from pre-existing theoretical
framework and empirical data is collected to prove or disprove this hypothesis. In an inductive
approach, empirical data is collected to build a theoretical framework based on a few initial
concepts (Neuman, Bondy & Knight 2003). Inductive approach was the obvious choice
because the amount of pre-existing theoretical framework was not sufficient.

The overall research strategy is illustrated in Figure 5-2, including the relationships between
literature and data collections. The initial Delphi survey employed the model of individual
participation to a Free/Open Source community as the theoretical basis for the initial questions
in the first round of the survey. After the survey, a detailed investigation was done to further
collect data on different FOSPHost sites. The literature of methodology and evaluation was
referred to in each of the three steps of sub-projects to ensure consistence.

5.3 Selection of Research Methodologies and Methods
In this section, the rationale for choosing an appropriate methodology will be presented and
then the choice of research method for each phase of the research will be explained. The word
'method' of research is defined as 'the actual techniques or procedures used to gather and
analyse data related to some research question or hypothesis.' (Blaikie 1993, p. 7) In contrast,
methodology is a more philosophical 'analysis of how research should or does proceed' (Blaikie
1993, p. 7).
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Table 5-1 A Summary of Differences among the Three Approaches to Research (Neuman, Bondy & Knight
2003, p. 91)

Neuman, Bondy & Knight (2003) proposed that there were three major methodologies and they
are compared in Table 5-1. (Feminist and postmodern research methodologies were also
mentioned in Neuman, Bondy & Knight (2003) but they were regarded as embryonic.
Therefore they are omitted here.) All these three methodologies can be relevant to research in
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the Free/Open Source phenomenon. As the Free/Open Source phenomenon is related to
software engineering, and software engineering has its roots in mathematics and science and
thus positivism is actually a pre-dominant methodology in Free/Open Source research.
Examples of researches employing positivism are surveys on source code (Dempsey et al. 2002;
Koch & Schneider 2002; Stamelos et al. 2002) and analysis of statistics from FOSPHost sites
(Hunt & Johnson 2002; Kienzle 2001; Krishnamurthy 2002). On the other hand, some
researchers hoped that interpretive approach could provide a more meaningful description to
the chaotic Free/Open Source phenomenon. A discussion in the workshop on 'Advancing the
Research Agenda on Free / Open Source Software' (Ghosh 2002) suggested that one of the
methodological directions could be anthropological or even ethnographic in order to gain more
insight in the organization of Free/Open Source software development. Ethnographic studies
exist but the numbers are few (Arief et al. 2002; Scacchi 2002). Lastly, though there are very
few researches employing the critical social science approach, it will be interesting to see what
insight can a theory of classifying society by the degree of software freedom each class
possesses and how the oppressed can be empowered by Free Software.

As argued above, all three major methodologies could probably yield interesting results. In this
research, however, positivism is chosen, as it is the methodology that the majority of the
audience is familiar with. The ontology (or world view) of positivism is that general laws,
which are the fundamental operating principles of the world, exist and they are objectively
observable (Neuman, Bondy & Knight 2003). Though each observation of the world is atomic,
they are discrete and independent of each other. Conclusions can be drawn from them to
discover the basic principle of the world (Blaikie 1993).

Truth can thus be found on

observations, not unexamined belief or metaphysics (Britannica.com 2000). This methodology
is also consistent with the inductive strategy that is employed in this research (Blaikie 1993).
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One interesting aspect of positivism is that if each observation of the outside world by a
subjective human being is regarded as subjective, then how can an objective conclusion be
drawn? Objective results can be obtained by drawing conclusions on common patterns from
subjective observations collected in a scientific manner (Babbie 2002), and this is the main
methodological philosophy of this research. Obviously, the validity in seeking the truth by
employing this view of objectivity can be critiqued (Babbie 2002; Blaikie 1993; Neuman,
Bondy & Knight 2003), but an in-depth debate is beyond the scope of this research.

Though it is not the author's intention to go into methodological debates, but one of the
objections to positivism is important enough to be discussed here - relevancy. Neuman, Bondy
& Knight (2003, p. 71) claimed that there could a danger that 'positivism reduces people to
numbers and that its concerns with abstract laws or formulas are not relevant to the actual lives
of real people.' As the author would like the final evaluation model to be relevant and useful to
the general public, a more lenient approach from the orthodox positivism worldview will be
taken when required. Lee (1991) suggested that though positivist and interpretive approaches
were usually views as irreconcilable and incompatible approaches, it was possible to integrate
them and reaped the benefits from both methodologies. As mentioned above that exploratory
research required flexibility to construct a richer picture of the situation, interpretive approach
will be used when needed to construct meaning to increase relevancy.

Before presenting the methods used in this research, the definition of evaluation and different
evaluation approaches will be introduced first.
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Considerations in the Construction of the FOSPHost Evaluation

Model
5.3.1.1 Introduction
Different issues are required to be taken into account when building an evaluation model and
they will be presented in this sub-section. A unified classification on software evaluation will
be developed and its possible contributions to the evaluation of Free/Open Source software will
be reasoned. Principles of choosing a suitable format for the evaluation model will also be
discussed.

Finally, the expectations of the users of the evaluation model are proposed and

strategies to meet their expectations are discussed.

In terms of software evaluation methods, they can be classified by the stage in which the
evaluation is performed. One category of evaluations is applied during the development of the
software and the other category of evaluations is applied after the completion of the software
products. The aim for the evaluations during development are usually for improvement of the
software to meet the requirement laid with the developers (or commonly known as formative
evaluation (Wadsworth 1997)). The aim for evaluations of finished software products (e.g.
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software) is usually to inform a decision of purchase by
the users (or commonly known as summative evaluation (Wadsworth 1997)). Details of
evaluation methods in these two categories will be discussed below and the reader can probably
see the difference in emphasis in these two methods as they are usually employed by two
different groups of people.

An alternative software evaluation classification can be proposed. This classification consists
of four categories based on different areas of concern, namely, intrinsic, utility, usability and
context. Intrinsic software evaluation methods are examinations on software engineering
process and code quality. Utility evaluation methods are assessments on functionalities of the
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software (Grudin 1992). Usability is the quality of the interface design that affects learnability,
efficiency, memorability, error rate, error severity and satisfaction of the software from the
users' viewpoint (Nielsen 1993). This is a relatively narrow definition of usability (Bevan 1995)
and the wider issues in the environment of the usage of the software is classified under the
category of context. As proposed by Bevan (1995), it is important not just to investigate the
quality of the interface but whether the software fit the quality of use in its own context. This
context may include specifics of users, tasks and socio-organisational environments. The
presentation of four categories above are arranged according to the distance of each category
from software development team, with intrinsic the closest and context the furthest.
5.3.1.2 Software Evaluation During Development
Within the category of evaluation during development, it is common to find three out of the four
areas of software evaluation, namely, intrinsic, utility and usability. Utility and usability
evaluation will be explained first and then intrinsic due the familiarity of the former two.
Context evaluation will be explained last.

Utility evaluation during development is usually found in the activity of verification and
validation. Verification and validation are actually two different but related processes to
evaluate the quality, performance and reliability of software systems (Lewis 1992). The
objectives of verification and validation were given in IEEE standard 1012-1998 (Software
Engineering Standards Committee of the IEEE Computer Society 1998a, p. 2) as:

The verification process provides supporting evidence that the software and its associated products
1) Comply with requirements (e.g., for correctness, completeness, consistency, accuracy) for all
life cycle activities during each life cycle process (acquisition, supply, development, operation,
and maintenance);
2) Satisfy standards, practices, and conventions during life cycle processes; and
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3) Establish a basis for assessing the completion of each life cycle activity and for initiating other
life cycle activities.
The validation process provides supporting evidence that the software satisfies system
requirements allocated to software, and solves the right problem (e.g., correctly models physical
laws, or implements system business rules).

Moreover, verification and validation can be carried out internally or externally by an
independent body outside of the development team. For early computer systems, to perform to
the required standard was one of the main concerns and the techniques of verification and
validation were developed early on. In early 1970s, the U.S. Army already employed external,
independent verification and validation on critical military systems (Lewis 1992).

A typical verification and validation may include processes such as requirement verification,
design verification, code verification and validation, which correspond to different stages in
software development (Lewis 1992). Obviously, many techniques are involved in all these
procedures and it is beyond the scope of this dissertation to explain them in details, but some of
the most commonly used techniques are whitebox and blackbox testing during the code
verification. Whitebox testing means that the tester can see and use the control structure coded
in the software for testing. Examples of techniques include testing of data flow and control
structures such as loops and conditions (Pressman 1997). On the other hand, test cases of
blackbox testing are derived from the functional requirement, rather than the knowledge of the
inside working of the software. Another dimension of testing is the size of the software tested.
For large systems, unit tests are done to each module (Pressman 1997). Integration test will
then be performed during each level of integration of these modules (Pressman 1997) (Both
unit test and integration test is a part of verification). After the software has been successfully
assembled, validation test will be conducted. It is basically a number of blackbox tests to
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validate the behaviour of the system against the requirement. The focus of verification and
validation is mainly on utility of the system. In recent literature on verification and validation,
usability is also included explicitly, but with less focus (for example, in Schulmeyer (2000), a
book on verification and validation, only one chapter out of sixteen chapters was devoted to
usability). After the process of verification and validation, there is usually another test called
the system test, which includes testing the software when connected to other systems in order to
examine the quality of the overall system. Due to the limit on the length and the distance of this
topic from the central theme of this dissertation, this topic will not be discussed here.

Another category of evaluation during development is usability evaluation. Lindgaard (1994)
indicated that in the early days of computing, operators of computers were usually a part of the
technical team and computers were much less interactive. Getting computers to complete the
tasks were the main concern. Nevertheless, as the use of computer became more widespread
and less technical personnel were recruited as computer operators, human-computer interaction
(HCI), which is a related subject to usability, became a concern. Grudin (1992) also pointed out
that there were two different emphasis on software quality developed from two different
development situations. In the situation of in-house software development in corporations,
users of computer systems were usually operators and engineers using batch-mode processing.
Utility, or what tasks could the system perform, was the measure of the quality. On the other
hand, in the situation of COTS software development, users of the systems were assumed to
have no formal training and the emphasis of the products was on the usability of the system.

As mentioned above, usability concerns arise from the need of less technical users and this
discipline was developed later than techniques on verification and validation of the utility of
software. As suggested by Lindgaard (1994), concerns for usability can also be found in nearly
all phases of a development cycle for software, namely feasibility, research, development and
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operation phase. (Research phase is usually known as requirement gathering, in which the
author introduced a number of research methodologies to discover the need of the users and
tasks in context.) As for the concern of usability evaluation, the benchmark for usability is set
from the result from the research phase. Guidelines and heuristic analysis are introduced at the
development phase. Empirical testings are also conducted during different iterations of the
development to evaluate the product against the benchmark (Nielsen 1993).

Two common usability testing methods, heuristics evaluation and 'laboratory' testing will be
presented as an introduction to the actual methods of evaluation. Heuristics evaluation is
probably one of the quickest ways to assess usability (Lindgaard 1994; Nielsen 1993). It may
involve a small number of evaluators giving subjective and informal comments on the interface.
Areas to assess suggested by Nielsen (1993) were simple and natural dialogue, speak the users'
language, minimize user memory load, consistency, feedback, clearly marked exits, shortcuts,
good error messages, prevent errors and help and documentation. The disadvantage of this
method is the result may be coarse and the reliability and validity of the result can be
significantly influenced by the limitations of the evaluators (Lindgaard 1994; Nielsen 1993).

Another common usability testing method involves putting users in a 'laboratory' environment
and collect quantitative measurements on how tasks were done (Dumas & Redish 1999;
Lindgaard 1994; Nielsen 1993; Rubin 1994). The 'laboratory' or test room usually contains a
bench and the test computer for the participating user to perform the prescribed tasks. Other
personnel such as a test monitor and observers may be also involved. They may be in the same
room as the participant or in another room observing using different techniques. Quantitative
measurements such as time and number of errors made were recorded (Rubin 1994). The
advantage of the test is empirical data can be obtained for comparison (Nielsen 1993). The
disadvantage of this exercise is that the test environment is not the real environment that the
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software will situate in (Rubin 1994) and the test may not discover 'unexpected' usability
defects as the scope is fixed (Nielsen 1993).

After the discussion of utility and usability, intrinsic, which is the nearest evaluation to the
development team, will be presented. As mentioned above, intrinsic evaluation is about
software engineering process and code quality. An example of the evaluation of software
engineering process is the Capability Maturity Models (CMM) (Software Engineering Institute
2003a). This standard was sponsored by the US Department of Defense the Office of the Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics. Three dimensions were
recognized, namely, process, technology and people, which would affect quality. Process, or
system engineering, was chosen to be the key dimension (Bate et al. 1995). Examples of areas
covered by the model are systems engineering (SE-CMM), software acquisition (SA-CMM),
integrated product development (IPD-CMM), people management such as staffing, training, etc.
(P-CMM), team software process (TSP) and personal software process (PSP) (Software
Engineering Institute 2003a). For each of the areas, five levels of capabilities were defined.
Level 1 was named 'Initial', where there was no management at all. Level 2 was named
'Repeatable', where there was basic management and successes could be repeated. Level 3 was
named 'Defined', where management and software processes were documented and
standardised. Level 4 was 'Managed', where performance was measured and controlled. Level
5 was named 'Optimizing' where processes within the organization were constantly improving
based on the measured performance and innovation (Software Engineering Institute 2003b).
Appropriate practices were suggested for each level for each of these areas and corresponding
benchmarks were established.

Other than the process of the production of software, the quality of the source code itself can be
measured. It is possible for a piece of software to satisfy the requirement but difficult to
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maintain. Fenton & Pfleeger (1997) suggested that reusability, maintainability, portability and
testability are important factors in during software revision. One way to obtain indicators on
these factors is by measurement. For example, for testability, the tester needs to understand the
logic within the source code and documentation and comments are necessary. An indictor to
this situation is comment density, which can be obtained by dividing the number of lines of
comments by the total number of lines of code (Fenton & Pfleeger 1997). Another example for
indictors for maintainability is the complexity for the control-flow structure of modules. One
common measurement is cyclomatic complexity measure, which is calculated by the number of
independent arcs and nodes (McCabe 1976). Other than quantitative indicators, method such as
code inspection (Pressman 1997) can also help to estimate the quality of source code.

After the discussion of intrinsic evaluation, the last category - context – will be presented.
According to Bevan (1995), it is not enough to just consider the quality of the interface of a
program because it will be used by different users on different tasks in different situations. The
specifics of users, tasks and social organisational environments may also be determining factors
on the success of the program (Figure 5-3). In other words, utility is about what a program can
do, usability is about quality of the interface, and context is about the quality of use when the
software is situated in its own environment. The importance of context is also echoed by
Lindgaard (1994) and Nielsen (1993) that user profiles and task profiles need to be established
for usability evaluation. Bevan (1995) suggested that the definition of usability should be
expanded to include these factors, but here a separate category is defined to highlight its
significance.
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Figure 5-3 Quality of Use Measures Determined by the Context of Use (Bevan 1995)

The context category is proposed to be the most distant category from developers. Cooper
(1999) explained that programmers usually have a different mentality and culture than
designers (of software) and users. One of the differences is the focus on technical issues and it
is difficult for programmers to see issues from the viewpoints of other parties. On the other
hand, the complexity of the situation of the environment of deployment also institutes barriers
for the developers. Therefore, the context category is proposed as the furthest from the
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developers. The fact that there is not much literature on context evaluation during development
also supports the proposal above and it can be observed that context evaluation is the least
disciplined category of evaluation. Nevertheless, as we will see in the discussion of product
evaluation, more contextual concerns can be discovered from literature from the users'
perspective.
5.3.1.3 Software Product Evaluation
After the introduction of evaluation during development, evaluation of software product will
also be discussed. Unlike evaluation during development, product evaluation usually bases on
the viewpoint of the users. As explained above, intrinsic concerns are closer to developers and
contextual concerns are closer to users. There is a possibility that in product evaluation that
more contextual concerns can be discover. There may be also a lesser emphasis on intrinsic
concerns.

Literature on product evaluation is collected and reviewed. It includes general software
acquisition (Le Cornu 1996; Software Engineering Standards Committee of the IEEE
Computer Society 1998b), library related procurement (Bosch, Promis & Sugnet 1994; Fraser
& Goodacre 1993; Lee, S. D. 2002), accounting software selection (Australian Society of
Certified Practising Accountants' Information Technology Centre of Excellence 1995) and
education software evaluation (Squires & McDougall 1994). This collection is considerably
more scattered than the literature on evaluation during evaluation and many of the literature
only focus on a narrow domain. Most references mentioned above promote more or less one
coherent method in evaluation, except for Squires and McDougall (1994), in which ten
evaluation methods on education software were included and discussed, together with another
method that is different from these ten methods. The authors devised this novel method partly
from the reflection of these other methods.
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From the survey of the mentioned literature, the focuses of most of product evaluations are on
utility, usability and context.

There are only a few include concerns in the intrinsic area.

Considering the evaluation checklist provided in Lee (2002) for assessing electronic dataset for
library (such as e-journals), a number of concerns on the functionalities and content of the
dataset are listed. Quality of interface and ease of use are also included. Another example can
be taken from IEEE Recommended Practice for Software Acquisition (Software Engineering
Standards Committee of the IEEE Computer Society 1998b, pp. 31-2) "Software Evaluation"
checklist. It includes concerns such as functionality, performance, ease of use and adequacy of
documentation. Contextual concerns such as cost to acquire and use are also included. Intrinsic
concerns are also found in this evaluation – availability of source code and its quality.

From the above analysis, though all the four categories are identified, utility seems to be the
most prominent concerns. On the other hand, intrinsic concerns are relatively rare with the
exception of the evaluation by IEEE. Most of the evaluation literature only mentions issues
such as reputation of suppliers and support provided by suppliers. Though these issues are
related to the suppliers, they are not related to software development process or quality of
source code and thus cannot be categorised into intrinsic concern. Furthermore, they do not fit
the other three concerns either. The approach chosen to resolve this situation in this study is to
extend the definition of intrinsic concerns to include issues that relate to the developers or
suppliers of the software.

Reasons can be proposed on why intrinsic concerns can be difficult for product evaluators.
From the IEEE Recommended Practice for Software Acquisition (Software Engineering
Standards Committee of the IEEE Computer Society 1998b, pp. 31-2) "Software Evaluation"
checklist, intrinsic concerns such as availability of source code and its quality were included.
Nevertheless, this type of evaluation can be technical and it may be only feasible for a company
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with an IT department or IT experts. Another suggestion that falls into the category of intrinsic
from this IEEE evaluation is to obtain opinions from other users of the suppliers. This can also
be difficult due to lack of information, as suppliers are not obliged to provide a list of
unsatisfied customers.

A number of contextual concerns are also raised. One of the most common contextual concerns
is the amount of money available, or in short, budget (Lee, S. D. 2002; Nielsen 1993). Another
contextual concern can be found during an evaluation of accounting software that a review of
the organization, process, information flow, staff required and their attitude is recommended.
The review is useful to the discovery of opportunities of re-engineering so that the
re-engineering process can be introduced together with the employing of an accounting
software (Australian Society of Certified Practising Accountants' Information Technology
Centre of Excellence 1995). On the other hand, Squires and McDougall (1994; 1996) proposed
the perspectives interactions paradigm in which evaluations needed to be performed in the
situation of learning. Three major actors were considered, namely designer (of the software),
teacher and student. Three perspectives were thus proposed: teacher and student, designer and
student and designer and teacher. Taking the teacher and student perspectives as an example,
the teacher of a class may adopt different roles such as resource provider, manager, coach,
researcher or facilitator to implement certain pedagogical approach. Students may also be
arranged to work in groups or have one-to-one access to computers. Moreover, the computer
may also play a major or a minor role in the process of teaching and learning. The software was
then evaluated on its quality in supporting teaching and learning with this known set of
parameters inside a classroom. From the example in the literature above, it can be illustrated
that contextual concerns can be very domain specific and complex.
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Though a diversity of contextual factors is found in the literature, one observation is that most
of the factors mentioned are practical factors such as cost, installation and maintenance.
Socio-organisational implications of the introduction of the software to the whole system are
less frequently asked. Examples of such questions are how well is the software integrated with
the current system (Australian Society of Certified Practising Accountants' Information
Technology Centre of Excellence 1995) or how does the perception of the designer of an
educational software on the 'philosophy' of learning (such as learning means spoon-feeding
information to student or a process to explore, experience and assimilate) affects teaching in
classroom when that particular software is used (Squires & McDougall 1994). These concerns
require substantial understanding of the current system by the evaluator and may even require
simulation and imagination in the evaluator's mind. It may prove to be difficult for some
evaluators, who are normal users. Nevertheless, if these factors are difficult for the users to
foresee, they will be even harder for developers to even imagine. This may be one of the major
difficulties for software to perform as expected in production environment.
5.3.1.4 Software Evaluation and FOSPHost
From the discussion above, one can see that the four evaluation categories proposed could
effectively classify most of the evaluation concerns from both evaluation during development
and product evaluation. One may ask why there is a need for a combined framework. The
reason lies in the nature of Free/Open Source software. In Free/Open Source software, source
code is available for evaluation. Examples can be seen from Schach (2002) and Stamelos et al.
(2002) in which software metrics were employed to evaluate the maintainability and code
quality of Linux kernel. As argued above, evaluation of source code can be too technical for
most product evaluators who are just users.

Nevertheless, other than the source code,

information on the development process and the community built around the software are
accessible as well to the evaluators. It has been suggested by Kenwood (2001) that when
evaluating Free/Open Source software, factors such as amount of talents captured in the
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development community, leadership reputation and structure, development speed, maturity of
project and popularity can be considered. Some of these factors can be evaluated with less
technical technology and the feasibility for intrinsic evaluation from product evaluators can
probably increase in the situation of Free/Open Source.

On the other hand, the developers of Free/Open Source software may be users themselves
(recalling one of the motivation for developers is to "scratch ones' own itch" (Raymond 2000b)).
There may be a possibility that the distance from the developers to contextual factors can be
decreased. To conclude, in the situation of Free/Open Source, it is possible that methods in
evaluation during development and product evaluation are both applicable. A combined
framework will hopefully form a basis for a more comprehensive analysis of the Free/Open
Source phenomenon.

After the discussion of the advantage of the proposed classification, a few other observations
can be explored also. The classification proposed is not perfect and overlapping does exist. An
example is bugs in software. Bugs can be classified as defects in utility. The frequency of bugs
can also be classified as a usability problem that affects the satisfaction of the users. This
example shows that a particular factor (bug) can be classified into two different categories
(utility and usability). Therefore, when there is an evaluation concerning bugs, it is related to
both categories. Another example is that the availability of hardware and network can be a
technical problem of what hardware the software can support but also a political problem of
distribution of resources in the organization.

Nevertheless, in most classification systems,

several items that are difficult to categorise usually exist and ambiguities may sometimes be
found. The classification proposed here probably achieve to form a conceptual framework for
considering software evaluation as a whole, without the separation of evaluation during
development and product evaluation.
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Another possible shortcoming of employing this evaluation software approach on FOSPHost is
that FOSPHost sites can be regarded as services to community(s). FOSPHost is indeed very
much related to software but FOSPHost is not all about software as there is a service aspect. It
is possible that software evaluation may not cover some areas of FOSPHost. Then evaluation
methods in general program (such as some social welfare programs to aid the poor to get
educated and leave poverty) can relevant (Breakwell & Millward 1995; Owen & Rogers 1999;
Rossi, Freeman & Rosenbaum 1982). Nonetheless, effective and sophisticated assessments of
web sites using just the concept of usability (Nielsen 2000; Travis 2003) have been done and the
evaluation approach suggested above covers areas more than these usability assessments.
Moreover, literature on applying social evaluation methods on web sites are also few, and
software evaluation methods are probably the closest evaluation methods for FOSPHost. Also,
by the adjustment of intrinsic concerns, service related aspects such as quality of support could
also be accounted for. Finally, with the small amount of the understanding we have on
FOSPHost, it is difficult to judge what extra changes will be required. Aligning with the spirit
of an exploratory study, the evaluation approach suggested will be employed first and its
appropriateness will be discussed afterwards.
5.3.1.5 Presentations of Evaluation
After the introduction of the evaluation classification, the different formats of the presentation
of evaluation need to be discussed. From data collection, important issues about FOSPHost are
expected to be discovered. The final evaluation model then will be built on these issues and
certain presentation formats will be adopted. Therefore, it will be beneficial to discuss common
evaluation presentation formats and their characteristics. From the literature of evaluation
during development and product evaluation, the checklist format with specific items seems to
be the most common presentation. Another possible format is a variation of the checklist
format called the framework format (Squires & McDougall 1994). Different categories of
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software with different corresponding sub-checklists were proposed in the framework formats.
For example, education software can be classified by application type, education role or
education rationale. An example of framework based on application type may propose a
different sub-checklist for tutorial and drill and practice program, arcade-type games,
simulation games, laboratory simulations and content-free tools (Blease 1986). Lastly, there is
also another type of evaluation that based on only a few broad topics, such as the perspectives
interactions paradigm mentioned above (Squires & McDougall 1994, 1996).

As checklist is the most common presentation, it will be beneficial to have further examination.
Generally, a checklist comprises of statements on particular characteristics of the software
being evaluated. The evaluator usually will be asked to respond to the statement in one of the
several forms, namely binary (Yes/No), subjective scale, weighed scale, measured results and
qualitative answer.

A binary response requires the evaluator to choose one response out of two and the common
form is a yes or no answer. An example of binary response is showed below (Software
Engineering Standards Committee of the IEEE Computer Society 1998b, p. 32):

1) Will the software be easy to use?

Yes  No 

2) Is it designed for straightforward operation with a well-documented
operating procedure?

Yes  No 

A subjective scale provides the evaluator a scale with different values in order to describe the
degree of the specific characteristic prescribed. An example of subjective scale is taken from an
education software evaluation model:
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Rating
SA–Strongly agree
A –Agree
D –Disagree
SD–Strongly disagree
NA–Not Applicable
Usability

SA A D SD NA

1. The layout of the program is consistent.

SA A D SD NA

2. It is easy to nagivate around the program.

Table 5-2 An Example of Courseware Evaluation

A subjective scale can be qualitative (as in the example) or quantitative (for example, a scale
from 1 to 5 where 5 denotes 'strongly agree' and 1 denotes 'totally disagree'). The results
obtained from a quantitative scale may be processed using statistical means afterwards.

Weighed scale is a variation of quantitative subjective scale. The evaluator still needs to
respond to a quantitative scale for an item. Additionally, in order to distinguish between the
different significance of each item, a weight will be given to each item. The final score for a
subject under evaluation can be obtained by summing the product of the subjective scale and
the weight. In the example quoted below, the weight is assigned subjectively. Weights can also
be adjusted so that the maximum total is exactly 100.
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Criteria

Weight

Web Browser 1

Web Browser 2

Functionalities

3

9 x 3=27

6 x 3=18
(Remark: Most of the new
features are copied from
Browser 1)

Usability

3

8 x 3=24

6 x 3=18

Extensions

1

9 x 1=9

4 x 1=4

Popularity

1

1 x 1=1

9 x 1=9

Support

2

8 x 2=16

6 x 2=12

77

61

Total

Table 5-3 Sample evaluation matrix using scores and weighing

Checklist with measured results is different from quantitative subjective scale on the fact that
the results are measured. They can usually be found in usability laboratory test and software
metrics measures. Though the results of subjective scale and measurement can both be
quantitative, measurements usually give the impression of less subjectiveness.

One list

compiled by Stamelos et al. (2002) comprises of the following metrics in assessing components
(functions in C language). Preferred ranges for each metric are given in square brackets:

1. number of statements [1-50]
2. cyclomatic complexity [1-15]
3. maximum levels [1-5]
4. number of paths [1-80]
5. unconditional jumps [0]
6. comment frequency [0.2-1]
7. vocabulary frequency [1-4]
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8. program length [3-350]
9. average size [3-7]
10. number of inputs/outputs [2]
(Detail explanation for each metric is omitted.)

The last type of response form is qualitative, which means that answers are given in the form of
paragraph(s) of text. An example is taken from the 'Systems Engineering Capability Maturity
Model' under the section of 'Verify and Validate System' (Bate et al. 1995, pp. 4-66):

Base practices list
The following list contains the base practices that are essential elements of good systems
engineering:
BP.07.01 Establish plans for verification and validation that identify the overall requirements,
objectives, resources, facilities, special equipment, and schedule applicable to the system
development.
BP.07.02 Define the methods, process, reviews, inspections, and tests by which incremental
products that were verified against established criteria or requirements that were established in a
previous phase.
BP.07.03 Define the methods, process, and evaluation criteria by which the system or product is
verified against the system or product requirements.
BP.07.04 Define the methods, process, and evaluation criteria by which the system or product will
be validated against the customer’s needs and expectations.
BP.07.05 Perform the verification and validation activities that are specified by the verification and
validation plans and procedures, and capture the results.
BP.07.06 Compare the collected test, inspection, or review results with established evaluation
criteria to assess the degree of success.
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The response to this list will probably be in a report format documenting the software
development process of the subject evaluated in the area of 'Verify and Validate System'.

The implication of employing different forms of presentation can be showed by Table 5-4.

Checklist / Framework
Binary

Broad Topics

Subjective

Weighed

Measured

Scale

Scale

Results

Specific
Least Mental Effort
Restrictive

Qualitative Answer

Broad
Most Mental Effort
Discovery

Table 5-4 Implications of Different Forms of Presentation

From the table, several limitations when employing different checklists can be explained. One
limitation with quantitative response can be that the scope of evaluation is restricted to the
specific statements in the list. For non-weighed checklist, each statement might seem to have
the same importance (Squires & McDougall 1994). If calculation is involved, then there will be
an assumption that the distance between each item in the subjective scale is equal, which may
not be accurate (For example, in a 1-5 scale where 1 is the worst and 5 is the best, the distance
between 3 to 4 may be shorter than 4 to 5 for a perfectionist).

On the other hand, one of the biggest limitations for broad topics is that more effort is required
to learn to use the evaluation tool and also during evaluation. Taking the example of the
perspectives interactions paradigm (Squires & McDougall 1994, 1996), three perspectives,
teacher and student, designer and student and designer and teacher, were used for evaluation.
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For each perspective, further details are provided, but much less specific comparing with 'Does
feature X exist?' Evaluators who want quick result will probably not employ such evaluation
presentation. Checklists with quantitative scoring also seem to be more objective.

It can then be concluded that each format has it own shortcomings. Definite guideline in what
presentation format to choose may not exist but these considerations will be taken into account
the construction of evaluation model in this research.
5.3.1.6 Users of Evaluation
In this last section on evaluation literature review, one of the determining factors on the
presentation format of an evaluation is the users and audiences of the evaluation. The
prospective users of the evaluation model of FOSPHost sites can be literally anyone who takes
an interest on the topic. This is because the model will be available to the public through the
World Wide Web. This decision is made to conform to the culture of Free/Open Source.

Under this circumstance, two different types of people may become the users of the
evaluation – Free/Open Source developers and new comers. Free/Open Source developers are
people who are already developing Free/Open Source software and probably using a FOSPHost
site. They may want to know more about the topic and make improvement on their current
practices. As suggested by Pavlicek (2000) on the general culture of Free/Open Source, this
group of people usually focus on technical details and accuracy. Another type of people are the
new comers. They may want to investigate the possibility of using a FOSPHost site and
probably need more introductory and understandable information.

To satisfy the expectation from these two groups, one strategy may be to emphasize on utility.
Discussing features of a FOSPHost site can fulfil the expectation of Free/Open Source
developers on technical details of the site. With introductory information, new comers can also
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form preliminary ideas on what a FOSPHost site. On the other hand, there should also be links
between features to factors in other categories such as context so that a comprehensive picture
on the topic of FOSPHost can be portrayed.

These factors will be considered in the

construction of the evaluation model.
5.3.1.7 Summary
In the above discussion, four categories of software evaluation are presented together with
rationale on their relevancy to the evaluation of FOSPHost. Different evaluation presentation
formats and users considerations are also discussed.

5.3.2

Delphi Survey

After the survey of different software evaluation methods, a researcher can just choose one of
methods mentioned and apply it to FOSPHost. Nonetheless, the question will then be which
methods will be promising to yield results that will reveal the nature of FOSPHost as well as the
Free/Open Source phenomenon. In order to answer this question, we need to know which
aspects of a FOSPHost site are more important. Thus, Delphi survey technique (Linstone &
Murray 1975) was chosen to collect expert opinions to what are the important aspects to a
FOSPHost site. The Delphi method is a structured group interaction process that is directed in
'rounds' of opinion collection and feedback (Turoff & Hiltz 1996). The name Delphi comes
from the Greek mythology that future events could be foretold in the Oracle at Delphi, a Greek
ancient city. The method was developed by Olaf Helmer and Norman Dalkey at the RAND
corporation in 1953 for forecasting purposes (Helmer 1975; Lang). Nowadays, it has been used
a variety of topics to collect expert judgements (Linstone & Murray 1975). Possible rationales
for chosen this method is provided by Linstone & Murray (1975, p. 4):

•

The problem does not lend itself to precise analytical techniques but can benefit from
subjective judgments on a collective basis
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The individuals needed to contribute to the examination of a broad or complex problem
have no history of adequate communication and may represent diverse backgrounds with
respect to experience or expertise

•

More individuals are needed than can effectively interact in a face-to-face exchange

•

Time and cost make frequent group meetings infeasible

•

The efficiency of face-to-face meetings can be increased by a supplemental group
communication process

•

Disagreements among individuals are so severe or politically unpalatable that the
communication process must be refereed and/or anonymity assured

•

The heterogeneity of the participants must be preserved to assure validity of the results,
i.e., avoidance of domination by quantity or by strength of personality ("bandwagon
effect").

At the time when the Delphi survey was designed and conducted, the literature on FOSPHost
was few and the Free/Open Source phenomenon as argued in chapter 4 was diverse and
complex. Therefore, employing Delphi survey is suitable (Linstone & Murray 1975; Twining
1999; Ziglio 1996). Moreover, a number of stakeholders from diverse backgrounds could also
contribute to the survey and exchange ideas (Linstone & Murray 1975) and hopefully to obtain
a more comprehensive set of data on the topic. This survey can also be done on the World Wide
Web to collect data globally with a low cost. Detail execution of the surveys will be explained
in the next sub-section.

The argument above presented the appropriateness of the application of the Delphi survey
technique, but whether it conforms to the positivist philosophy is yet to be examined. Mitroff &
Turoff (1975) showed that Delphi survey technique supported the Lockean inquiring system
and this system is compatible with positivism. An inquiring system is a model concerning how
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to transform a 'raw data set' found in the existing world into some kind of conclusion (Mitroff &
Turoff 1975). Moreover, the Lockean inquiring system asserted that truth was based on
empirical content, not pre-assumption. Delphi survey technique supported this inquiring
system because the conclusion drawn was based in judgements that were experientially
collected. This inquiring system is arguably similar to positivism in its understanding of
drawing conclusion from a number of subjective observations to obtain an objective result.
Therefore, Delphi survey technique is compatible with the positivist worldview and is suitable
for this research. This is also compatible with the inductive strategy of this research as it based
on few initial, broad questions and the result is based on empirical data collected.
5.3.2.1 Administration of Instruments and Procedures
The Delphi survey was designed to have three rounds. The first round would be qualitative and
the questionnaire for the first round was derived from the model of individual participation in a
Free/Open Source community. In rounds 2 and 3, participants would be asked to rate the
importance of the different statements from the results from round 1. A survey on the design
and execution of the Delphi survey would be conducted afterwards to collect opinion on the
quality of the survey itself. Participants would be given a chance to give comment on any
aspect of the whole process. Before the execution of the actual survey, a pilot survey will be
executed.
5.3.2.2 Participants of Survey
Three groups of people were invited to participate in the Delphi survey, namely, expert
Free/Open Source developers, FOSPHost administrators and academics in the area of
Free/Open Source. In a positivist viewpoint, academics were believed to understand the
objective knowledge of Free/Open Source so that the opinion obtained will be composed of
participants of Free/Open Source communities as well as observers.
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Further definitions of the three groups were developed for recruitment. For expert Free/Open
Source developers, their names were found from two popular sites, Advogato (Advogato 2003)
and SourceForge (SourceForge 2003), where Free/Open Source programmers met and ranked
each other. For Advogato, those who achieved a Master status were chosen; for SourceForge,
those who had been rated the top ten highest ranked users were chosen. A FOSPHost
administrator was defined as a maintainer of any FOSPHost site, independent of whether the
person also takes care of the server at the operating system level. Lastly, for academics, any
person who has published any article on the topic of Free/Open Source can be invited.

The World Wide Web became the primary tool to build the invitation list. Names of potential
participants could be found on Advogato or Free/Open Source project web sites pages. Then,
their names would be searched using search engines to discover other relevant information.
Since names are not a definite unique identification of people, the information found by the
search engines had to contain convincing material about the projects that the potential
participants were believed to be involved.

In terms of number of participants required, as Delphi Survey aims at expert opinion rather than
a sample from a general population, a panel of 10-15 experts in each group can already generate
quality results for a homogenous group (Delbecq, Van de Ven & Gustafson 1975; Ziglio 1996).
As there is no explicit guideline the minimum number for a heterogenous group, it is assumed
that each group should have at least 10 experts.
5.3.2.3 Questionnaire Development for the Survey
One important aspect in most survey is what questions to include. According to the model of
individual participation to a Free/Open Source community, the important aspects for a
FOSPHost site contain 4C (Communication, Contributions, Co-ordination and Culture) and
community participants related factors (Motivations and Barriers to join community, Positive
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and Negative effect). By referring to this model, 12 questions were devised as the initial
questionnaire for the Delphi survey. (The original acronym for FOSPHost was IFHOSP, which
stood for Infrastructure For Hosting Open Source Project. This acronym was not well received
from the responses of the participants and thus the author changed the acronym into
FOSPHost.)

1.

What are the objectives of an IFHOSP site?

2.

What tools can be employed on an IFHOSP site and what are the important features and
usability factors for each of them?
2.1.1 What is the name of the tool that can be employed?
2.1.2 What are the important features of this tools?
2.1.3 What are the important usability factors of this tools?

3.

What work practices and culture should be promoted?

4.

What are factors that motivate users to use an IFHOSP site?

5.

What are barriers that prevent users from using an IFHOSP site?

6.

What are the positive results for users in using an IFHOSP site?

7.

What are the negative results for users in using an IFHOSP site?

8.

What are factors that motivate administrators to setup or maintain an IFHOSP site?

9.

What are barriers that prevent administrators from setting up or maintaining an IFHOSP
site?

10. What are the positive results for administrators in setting up or maintaining an IFHOSP
site?
11. What are the negative results for administrators in setting up or maintaining an IFHOSP
site?
12. What are other important issues in IFHOSP?
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Most of the 12 questions were deduced from the model, with the exception of question 1 and 12.
Question 1 was aimed at collecting overall opinion on what a FOSPHost should do and question
12 was included to collect any additional opinion that did not fit the pre-set questions.

Question 2, 'What tools can be employed on an IFHOSP site and what are the important features
and usability factors for each of them?', aimed at collecting opinion on the communication layer.
Three sub-questions on utility and usability would be asked after participants suggested a new
tool. Information on the contribution layer could be reflected from this question too.

For co-ordination and culture layer, as it is difficult to explain the exact difference between the
two within one sentence, one question aimed at collecting opinion in both of these layers were
devised: 'What work practices and culture should be promoted?'

As there were three groups of participants and two of them, namely, users and administrators,
had direct experience with FOSPHost, two sets of motivations, barriers, positive and negative
results questions were setup to collect opinion from each of these groups.

Analysing the questions using the software evaluation classification, explicit questions on
utility, usability and context were presented. As the model of individual participation to a
Free/Open Source community was developed from the viewpoint of a participant, questions for
administrators were added to obtain intrinsic concerns.

For rounds 2 and 3, questions for the survey would be the summarised statements from the
results of round 1. The data collected would then be the importance of these statements. Two
methods were available, rating and ranking. Rating means to put a score on a statement out of a
scale, while ranking is to re-arrange the statements in order of them importance. Statement
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ranking is actually the method recommended by a number of researchers (Delbecq, Van de Ven
& Gustafson 1975; Schmidt 1997; Turoff & Hiltz 1996). This method, however, does have its
constraints. Firstly, the number of statements to be discerned cannot be too many, typically less
than 20. Moreover, it was less flexible than rating. For example, in a Delphi survey on the
United States drug abuse policies (Jillson 1975), opinion was collected by rating on both
feasibility and desirability, which meant a participant had to select two numbers from a 1-5
scale for each statement. It would be more cumbersome to collect similar data using ranking,
which could mean two separate pages with the same statements but ranked for a different factor.
A number of Delphi surveys also employed rating (Enzer 1975; Goldstein 1975; Ludlow 1975).
In this survey, rating was also chosen, as the number of statements will not need to be less than
20. A 1-7 scale was also chosen to give a larger differentiation of opinion.
5.3.2.4 Implementation of Survey on the Web Server
Turoff & Hiltz (1996) suggested that Delphi surveys could be conducted using electronic means
and collected opinions that were not available to surveys using pen and paper. One of the
unfortunate facts was that global communication via the World Wide Web was not yet very
common by the time the paper Turoff & Hiltz (1996) was written. On the other hand, at the
time the Delphi survey on FOSPHost was designed, the World Wide Web was an essential tool
for participants in Free/Open Source communities and academia. Moreover, using the World
Wide Web as a medium also save cost and time in mailing. The responses from participants
would also go directly into a database for analysis. The author also had previous experience in
implementing dynamic web sites. Therefore the method of implementing the survey using the
World Wide Web was chosen.

Turoff & Hiltz (1996) suggested that Delphi survey was an asynchronous interaction.
Participants could have the freedom to choose when and which questions to respond to.
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Participants should also be provided the chance to return to the survey as many times as one
would like before the closing of the survey.

Anonymity was another characteristics of Delphi survey. In most cases, participants will not be
given any information about the identities of others. In such a setting, participants would be
encouraged to express their opinion without the hindrance of their status (Linstone & Murray
1975; Ziglio 1996). Turoff & Hiltz (1996) took this point further to suggest that each
participant could be given a pseudonym. The responses of a participant can then be known by a
name without disclosing his or her identities. This could give participants chances to form
richer pictures of characteristics other participants that agree or disagree with them.

The technical details of the survey will be presented below. As Delphi survey requires the
feedback of previous results to the participants, the presentation of the results using web pages
will also be explained. The analysis of the results, however, will be presented later in a separate
chapter.
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Figure 5-4 Site Map of Major Elements for Delphi Survey

The system developed was implemented on a Red Hat 7.0 Linux with Apache 1.3.27 web server,
PHP 4.1.2 and PostgreSQL 7.0.2. The site map of the system was shown in Figure 5-4.

Users of the web site were expected to enter from the 'First' page or the 'Invited' page where the
invitation email referred. Further explanation of the details of the survey was elaborated in the
'Explain' pages. Topics explained included 'What is Infrastructure For Hosting Open Source
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Project (IFHOSP)?', 'What is a Delphi Survey?', 'Who is invited to participate in the Survey?',
'What is Required from the Participants?', 'Detail Procedure of Delphi Survey', 'What Results
do we expect?' and 'Guideline for Participants'. There were also 'Point Form Summary' and
'Frequently Asked Questions' for users to find quick answers.

Figure 5-5 Register/Login Page

Users could then go to the 'Register/Login' page (Figure 5-5) by following the links. There was
a sample page for those who were still not sure about the survey. In the invitation email, each
participant was given a username in the form of rXXXX (where X is a digit from 0-9) and a
password made up of alphanumeric characters. Only those who had a username and a
corresponding password can go into the secured area and each participant can only access his or
her own survey.
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Figure 5-6 Participants Details
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Figure 5-7 Information Centre

After passing the verification process at the 'Register/Login' page, for whose who register for
the first time, they would be asked to fill in information about themselves, namely 'change
password', 'choose nickname from a list' (with both male and female names), 'change contact
email' and identifying expertise from the three categories (Figure 5-6). For those who filled in
the personal details before, they would be directed to the information centre of the survey
(Figure 5-7). This centre contained the latest news of the survey as well as links to current
survey, 'Explain' pages, 'change personal details', the archive of email sent to the participants
and a procedure to have their name listed in the credit list.
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Figure 5-8 Round 1 Questionnaire Question Page

For each round of survey, there was an introduction page, which then led to the question where
the participant could choose to give answers to any of the twelve questions asked (Figure 5-8).

As required by the Delphi survey method that the participants could choose which questions to
response to, 'no comment' check boxes were provided to obtain a more definite reply on their
desire on not to respond to certain questions.
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Figure 5-9 Round 1 Questionnaire Answer Page

Then the participant could choose one of the questions. In round 1, it would lead to the answer
page where one could provide up to twenty answers to any questions (Figure 5-9).

Figure 5-10 Menu for Question 2

For question 2, 'What tools can be employed on an IFHOSP site and what are the important
features and usability factors for each of them?', a special structure was needed to capture the
answers (Figure 5-10). This structure allowed the participants to suggest, edit and delete tools
that they liked to comment on (the system can accommodate up to 999 tools).
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Figure 5-11 Adding a New Tool

When the participant selected the "Suggest a Tool and Give Opinion' link, a page was displayed
to give the participant further instruction to comment on the tool (Figure 5-11).

Figure 5-12 Adding Name and Description

The first step in commenting a tool was to give the name and a brief description of the tool
(Figure 5-12).
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Figure 5-13 Suggesting Features

Then the participant could suggest the important features of the tool (Figure 5-13).

Figure 5-14 Selecting Preset Usability Factors
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Figure 5-15 User-defined Usability Factors

When the participant commented on the important usability factors, one could select the preset
usability factors or define one's own factors (Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14). The preset usability
factors were obtained from the literature review of a number of articles and books. A major
proportion of the review was done before this PhD programme (Catella & Exploris Museum
1999; CIDOC Multimedia Working Group 1997; Ciolek 1997; Everhart 1996; Grassian 1998;
Harris 1997; Henderson 1999; Hinchliffe 1997; Huang, Lee & Wang 1999; Jacobson & Cohen
1996; Jones, C. M. 1998; Kirk 1999; McIntyre Library 1998; O'Brien 1997; Ormondroyd,
Engle & Cosgrave 1999; Purdue University Libraries 1999; Sarapuu & Adojaan 1998; Schrock
1999; Smith 1997, 1998; Strong, Lee & Wany 1997; Susan 1997; Wilkinson, Bennett & Oliver
1997) and other was done within this programme (Alexander & Tate 1999; Nielsen 1993, 2000).
These usability factors are listed below.

Usability Factor

Brief Description

Accuracy

The information processed and presented can be relied upon to be
correct

Updated Frequently

The site is frequently updated with latest information

Coherence

The information is presented logically and without contradiction

Completeness

All relevant materials are presented

Objectivity

The site is managed in an impartial manner without stereotyping
or bias, such as gender and cultural prejudice
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Usability Factor

Brief Description

Origin of Material

The origins of the material used on site are clearly stated

Quality of Expression

Writing material on site follows common language usage which is
easy to understand

Uniqueness

The site consists of material that cannot be found elsewhere

Ease of Navigation

The information is in a structure that is easy to navigate

Easy

to

find

from The site can be easily found by search engines, resource lists or

Outside

from other advertisements outside the site

International Interface

The site is designed for international audience

Links

The site contains useful links to relevant sites

Metaphor

The site employ metaphors to convey ideas

Printable

The web pages on site are designed to handle printing

Searchable

The content within the site can be accessed by a search
mechanism on site

URL

The URL of the site is easy to remember and type

Use of Multimedia

Appropriate use of non-text elements to convey ideas

Accessibility

The site is accessible to users with disabilities

Connectivity

The connection to the site is fast

Security

The site is secure

Clearly marked exits

Exits are available when users want to abort a certain operation

Efficiency

The users can achieve a level of high productivity when using the
site

Feedback

The site gives informative feedback to users within reasonable
response time

Few Errors

There are very few number of operational errors on site

Good error messages

Well written error messages that exactly indicates the problem
and suggests solution(s).

Help and documentation

Useful documents and help messages are presented to assist users
in using the site

Learnability

It is easy and intuitive to learn how to operate the site

Memorability

It is easy to remember how to operate the site

Prevent errors

The site is designed to prevent possible error like spelling mistake
from users

Satisfaction

Users are subjectively satisfied when using the site
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Usability Factor

Brief Description

Shortcuts

Shortcuts are available to expert users to speed up increase
efficiency

Simple

and

dialogue

natural Interaction between computer and users is as simple as possible
and information in the interaction is presented in natural and
logical fashion

Speak
language

the

users' During the interaction between computer and users, terms and
concepts that are familiar to users are used rather than
system-oriented terms

Table 5-5 Preset Usability Factors

The participants were supplied with both the name of the factors and their respective
descriptions to assist them in making an informed decision. They can also define any other
usability factors if needed (Figure 5-15).

Figure 5-16 Summary of Responses
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After the participants finished the questionnaire, one could also generate a summary page to
review the answer given on the summary page. There were direct links from the summary page
to individual questions so that participants could update their responses conveniently (Figure
5-16).

Figure 5-17 Verification Page

After collecting responses in round 1, the qualitative data would be summarised and turned into
questions of round 2. Moreover, to increase the validity of the survey, a verification procedure
was added before round 2 to receive feedback from participants on the quality of the summary
(Schmidt 1997).
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In Figure 5-17, a verification page is shown. Each verification page was first generated from
processed data based on the responses and then customised to each individual participant. Each
participant received a unique email pointing to his or her page. One could then comment on the
summarised concepts on the page and then sent it back through the web server.

Figure 5-18 Additional Clarification

Moreover, when the meanings of some of the responses were not immediately clear to the
researcher, the researcher also took the chance of verification to have these responses clarified
(Figure 5-18).

After the above process, the data collected was summarised and the results of round 1 was
presented using HTML on the web (available not just to the participant, but the general public,
in the spirit of Free/Open Source). It was presented in two sorting order, namely questions and
participants.
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Figure 5-19 Results of Round 1 Sorted by Questions in Short Form

Figure 5-20 Results of Round 1 Sorted by Questions in Long Form
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In the presentation sorted by questions, the reader of the results could choose to examine the
results in short or long form. In short form, only the summarised statement of the data were
shown (Figure 5-19). Alternatively, the related opinions from the participants were also shown
in long form (Figure 5-20).

Figure 5-21 Participants Grouped by Self Rating

In the presentation sorted by participants, they were grouped by their self-ratings (Figure 5-21).
Nicknames were used to ensure anonymity while responses from any particular person can be
grouped and identified (Turoff & Hiltz 1996).
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Figure 5-22 Results of Round 1 by Participants in Short Form
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Figure 5-23 Results of Round 1 by Participants in Long Form

In the presentation sorted by participants, the reader could choose to examine the results in two
forms. While in short form, only the opinion of the participant was shown (Figure 5-22), in
long form, the related summarised statements were also shown (Figure 5-23).

The long form presentation also took advantage of hyperlinks. For example, in the long form,
answer sorted by participants page (Figure 5-23), if the reader clicked the summarised
statement 'To support concurrent and collaborative software development' under response 1.2,
this would lead to the corresponding statement in answer sorted by questions page (Figure
5-20). The reader could then find out who were the participants that made similar comments.
This hyperlink action could also work in the reverse direction. If the reader selected the opinion
of participant 'Mark' (Figure 5-20), for example 'to facilitate shared, concurrent,
version-controlled development of source code and documentation by multiple developers', this
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would lead to the corresponding opinion in answer sorted by participants page (Figure 5-23).
The nicknames were also hyperlinked to the corresponding participants' page. This design was
implemented to give the reader a more thorough understanding of the data. As the participants
were all potential readers of these results, these results were also designed to maximise their
understanding of the subject under investigation as well as understanding other participants'
point of views.

Figure 5-24 Round 2 Questionnaire Answer Page

In round 2 of the survey, the main task for the participants was to rate the summarised statement
quantitatively so that the importance of the statements could be obtained. Participants could
also give qualitative comments for any statements (Figure 5-24).
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Figure 5-25 Randomisation of Statement Order

Figure 5-25 was the page generated for a different participant. The order of the statements for
each participant was different as any arrangements of statements may cause bias to the results.
A randomisation mechanism was thus implemented in the hope to minimise this bias.

In the presentation of the results of round 2, more sorting orders were provided than round 1.
First, in the sorting by questions category, there were four different arrangements, namely 'Only
Top Ten' (Figure 5-26), 'Only Numerical Data' (Figure 5-27), 'All Relevant Data (Sort by
Rating)' (Figure 5-28) and 'All Relevant Data (Sort by Controversy)' (Figure 5-29).
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Figure 5-26 Show Only Top Ten
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Figure 5-27 Show Only Numerical Data

The differences of 'Only Top Ten' and 'Only Numerical Data' were that all statements were
presented in 'Only Numerical Data' and the reader could select 'Details' on the right of the
miniature distribution graph to find out the particulars.
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Figure 5-28 Show All Relevant Data (Sort by Rating)
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Figure 5-29 Show All Relevant Data (Sort by Controversy)

Qualitative data such as comments in round 1 and 2 were shown in two 'All Relevant Data'
presentation style. Similar to round 1, comments and nicknames were hyperlinked. The sorting
order of '(Sort by Rating)' was by average rating of each statements and '(Sort by Controversy)'
was by the variance of the rating each statements.
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Figure 5-30 Detail Chart of Distribution of Responses

The reader could select 'Details' on the right of the miniature distribution graph to find out the
particulars (Figure 5-30). Each group of experts was given a colour in the distribution graph
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and thus the distribution of opinions of different groups could be observed. Responses and
comments from round 2 from individual participants were also listed and nicknames were
hyperlinks for the reader to discover the participants' other responses.

Figure 5-31 Responses of a Participant

In the sorting by participant presentation style, the answers of each participant were divided
into the corresponding twelve questions. Asterisks were placed at the questions that the
participant chose to respond (Figure 5-31).
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Figure 5-32 Detail Responses of a Participant

Within each question, quantitative data as well as qualitative were presented (Figure 5-32). The
statement numbers were hyperlinked to encourage the reader of the results to explore responses
from other participants.

Round 3 of the Survey was very similar to round 2 except that the results of round 2 was
feedback to the participant. In order to enhance this feedback mechanism, there were several
changes to the web interface.
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Figure 5-33 Round 3 Questionnaire Question Page

At the question page, the question numbers of the questions that the participant responded in
round 2 were given a different colour and an increase in font size (for those who have colour
blindness) (Figure 5-33).
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Figure 5-34 Round 3 Questionnaire Answer Page

In the answer page, the ratings of the participants' previous answer were also given a different
colour and an increase in font size (Figure 5-34). Summary of responses from round 2 were
shown. The participants could also explore further into the glossary and the results from
previous rounds (Figure 5-35, Figure 5-36 & Figure 5-37).
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Figure 5-35 Checking Glossary for Difficult Terms
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Figure 5-36 Checking Qualitative Results from Last Round
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Figure 5-37 Checking Quantitative Results from Last Round

For the presentation of the results of round 3, it was again similar to round 2, except the excerpt
of the results in round 2 were also shown (Figure 5-38).
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Figure 5-38 Results of Round 3
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Figure 5-39 Post-Delphi Survey
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The Post-Delphi survey was a simple survey to gain understanding of the quality of the web
Delphi survey method (Figure 5-39). Six simple questions were asked:
1. How has the Delphi process facilitated (or not facilitated) communication between
participants?
2. Do you find participation in this survey a worthwhile experience?
3. What can be improved in the process of the survey?
4. What can be improved in the web interface of the survey?
5. What can be improved in the questions posed in the survey?
6. Other Comments

Figure 5-40 Post-Delphi Survey Results

The presentation of the results of the Post-Delphi survey was also very straightforward. It was
just a page with all the comments with the nicknames of the participants on the left hand side
(Figure 5-40).
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The Delphi survey was completed after the Post-Delphi survey and the analysis of the results
will be presented later in chapter 6. The actually results can be found on the CD-ROM enclosed
(/Delphi/result/index.html) and the reader can browse through it to gain a better understanding
of the description above.
5.3.2.5 Data Analysis
Several data analysis techniques can be employed in a Delphi survey. The first technique was
to summarise the results from round 1 and express the concepts in the results into statements.
The next technique was to process the quantitative data from the rating of the statements in
round 2 and 3.

The summarising process that was adopted for round 1 was qualitative. Firstly, responses were
broken into unit concepts. Then, every concept was related to the corresponding response(s)
and vice versa using hyperlink(s) on the round 1 results pages. This ensured that every concept
originated from at least one of the responses and every response was summarised. The
researcher tried to make every unit concept self-contained and mutually exclusive to other
concepts, but this could not be achievable with every concepts. After the summary process, it
was verified and clarified by the participants.

In rounds 2 and 3, both quantitative and qualitative data was collected. On the quantitative side,
ratings out of a 1-7 scale were obtained. The average and variance rating for each statement
were computed. Variance was chosen over standard deviation because the built-in the standard
deviation routine was not yet implemented in PostgreSQL 7.0.2 and thus calculating variance
from x 2 − x 2 explicitly was the easiest method for comparison purposes.

As stated in

sub-section 5.3.1.5, the calculation for a scale implied that the distance between each subjective
scale is equal. Though it may not be proven, the benefits of the statistics obtained will be
substantially higher than not to have the calculation process at all.
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Different methods were proposed to select statements as the conclusion of the survey, namely
ranking, first interquartile and standard deviation. The ranking method first arranged the
statements in the order of their average ratings and took an arbitrary number of statements from
the top, for example top 10 statements (Jillson 1975). The interquartile method also first
arranged the statements in the order of their average ratings. Then they were broken into four
quarters according to their average ratings. The statements in the quarter with the top ratings
were taken (Jones, C. G. 1975; Ludlow 1975). The standard deviation method assumed that the
ratings formed a normal distribution and the top statements beyond one standard deviation from
the average of all average ratings were important (Scarlett 2001). It could be argued that
interquartile method and standard deviation method were similar, as for normal distribution,
68% of the ratings would fall between the distances of plus or minus one deviation. Therefore
the important statements were the top 16% of all the statements. The difference for the
interquartile method was that the top 25% was taken.

To choose from the above methods, recall that the Delphi survey was conducted as an
exploratory study, and one of the aims was to construct a mental picture of the situation
(Neuman, Bondy & Knight 2003). A more lenient 33% top statements criterion, or first third of
the statements, was chosen to include more statements in order to achieve the objective.

On the other hand, the variances of the ratings were computed to discover the polarisation of the
opinions. This method was employed in several surveys before (for example (Ludlow 1975)).
Again the top 33% controversial statements would be selected.

For the qualitative part of the data from rounds 2 and 3, the comments would be grouped and
interpreted according to the content.

This interpretation exercise again was aimed at
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constructing a mental picture of the situation (Neuman, Bondy & Knight 2003). On the other
hand, as the guiding methodology of the study was positivism, the researcher would balance the
need for objectiveness and the potential for the discovery of new knowledge from further
interpretation of the data.

Other additional data such as 'No Comment' and the results from the Post-Delphi survey will
also be collected and discussed to assess the quality of the survey conducted.

5.3.3

Detailed investigation on External Hosting Sites

After the data collection in Delphi survey, one of the analyses was done by categorising the
concluding statements into the four classes of software evaluation, namely intrinsic, utility,
usability and context. The amount of data collected on the class of utility was not substantial
enough. Recalling that the users of the evaluation model may be Free/Open developers and
new comers, an emphasis on the category of utility was suggested to meet their expectations. A
further investigation into the features of the different tools available on a FOSPHost was thus
conducted.

As resources were limited, the area for detailed investigation needed to be designated to the
most appropriate topics. As explained in sub-section 3.2, FOSPHost sites can be classified as
external hosting and self-hosting. External hosting sites were chosen because a number of them
actively promote the FOSPHost aspect of the site.

For example, the free version of

SourceForge can be seen as a demonstration and an advertisement to the commercial world for
the improved Enterprise version of SourceForge as well as the concept of FOSPHost. For
self-hosting site such as the FOSPHost site for Linux (Kernel.Org), the main focus is on Linux
and the FOSPHost site is probably just to get the project co-ordinated. Therefore, external
hosting sites probably are better known and users of the evaluation model may identify the
concept of FOSPHost with them more readily. One may argue that the obvious may not be the
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necessary condition for direction in research, but the counter argument is to explore what is
familiar first and the chance of finding promising research area will increase. An understanding
of the basic facts could build a solid foundation for the next stage of research.

The method employed for this part of the research was similar to the preliminary stage of case
study method (Yin 1994). Usually case study is applicable in 'how' and 'why' questions on
contemporary events. The researcher also does not need to have control over the behaviour of
the events. Though 'how' and 'why' questions are the focus of case study method, 'what'
questions are usually asked at the preliminary stage so that relevant data was collected to
construct answers for the 'how' and 'why' questions. Under the limitation of this research, the
'what' questions, which the basic facts on the topics, were the focus. Some attempts to answer
the 'how' and 'why' questions were made, but it was regarded as secondary.

In the design of a case study, Yin (1994, p. 20) commented that 'what questions to study, what
data are relevant, what data to collect, and how to analyse the results' were the relevant areas.
The detail description on the process of the method below will be adopted these four areas as a
framework of discussion. The method for the investigation on external FOSPHost sites will be
presented first.

Recalling that the focus of the investigation on external FOSPHost sites should be on the utility
of the sites. The aspects for investigation posed are:
•

What sites are relevant to the investigation?

•

What features are offered on the sites investigated?

•

What categories could be given to the sites and the features?

•

What features do each site offered?

•

What are the background of the sites and policies do they adopted?
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How do the facts collected relate to the Delphi survey results?

The criteria for the selection of external FOSPHost sites for investigation were based on the
definition of FOSPHost. Recalling that a FOSPHost site is the infrastructure that supports and
co-ordinates the development of Free/Open Source software projects on the Internet, the first
criterion is Free/Open Source projects are hosted on site. The next criterion is that the site
welcomes the hosting of Free/Open Source projects from other parties. This then fulfils the
condition of an external FOSPHost site. The next criterion is that it supports and co-ordinates
the development of projects hosted. From the Delphi survey, the most important tool for a
FOSPHost site was a source code repository. The criterion is then devised that the site should
as least include a source code repository with basic version control capability. The criterion of
version control capability is added so FTP sites are not included. The scope of the study can
thus be narrowed down to a manageable size. On the other hand, this criterion is also broad
enough to fulfil the purpose of an exploratory study.

Data related to the aspects of investigation were collected by visiting the FOSPHost sites via the
Internet, reading documents and source code of the sites. If possible, administrators of the sites
would be asked to clarify issues that could not be understood by the methods stated above. The
data collected was tabulated in a comparison table and comments was obtained from authors
and administrators of the software investigated. This method did not involve interview and it
was less involved than employing a full-scale case study method. It was chosen, as the
objective of the research was exploratory. By employing this method, a broad range of data
could be collected with less effort, but of course the depth was less.

Since the importance on answering 'how' and 'why' questions were lower, the effort spent on the
analysis of the data could be less. Simpler methods were employed and analysis method such
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as pattern-matching was not required. As mentioned above, the data collected would be
tabulated in a comparison table. Relationships between the data and the Delphi survey would
also be explored.

The choice of method could be argued to be compatible with the positivism methodology and
inductive strategy of this research. The method described here is based on observations and
discussions of objective facts and thus matches the spirit of positivism. The results obtained are
also based on empirical data collected with few presumptions. This hence qualifies the method
as inductive.

The validity of this method can be argued as similar to case study as it is based on observations,
documentations and source code which is regarded as reliable in case studies. Though
interviews were not conducted, sites administrators were asked to check for discrepancies on
the investigation. Permissions were asked and obtained to make their feedback public as well.
As the evaluation model was available to the public as well, there may also be a peer review
mechanism to strengthen the validity of the research.

5.4 Summary of Chapter Five
In this chapter, the plan for the research was described in details and the rationale behind the
different choices was also explained. The purpose of the research was chosen to be exploratory
and the main methodology was positivism. A classification of software qualities for evaluation
of Free/Open Source software was built to suit the nature of FOSPHost sites. Different
evaluation presentations were also reviewed as potential candidates for the final
implementation of the evaluation model. Two data collection methods were also chosen,
namely Delphi survey and detailed investigation.

Detail execution and data analysis

procedures for Delphi survey were explained and the method for the execution of detailed
investigation was also described.
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In the next chapter, the results of the Delphi survey will be presented and analysed.
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Chapter 6
Results and Analysis of the Delphi Survey
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of the Delphi survey will be presented. The method of data collection,
validity and content of the data collected will then be discussed.

6.2 Results of the Delphi Survey
In this section, the procedure on invitations, the survey results and various types of auxiliary
data collected will be provided. Quantitative and qualitative presentation of agreed and
controversial answers will then be given.

6.2.1

Invitations and Responses

In this sub-section, data that relate to the quality of responses will be presented. These include
the invitation process, the number of responses, 'No Comment' responses, feedback mechanism
and the results from Post-Delphi survey.

Recalling from previous discussion, to reach acceptable validity, each group should have at
least 10 experts giving opinion. About 40 experts were short-listed for each group. Before the
start of the survey, a pilot run was conducted in early June, 2001. 12 experts were invited to
participate, 4 from each group. Unfortunately, all of them were too busy to make substantial
comment.
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After three rounds, the numbers of participants involved in each question are listed (Table 6-1):

Questions

Expert Users

Administrators

Academics

1

18

9

17

2

11

5

9

2.1.2

4

2

3

2.1.3

4

2

3

2.2.2

5

3

4

2.2.3

5

3

4

2.4.2

5

3

4

2.4.3

5

3

4

2.8.2

5

3

3

2.10.2

5

3

4

2.10.3

5

3

4

3

11

5

12

4

10

4

10

5

10

4

11

6

10

2

8

7

10

2

7

8

6

3

4

9

5

1

3

10

6

2

3

11

5

3

4

12

10

3

9

Table 6-1 Numbers of Participants Involved in Each Question

From the table, ten or more expert users responded to question 1 to 7 and 12 and thus reached
the requirement for acceptable validity for the group of expert users. Further implications of
these figures to the validity of the survey will be discussed in the next sub-section. Further
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breakdown of participants based on expertise and participation in each round are listed (Table
6-2):

Participants
Alvin

Expertise

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3


Expert User

Anthony






Not Expert

Austin

Expert User



Brendan

Expert User Administrator Academic



Brent

Expert User

Chris

Expert User






Academic

Not Expert



Eugene

Expert User Administrator Academic



Gabriel

Academic













Dave

Garrett

Expert User

Gary
Jacob
Jason



Not Expert



Expert User Administrator

Jessica

Academic

Joanne

Academic

John



Academic




Expert User Administrator

Joseph

Academic

Leslie



Luke

Expert User



Mark

Expert User



Matthew

Expert User Administrator

Michael

Expert User

Neil

Expert User Administrator

Noah

Expert User

Peter













Administrator

Patrick






Academic



Academic






Expert User Administrator

Phil

Academic



Schulhoff

Academic
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Participants

Expertise

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Steven



Academic


Terence

Expert User

Academic

Troy

Expert User Administrator



William

Expert User





Total Number of Participants:
32

19

9

14

22

12

16

Table 6-2 Breakdown of Participants based on Expertise and Participation

From the table, most participants had expertise in more than one area. A few were quite humble
not to claim any expertise but most regarded themselves to have some knowledge in at least one
area. Many of the participants did not contribute in all three rounds, and this can be shown
below (Table 6-3):

Total Round(s) Participated Number of Participants Overall Percentage
1

21

66%

2

4

13%

3

7

22%

Table 6-3 Amount of Participation

66% of the participants only contributed in one round and 22% participated in all three. The
numbers of people invited for each round are listed (Table 6-4):

Round

Academics

Administrators

Expert User

1

54

33

54

2

53

32

53

3

49

43

53

Table 6-4 Numbers of People Invited for Each Round
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The researcher aimed at inviting more than 40 people for each group. Unfortunately, due to an
operation error, only 33 administrators were invited. The number of the people invited
decreased for later rounds because some of the recipients of the invitation email replied and
hoped not to participate. Therefore, they were not invited in later rounds. There was one
exception that the number of administrators invited increased in round 3. It was decided in
round 3 that, although it was not planned in the survey to recruit more participants after the
survey began, having more administrators would definitely improve the quality of the results.
Therefore, 12 more administrators were invited. Unfortunately, none of them participated and
thus the results were not affected by this invitation.

Detail invitation figures are presented below (Table 6-5):

Round

Email

Phone

Invitation Reminder

Contact

Login Responded

Left Cannot Incorrect (Persons)

(Persons)

Established Message Contact
1

141

136

10

22

15

5

47

22

2

138

131

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

18

12

3

147

119

21

33

30

12

26

16

Table 6-5 Statistics for Invitation

For round 1 and round 3, both email and phone invitations were executed. For round 2, only
email invitation was sent. The original plan was that phone invitation would be only done in
round 1 and the participants should then be aware of the survey. With the decrease in
respondents in round 2, phone invitation was again implemented in round 3. The numbers in
the table referred to the number of times an action was done except for login and responded.
For example, in the 'Cannot Contact' figure, some of the calls were repeated calls to the same
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individual. Another figure that cannot be incorporated into the table was the number of
participants who verified the summarised statements in round 1. The number was 22, which
indicated that all the participants in round 1 verified the statements.

Figure 6-1 No. of Invitation Sent in Round 3

Email invitations and reminders were sent in batches on different dates to disperse the possible
workload on the web server (Watt 1999) and the researcher. An example of this strategy can be
seen on the distribution of email sent in round 3 (Figure 6-1). For potential participants that
could be contacted by phone, they would be called first and then the email would be sent.

As discussed in the previous chapter that 'No Comment' check boxes were provided to obtain a
more definite reply on the participants' desire not to response to certain questions.
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Round

1

2

3

With Answers

107(36%)

91(63%)

104(51%)

No Comment

101(34%)

13(9%)

9(4%)

No Response

92(30%)

40(28%)

91(45%)

Table 6-6 'No Comment' Responses from Question Page

Table 6-6 refers to 'No Comment' responses collected on the question page (Figure 5-8) where
the 12 questions were asked. If the participant went into the answer page of a particular
question and gave answers, then it is classified as 'With Answers'. If the participant did not
gave answer and did not select the 'No Comment' check box, then it is classified as 'No
Response'. The figure in the table is the count of the three types of responses to each question
on question page.

Round

1

2

3

With Answers

N/A

1904(96%)

2345(89%)

No Comment

N/A

78(4%)

211(8%)

No Response

N/A

3(0%)

75(3%)

Table 6-7 'No Comment' Responses from Answer Pages

Table 6-7 refers to responses collected on the answer pages (Figure 5-24). For each statement
on an answer page, the participant could choose to select a rating, select 'No Comment' check
box or did nothing. These three actions correspond to the three categories in the table. As in
round one, answers given were qualitative and there was no rating involved, therefore, there
was no data collected.
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Another measurement of quality is the amount of feedback from previous results that a
participant received. It could be measured in two ways, references to result pages and changes
in responses.

Location of Referral

Number of References

%

Information Centre

6

67.67%

Help

1

11.11%

Directed from Email

2

22.22%

Total

9

Table 6-8 Round 2 References to Results

Location of Referral

Number of References

%

Information Centre

11

61.11%

Survey Introduction

1

5.56%

Additional Information

5

27.78%

Unknown

1

5.56%

Total

18

Table 6-9 Round 3 References to Results

In the design of Delphi survey, the results of the previous round(s) were presented to the
participants. By taking advantage of the log of the web server, the effectiveness of this
mechanism could be measured. The figures in Table 6-8 and Table 6-9 were obtained by
examining the Apache web server log at the point after the participant had logged-in. Instances
of viewing the result pages were identified and the page accessed just before the viewing of the
result pages were obtained. They were the locations of referral to the result pages. Locations of
referral identified included information centre, survey introduction, help, additional
information and directed from invitation email. After the participants entered from the referral
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page to the result page, for round 2, the average pages of results viewed directly after the
references were 6.1 and 1.9 pages for round 3.

Another method to examine the effect of feedback is to measure the change in responses
between round 2 and 3. 93.30% of the answers were unchanged.

More Important

Unchanged

Less Important

Difference Number of

Number of

in Rating Responses

% Responses

3

1

0.07%

2

4

0.29%

1

30

2.21%

0

1267

93.30%

1

45

3.31%

2

10

0.74%

3

1

0.07%

35

%

2.58%

1267 93.30%

56

4.12%

Table 6-10 Difference in Rating in Round 2 and 3

The opinion of the participants on the design and procedure of the survey could also be
discovered from the results of the Post Delphi survey. Only two participants replied. Both of
them were unaware of the communication process between participants via the format of the
survey. Both felt that the survey was too long but one felt the survey was worthwhile while the
other did not like it. The improvements suggested were to shorten the survey and use an
interview strategy instead. Technological comments included using no JavaScript in web pages,
improvement on check box comment and the bandwidth of the web server to the Internet was
low. The design of the interface could be improved as well. One participant also comments that
he or she found the results interesting.
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In this sub-section, different statistics and data related to the quality of the survey were
presented. This data will be further examined in the discussion sub-section below.

6.2.2

Agreed Answers

Within the data collected of the Delphi survey, statements that the participants agreed on were
short-listed. These statements will be presented in this sub-section.

According to Table 6-2, there were four participants who only participated in the second round
and not the third round. Therefore, it was assumed that the answers the four participants gave in
round 2 were their final answers.

Figure 6-2 Histogram of Average Ratings
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The average ratings for statements from questions 1-7 and 12 were charted in a histogram
(Figure 6-2) and there were 194 statements. To obtain the statements that the participants
agreed as the important issues, the histogram was divided in three equal parts (Table 6-11).

No. of Statements

Range

Most Important (First Third)

61

Ratings<2.49

Less Important (Second Third)

68

2.49<Ratings<3.112

Least Important (Third Third)

65

3.112<Ratings

Table 6-11 Division of Important Statements

The first third was the most important statements, the second third was the less important and
the third third was the least. The number of the statements for the first third was slightly lower
as there were 11 statements with the rating 2.5 and it was decided that they would be grouped to
the second third.

Under this selection criterion, the 61 most important statements were listed in the following
table (Table 6-12). Rating 1 for a statement denotes that it is extremely important while rating 7
means that it is totally irrelevant.

Qn no. Description

Average

1.

What are the objectives of an IFHOSP site?

1.2

To support concurrent and collaborative software development

1.4

1.3

To facilitate communication between developers

1.4

1.18

To allow potential developers to contribute to projects

1.5

1.1

To enable distributed software development for developers from different

1.6

geographic locations
1.4

To facilitate communication between developers and users (of Free

2.0
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Software/Open Source software)
1.5

To facilitate cooperation between related parties (programmers, designers,

2.0

documentation writers, advocates/salesman, etc.)
1.20

To facilitate software development in a better way

2.2

1.37

The site should be fast and has high availability.

2.4

1.38

To facilitate high levels of communication multiple means

2.4

1.29

To build a sense of community between developers for a project

2.5

2.

What tools can be employed on an IFHOSP site and what are the
important features and usability factors for each of them?

2.1

Source Code Repository

1.1

2.2

Mailing List

1.4

2.5

WWW Server

1.5

2.4

Tracking System

1.8

2.11

Security Measures (e.g. ssh)

2.2

3.

What work practices and culture should be promoted?

3.27

Jane Jacob's systems of survival's commercial moral syndrome

1.7

3.17

Flexibility towards volunteers

1.8

3.37

Fun and good spirit and hope

1.8

3.35

Clarity, simpleness of code

1.9

3.28

Using centralised repository for source code

1.9

3.29

To include automated building and testing facilities in releases

2.1

3.9

Creating a public library atomsphere, giving users as much freedom as

2.1

possible and staying out of the users' way
3.16

Listening to others

2.2
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3.20

Openness in attitude, no hidden agenda

2.2

3.21

Openness in procedures and policies

2.2

3.30

Easy to use, high usability

2.4

3.13

Tolerance, respect and patience

2.4

3.1

Sense of responsibility

2.4

3.38

Frequent submissions of contributions

2.4

3.5

Reuse of existing source code

2.4

4.

What are factors that motivate users to use an IFHOSP site?

4.2

Available 24 hours a day

1.1

4.8

The tools provided are effective and productive

1.4

4.3

Reliable

1.6

4.20

To attract more contributors

2.0

4.9

Convenience - provides resources are difficult for an individual to maintain

2.0

(e.g. web site)
4.6

Fast access, responsive (high bandwidth and power server)

2.1

4.4

Low Cost or Free

2.2

4.7

The tools provided are standard and commonly used

2.2

4.16

The site is frequently updated

2.3

5.

What are barriers that prevent users from using an IFHOSP site?

5.1

Unreliable

1.7

5.5

The opposite of the answers in question 4

2.0

5.7

Counterproductive user interface

2.2

6.

What are the positive results for users in using an IFHOSP site?
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6.2

Increase communication within the developers

1.3

6.13

More reliable then individually hosted servers (e.g. with only dial-up

1.5

connection)
6.1

Facilitation of developers to update the source code in the repository

1.6

directly and reduction of the need to interact with the project leader to
change the code
6.6

Getting people to contribute to the development from all over world

1.8

6.22

Tools with better quality than individually hosted sites

1.8

6.25

Decrease the startup cost of hosting an Open Source/Free Software

2.1

6.17

Facilitating collaboration and reduction of duplicated effort

2.1

6.3

Increase communication between the developers and other parties

2.1

6.20

Obtaining up to date information

2.2

6.26

Decrease the possibility of producing multiple non-synchronized versions

2.2

of software
6.5

Decrease time in administration of an IFHOSP site individually

7.

What are the negative results for users in using an IFHOSP site?

7.10

Loss control of the choice of tools hosted on site

12.

What are other important issues in IFHOSP?

12.4

IFHOSP site should be careful on the usage agreements with users and

2.2

2.4

1.5

provide them with enough freedom
12.11 The acronym IFHOSP is pointlessly obscure

1.9

12.8

2.0

Anyone wanting to setup an IFHOSP needs to be aware of the
responsibility involved

12.9

An IFHOSP should be run in an open fashion and users should be well

2.0
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informed
12.1

Expanding an IFHOSP into multiple mirror sites to increase reliability and

2.2

obtain more credibility from users
12.5

Fair to all efforts

12.10 An IFHOSP should be have up to date information of the site and employ

2.3
2.4

novel techniques
Table 6-12 The Most Important Statements from the Delphi Survey

A qualitative presentation of question Q1, 3-7 is shown below. Question 2 is omitted, as the
statements were short and may not benefit from a qualitative presentation. The issues in
question 12 are too diverse to be grouped.

One major theme in the objectives in a FOSPHost site is communication, such as to allow
potential developers to contribute, to facilitate effective communication between developers,
users and other stakeholders in multiple means and to build a sense of community between
developers for a project. Another focuses in the list of objectives include supporting concurrent
and collaborative software development in a distributed fashion and implementing a software
development process that is above common standard.

Work practices and culture that should be promoted in a FOSPHost site includes attitude such
as the commercial moral syndrome of Jane Jacob's systems of survival (see appendix D),
flexible towards volunteers, fun, hope and good spirit, listening to others, openness in attitude,
procedures and policies with no hidden agenda, tolerance, respect, patience and sense of
responsibility. In terms of coding practices and co-ordination, clarity, simplicity of code, using
centralised repository for source code, frequent submissions of contributions and reuse of
existing source code. The management of a FOSPHost site also should include automated
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building and testing facilities in releases and create a public library atmosphere to give users as
much freedom as possible and staying out of the users' way. Creating an inviting environment
by making the site easy to use is also important.

To motivate developers to use a FOSPHost site, it could acquire qualities such as available 24
hours a day, reliable, fast access, responsive (high bandwidth and power server), convenience
(provides resources are difficult for an individual to maintain), low cost or free and frequently
updated.

The tools provided on the site should be effective, productive, standard and

commonly used. The ability of the site to attract more contributors is also another important
factor.

Barriers for using a FOSPHost site are factors that are the opposite to the motivation factors
including unreliability and counterproductive user interface.

Positive results in users employing a FOSPHost site are improvements in communication and
co-ordination. These include the increase in communication within the development team and
also between the developers and other parties. Other positive factors are facilitation of
developers to update the source code in the repository directly and reduction of the need to
interact with the project leader to change the code, obtaining up to date information and
decrease the possibility of producing multiple non-synchronized versions of software. Other
benefits consist of facilitating collaboration and reduction of duplicated effort and receiving
contributions to the development from people all over world.

Other positive results are hosting related. By using a FOSPHost site not hosting by the user,
one can obtain services that may be more reliable then individually hosted servers. Tools on
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external FOSPHost may also have better quality. Startup cost of hosting and administration
time is less comparing to an individually hosted FOSPHost site.

There are a number of negative results but the only statement rated as important is that the
control of the choice of tools hosted will be lost if an external FOSPHost is employed.

The implications of the results will be discussed in later sub-sections.

6.2.3

Controversial Answers

Other than the statements that the participants agreed on, there were statements that they
strongly disagreed on. These are called controversial statements and they will be presented in
this sub-section.

Figure 6-3 Histogram of Variance of Ratings
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The variance ratings for statements from questions 1-7 and 12 were charted in a histogram
(Figure 6-3) and there were 194 statements. To discover the most controversial statements, the
histogram was divided in three equal parts (Table 6-13). Then the first third contained the most
controversial statements.

No. of Statements

Range

Most Controversial (First Third)

65

2.12<Ratings

Less Controversial (Second Third)

64

1.345<Ratings<2.12

Least Controversial (Third Third)

65

Ratings<1.345

Table 6-13 Division of Controversial Statements

Under this selection criterion, the 65 most controversial statements were (Table 6-14):

Qn no. Description

Avg. Var.

1.

What are the objectives of an IFHOSP site?

1.28

To provide training grounds for new developers

3.7

4.5

1.36

To distribute software that is useful

4.1

3.6

1.17

To provide data for research

4.8

3.4

1.27

To facilitate the development of software that is affordable by

3.8

3.4

everyone
1.32

To provide tools needed to achieve the objectives of IFHOSP

2.7

3.2

1.16

To serve the Free Software/Open Source community

3.4

3.0

1.24

To attract other Free Software/Open Source projects to come in

4.0

2.9

3.1

2.9

3.7

2.6

and host on the site
1.31

To provide an archive of Open Source/Free Software
development related materials to the general public

1.21

To make software with better quality available to the world
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1.7

To promote existing project(s) hosted on site to users of software

3.2

2.5

1.13

To provide a centralised location for Free Software/Open Source

3.8

2.1

project(s)

2.

What tools can be employed on an IFHOSP site and what are the
important features and usability factors for each of them?

2.10

Wiki Wiki Web

3.9

4.3

2.11

Security Measures (e.g. ssh)

2.2

2.9

2.9

Discussion Forum

2.9

2.7

2.12

News Stand

3.7

2.5

3.

What work practices and culture should be promoted?

3.34

The practices of Extreme Programming

3.6

5.1

3.25

Avoid force

3.7

4.4

3.18

The value of heterogeneity, differences as assets

2.7

3.4

3.36

Standards coding style

3.1

3.1

3.2

Measurement of quality of code

3.2

3.1

3.4

Reinforcing explicit development roles

4.3

3.0

3.19

Nothing should be 'promoted'.

4.8

2.9

3.5

Reuse of existing source code

2.4

2.6

3.14

Awareness of different culture and language background

2.9

2.4

3.13

Tolerance, respect and patience

2.4

2.3

3.11

Distributed style of development and decentralised

2.6

2.3

3.31

Flexibility in tools for rapid project administration

3.3

2.2

3.32

A system to attribute credit

2.8

2.2

3.37

Fun and good spirit and hope

1.8

2.1
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4.

What are factors that motivate users to use an IFHOSP site?

4.12

Many tools are provided

3.1

4.1

4.11

High security

2.7

4.0

4.24

To compete with other projects

5.0

3.6

4.25

Users of software hosted on IFHOSP will use the site

3.0

3.0

4.4

Low Cost or Free

2.2

2.6

4.5

Sufficiently large capacity (e.g. storage, cpu, memory)

2.8

2.5

5.

What are barriers that prevent users from using an IFHOSP site?

5.14

Intellectual property issues - the host of the IFHOSP may impose

2.9

4.5

3.3

4.2

3.3

4.0

2.6

3.6

some rights to the projects hosted
5.11

Not having enough control over the IFHOSP comparing with a
local machine

5.15

Incompatibility with the format that users had in software
development

5.20

Difficult to casually browse or some information cannot be
accessed without a username

5.13

No control the content and the development direction of the IFHOSP

4.0

3.4

5.6

Low storage capacity

3.0

3.3

5.12

Not trusting the host of the IFHOSP

3.2

3.3

5.19

The IFHOSP does not reach a critical mass of users and projects

3.1

3.1

to achieve its advertising function
5.5

The opposite of the answers in question 4

2.0

3.0

5.8

The odd urge to pay for software rather than help build it yourself

5.8

2.5

5.3

Low in technical skill, inexperience in using an IFHOSP

3.3

2.5
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5.17

Legal issues on software distribution

6.

What are the positive results for users in using an IFHOSP site?

6.24

Interesting parties on a certain project can be found before the

3.9

2.4

3.8

4.2

project begins
6.18

Possibility of reviving dead projects

3.2

3.4

6.16

Greater possibility for getting community credit

3.0

2.7

6.10

Flexibility, being able to select from many ways of doing things

3.3

2.7

6.22

Tools with better quality than individually hosted sites

1.8

2.4

7.

What are the negative results for users in using an IFHOSP site?

7.8

Low cost in setup will encourage starting unserious projects

4.0

6.7

7.18

Limitation placed on Intellectual Property rights. Depending on

3.8

5.3

3.8

4.7

the license under which you get to use the IFHOSP, you may
suddenly find that you've allowed licensing you hadn't planned.
7.7

Low cost in setup will encourage projects to be publish before
they are ready

7.9

No negative results

4.7

4.3

7.6

Low cost in setup will encourage development of projects that are

4.2

4.2

similar (reinvention of the wheel)
7.5

Low cost in setup will encourage forking of projects

4.7

4.0

7.4

Possible extra "collaboration" with unwanted parties ("back-seat

3.1

2.8

2.8

2.8

programmers", trolls)
7.12

Limited tool customisation

12.

What are other important issues in IFHOSP?
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12.11 The acronym IFHOSP is pointlessly obscure

1.9

3.7

12.13 A remedy of the administrator(s) of IFHOSP interfering with the

2.5

3.4

IFHOSP sites need to focus on maximising productivity

2.9

2.6

12.12 Big IFHOSP are bad (e.g. Freshmeat) Small IFHOSP are good.

5.2

2.3

12.2

3.0

2.2

development of project(s) is to provide mirroring or withdrawal
paths for users if they want to host their projects elsewhere
12.7

Maintaining a commitment to hosting only those projects which
are under a sufficiently liberal license.

Table 6-14 The Most Controversial Statements from the Delphi Survey

Other than using quantitative data for analysis, qualitative data collected also contained useful
clues for the discovery of controversial ideas. Qualitative data were collected in round 1, where
the opinions from the participants were summarised into the statements above. Furthermore, in
round 2 and 3, they were invited to give comments to these statements. A number of the
comments fell on controversial issues as controversies usually attracted discussions.

A

qualitative examination of the results by grouping similar arguments is thus carried out to
present a richer picture of the controversial issues involved. Controversial concepts are
obtained, namely 'We love freedom, but how far can it go?', 'What characteristics are admirable
in source code?', 'What is a worthy motivation?' and 'Important but not urgent tasks'.

The first controversial concepts is named 'We love freedom, but how far can it go?' One of the
answers to question 3, 'What work practices and culture should be promoted?' in round 1 by
Alvin was 'They shouldn't promote any particular practice. The heterogeneity of approaches is
one of the strengths of the way things are done without these infrastructure sites' (Q3.18, Q3.19).
Schulhoff also suggested that 'Acknowledgement of developers different cultural and technical
backgrounds as a positive element - very different from corporate monocultures' (Q3.19).
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Moreover, the summarised statement for Q3.9 is "Creating a public library atomsphere, giving
users as much freedom as possible and staying out of the users' way". These opinions
represented the importance for FOSPHost sites to allow freedom and promote heterogeneity.

Another manifestation of the desire for freedom can be seen in discussion of Intellectual
Property in Q5.14, Q7.18 and Q12.4. Neil suggested that the administrators of the FOSPHost
sites should not own any of Intellectual Property of the project hosted. Mark also suggested that
FOSPHost sites should 'provide complete mirroring/withdraw paths for users of the site'
(Q12.13) to ensure maximum freedom.

When it comes to management style, 'avoid force' (Q3.25) and 'tolerance, respect and patience'
(Q3.13) was proposed. Attitudes such as 'awareness of different technology background'
(Q3.15) and 'awareness of different culture and language background' (Q3.14) were also
suggested to promote heterogeneity.

Negative effects of heterogeneity and lack of control can be seem in 'the fear of getting flame
from other people' (Q5.21) and the 'possible extra "collaboration" with unwanted parties
("back-seat programmers", trolls)' (Q7.4).

Remedies to negative effects could be methods such as 'ability to operate private or
semi-private developer groups necessary to avoid "collaboration" with unwanted parties'
(Q12.14), 'reinforcing explicit development roles' (Q3.4) which emphasize on a heavier hand
on management. Brendan, who proposed the idea of tolerance, patience and avoid force, also
suggested the need of firmness (Q3.23). Chris also suggested that if peaceful solutions could
not be found, at the end, forceful action such as forking would be needed (Q3.25). Moreover, if
there were no mechanism to discern quality, then the natural selection scheme of Free/Open
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Source would not function (Q3.13). There was also a comment in response to the statement
"Nothing should be 'promoted'" (Q3.19) in round 2 by Garrett:

Hosting sites are great places to promote projects which are successful, so that others will learn
about them. Lack of knowledge about what quality projects exist is one of the great faults of the
Free Software/Open Source community today.

The next controversial concept was named 'What characteristics are admirable in source code?'
Indeed, different participants had different ideas on what characteristics of a piece of software
were valuable.

The first important value proposed was 'usefulness'. Statements such as 'to distribute software
that is useful' (Q1.36) and 'do not focus on the volume of software created, but usefulness' (Q3.6)
were suggested.

The next value was quality. Supporting statements included 'to make software with better
quality available to the world' (Q1.21) and 'measurement of quality of code' (Q3.2).

Another value of software was that it could be reused. Statements such as 'to facilitate the reuse
of source code and reduce duplication of effort' (Q1.14), 'emphasis on history, reuse old
resources' (Q3.7), 'reuse of existing source code' (Q3.5) and 'possibility of reviving dead
projects' (Q6.18) exemplified this view.

Producing useful and quality software was believed to require some discipline in programming.
Therefore, practices such as 'standards in software design' (Q3.33), 'standards coding style'
(Q3.36) and 'computer science/software engineering knowledge' (Q3.8) were suggested. As in
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Free/Open Source software development, collaboration was emphasized, 'clarity, simpleness of
code' (Q3.35) was also favoured.

FOSPHost sites also lowered the barrier for sharing software projects, but it could also have
possible negative effects. Effects included 'low cost in setup will encourage forking of projects'
(Q7.5), 'starting unserious projects' (Q7.8), 'projects to be publish before they are ready' (Q7.7)
and 'development of projects that are similar (reinvention of the wheel)' (Q7.6). Therefore,
forking, unserious, unready and similar projects were regarded as problems in software
development from these opinions.

Counter arguments existed for the suggestions above. In terms of usefulness, different values
were suggested. For example, Terence commented that 'alpha code is typically NOT useful'
(Q1.36) while Garrett mentioned that "A lot of software is created merely to 'learn.'" (Q3.6)
In terms of quality, the problem of defining quality could be troublesome. Garrett made a
sarcastic comment that 'measuring the quality of code? You've got to be kidding me. It's hard
enough deciding what "quality code" even is' (Q3.2). Chris also claimed that 'conventional
measurements (LOCs, function points and so on) are not interesting' and quality could be
obtained by peer-review instead (Q3.2).

The positive side of discarding source code rather than reuse was also discussed. Chris
suggested that 'there is a part about reusing old resources, but if something becomes irrelevant,
it is replaced with extreme prejudice. There is no place for legacy code in open source, which is
both a quality and a problem. The code is clearer and more stable (in medium and long term)
because of this, but it might be less stable at short term (while change is ongoing) and backward
compatibility suffers ("upgrade or die" seems to be the motto of library developers)' (Q3.7).
Terence also pointed out that reusing code might also have it own cost that other related
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components might be upgraded and thus incompatiable (To the extent that this is efficient
(given necessary incompatibilities in data-models, etc., across appliations) (Q1.14)).

When it came to standard and software engineering, Neil claimed that 'K&R is Evil(tm). The
"GNU Coding Standards" are wrong and lead directly to lesser quality code' (Q3.36) (K&R
referred to Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie's influential book – 'The C Programming
Language' (Kernighan & Ritchie 1988)). On software engineering, there was no substantial
comment except Garrett replied that 'Helps a great deal, but is not necessary'. Nevertheless, the
average rating for the statement 'computer science/software engineering knowledge' (Q3.8) was
3.0 and the variance was 2.0. Comparing the most controversial statement 'Low cost in setup
will encourage starting unserious projects' (Q7.8), which had a variance of 6.7, a variance of 2.0
was quite low, but it could be argued that a number of participants disagree on the importance of
this discipline.

Alternative values for software were also suggested. Neil claimed that 'all software is valuable,
regardless of size or purpose. None should be discouraged' (Q3.6), which seemed to imply that
all software had intrinsic value. Mark, when promoting reuse of software, wrote, "don't focus
the site purely on the 'creation of new software' (though this is perhaps the most fun part of
programming)" (Q3.5), this also implies that he was aware of 'fun' as another value of software.

What is a worthy motivation? Other than fulfilling the objective of producing useful and
quality software, motivations such as fun, credit and speed were also suggested in the survey.
Each of these motivations also had their own twist.

From literature (Lakhani et al. 2003; Torvalds & Diamond 2001), the statement 'fun and good
spirit and hope' (Q3.37) was expected to be important. Indeed, the average rating of this
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statement was 2.1, which also reflected this expectation. Two academics, however, rated this
statement negatively and thus resulted as a controversial topic. Both of them rated statements
on reuse of source code, usefulness and standard coding style highly.

Another motivation was credit. While most participants agreed that credit was reasonably
important ('fair to all efforts' (Q12.5) had an average rating of 2.3 and a variance 1.3), how
credits were attributed could be controversial. Considering the comment on the 'a system to
attribute credit' (Q3.32), Chris suggested that 'one of the motivation of open source is getting
credit and recognition (instead of money), so there should definitely be a way to get "paid". But
at the same time, systematizing this kind of thing could seem wrong and counter to some
programming practices (egoless programming (Weinberg 1971), extreme programming (Beck
1999)). When it came to the topic of 'giving hosts of IFHOSP sites every credit that they
deserve' (Q12.6), Chris also commented that 'they certainly deserve credit, but beware: they
have their own advantages in doing so, either reputation-wise or in a financial way'.

Another controversial motivation was speed. Garrett commented on 'frequent submissions of
contributions' (Q3.38) and 'having things move fast is one of the things that people like about
FS/OS. Without it, users lose interest in projects, and following that, developers also lose
interest.'

Another similar motivation was 'to compete with other projects' (Q4.24).

Nevertheless, Neil suggested that 'speed of projects is irrelevant - particularly volunteer led
ones' (Q3.38) and 'to compete with other projects' (Q4.24) has an average rating of 5.0 and a
variance of 3.6, which was considerably controversial.

Diverged rating are also found in the topic of welcoming and training less mature developers
(Q1.28, Q3.12) and the role of FOSPHost in providing data for research (Q1.17). This may
imply a diverse view of topics that were important but not urgent.
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Obviously, a number of the statements are not included in the qualitative analysis above.
Nonetheless, if a statement did not form any common topic with other statements, then a forced
grouping would twist its meaning and more harm would be done. The discussion of the
controversial answers can be found in later sub-sections.

6.3 Analysis of the Results of the Delphi Survey
After the presentation of the data collected, a review on the choice made in the design of the
Delphi survey based on the responses will be performed. The quality of responses of the survey
will also be assessed. Possible improvement to the Delphi survey will then be suggested. The
pros and cons of the data analysis methods used and the content of the data obtained will be
discussed.

6.3.1

Delphi Survey Method

In this sub-section, the appropriateness of employing the Delphi survey as a method of
investigation and the online implementation will be examined. The design of the questions in
round 1 and the rating system will be discussed.

The first question to examine is the appropriateness of the Delphi survey method in answering
the research questions. By examining the results, the breadth of opinions collected from this
method was seldom seen in other methods. A number of surveys were done on the topic of
Free/Open Source (Hertel, Niedner & Herrmann 2002; Lakhani et al. 2003; Reis 2002b). In
these surveys, a number of questions were premeditated from the researchers' own knowledge
domain and the participants could not suggest ideas during the survey. The Delphi survey
allowed a less presumptuous approach and thus resulted in a more diverse collection of opinion.
If interviews were conducted instead, the depth of data collected would increase but again the
breadth might decrease. The argument then follows that whether the diversity of opinion is an
appropriate response to the research questions. A possible answer would be yes, if the results of
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this study has to be ultimately useful to the Free/Open Source communities. As argued in the
analytical framework chapter (chapter 4), diversity exists in the Free/Open Source communities.
By considering different voices in the communities, the evaluation model built can be more
relevant to actual needs without projecting a 'theory from the ivory tower' image.

The next question to consider is the appropriateness of employing the World Wide Web as a
media of data collection. As most of the potential participants were computer literates, thus
their ability of accessing a web survey should be a relatively minor concern. The researcher
also did not receive any request for help in this area. Comparing to a paper-based system, using
a web-based system reduced mailing cost and delay. The researcher also had the freedom to
present the results in more comprehensive way by taking advantage of hyperlinks. Other
conveniences included data collected in the survey is directly fed into a database for analysis
and the web server logs were available to trace the behaviour of the participants. The results on
'References to Results' for rounds 2 and 3 (Table 6-8 and Table 6-9) are examples of tracing
behaviour in the Apache web server log. Nevertheless, the system took the researcher a number
of months to develop and it could not be done without former commercial programming
experience. The error in running the project was relatively few, except in the invitation of
participants. This error, however, was not related to the main part of the survey system, which
was found to be satisfactorily stable. Some potential participants did not allow JavaScript for
security reason and one of the participants complained about bandwidth available in the Post
Delphi survey. It was unfortunate that the provided web server was the only available one in the
department for surveys, and this was a limitation beyond the researcher's control.

The quality of the questions posed in the first round can also be examined. In the previous
sub-section, the reasons for asking the 12 questions were explained. From the data collected,
one can review the effectiveness of these questions. A number of questions were not answered
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by more than ten expert users. One group of them were the sub-questions for each tools in
question 2. The possible reasons could be the design of sub-question within a survey was too
complex. Another group of questions were related to the motivations, barriers, positive and
negative results of administrators. As the number of administrators who participated were few,
such outcome was inevitable. For other questions, the answer received generally corresponded
to the intended purpose. Some similar answers appeared simultaneous in different questions,
for example Q1.37 'The site should be fast and has high availability' was similar to Q4.2
'Available 24 hours a day' and Q4.6 'Fast access, responsive'. Nevertheless, such cases were
relatively rare and the effect on the overall quality of the survey would probably be minor.

A rating system using a 1-7 scale was employed to collect importance of statements in rounds 2
and 3. '1' was assigned as the most important scale and '7' the least. This assignment was
counter-intuitive when it came to presentation of results graphically with blue colour bars
because the length of the bars for '1' had to be longest while '7' the shortest. The formula
rn = 7 − ro was introduced to reverse this relationship where ro was the original rating and rn
was the magnitude to be displayed on the blue bar.

To conclude, Delphi survey was an appropriate method to employ.

It was successfully

conducted online and had a number of advantages over paper-based method. The questions
asked in the round 1 questionnaire generally yielded answers that were relevant. A technical
problem was found in employing the 1-7 scale in ratings and was consequentially resolved.
After the discussion of the method, the validity and quality of the results will be examined.

6.3.2

Responses and Validity

In this sub-section, different aspects of the quality of the data collected will be discussed. A
revisit of the validity criterion of the Delphi survey will first be presented, and then the statistics
on the number of participants will be discussed. A reflection on different methods in the
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measurement of number of participants will also be presented and the reason for choosing the
question-based method as a measure for the validity will be proposed. The number of
participants in this survey will also be compared with other published Delphi surveys. The
possible barriers for participating in the survey will also be suggested. Other factors that affect
the quality of response such as statistics on 'No Comment' and 'No Response', 'Reference to
Results' and change of opinion between round 2 and 3 were also be presented.

From the methodology chapter (chapter 5), the minimum number of experts in each of the three
groups is 10. This is different from a general survey in which participants were selected from a
sample of the whole population. Recalling that Delphi survey was chosen because the topic of
investigation was relatively new and thus expert opinions were sought. Therefore, it has a
different logic in validity when compared with the response rate approach in a common survey.
The logic behind the Delphi survey is when the number of expert participated reach a certain
level, there will be little variation in the quality of results obtained (Ziglio 1996).

Under this criterion, according to Table 6-1, there were more or equal to 10 expert users
participated in questions 1 to 7 and 12. For the group of academics, question 1, 3, 4 and 5 met
the criterion. Unfortunately, for administrators, none reached the target. Therefore, it could be
concluded that the results of the survey reached the minimum requirement for validity only for
some of the questions with some groups of participants. Results from question 1-7 and 12 are
taken as valid in this study.

Another factor that could affect the validity of the survey was how many round did the
participants contribute. From Table 6-3, 66% of the participants only contributed in one round.
This also had a negative impact on the validity of the survey, as feedback was an important
mechanism in the survey to facilitate communication between experts.
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The responses of this survey can be compared with other published surveys (Table 6-15).

Number of Participants for at Number of Sub-Groups
least One Round
(Ludlow 1975)

60

3

(Jillson 1975)

25

5

(Goldstein 1975)

34

12

(Goldschmidt 1996)

121

5

(Twining 1999)

7

Homogeneous

This Survey

32

3

Table 6-15 Comparison of Number of Participants for Different Delphi Survey

Though the responses of this survey are not the best in the comparison, the number of
participants are close to Goldstein (1975) and higher than Jillson (1975) and Twining (1999).
This comparison is in no way comprehensive but it shows that there were other published
surveys that had similar number of participants.

Reasons for not having a higher response rate were firstly the topic was quite narrow and some
participants did not feel interested enough while others considered themselves not
knowledgeable enough to contribute. Secondly, a number of the participants invited were also
too busy to respond. Thirdly, some participants were not familiar with Delphi survey and
qualitative data collection. Some of them preferred quantitative instead and participated only in
round 2 or round 3. Fourthly, from the Post-Delphi survey, the survey might be too long and the
web server too slow. The sub-question structure for question 2 was not effective as well. In
retrospect, it was also the naivety of the researcher that the Free/Open Source communities
would consist of motivated members that would like to participate in this survey. Indeed most
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responses came from the group of expert users, but better research data could be obtained if the
researcher invited more.

Other than using the total number of participants of the whole survey as a basis to measure
validity, two other methods are available, namely number of participants for each question and
each statement. The number for the whole survey (19 expert users, 9 administrators and 14
academics from Table 6-2) is closer to the validity criterion but it does not account for the
variations in participation for each round and each question. If the number of participants for
each statement was chosen as the measure of validity, then all the statements with no responses
would affect the figure. Nevertheless, some of these statements might probably be the result of
conscious decisions from participants who just did not choose 'No Comment'. Therefore, the
number of participants contributed for each question is used for estimating the validity. This
argument could be strengthened by the assumption that if one responded to even some of the
statements within a question, one would probably have considered other statements but did not
respond, as all statements were on the same page.

The validity of agreed and controversial statements can also be discussed.

The agreed

statements were selected based on the calculation of average ratings while controversial
statements were chosen by variances. The susceptibility of these two calculations to changes
can be compared. The hypothetical scenario of adding one more participants can be considered
as a reference. It can be proposed that for the agreed statements, as most of the participants,
agreed them were important, the possibility of a new participant that disagreed would be low.
And even at the event of disagreeing, the effect to the average rating would be minor. On the
other hand, for controversial statements, the calculation of variance would be more susceptible
if more participants had contributed. So the proposition is that the calculation of variance is
more susceptible. Nevertheless, after some mathematic derivations (see appendix F), this
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proposition is not supported and there is no conclusion on which calculation is more susceptible
to changes. Therefore, there is no conclusion on which type of statements are relatively lower
in validity than the other type.

Another measure of the quality of the data is the expertise of the participants. From the
statistics of 'No Comment' and 'No Response' (Table 6-6, Table 6-7), there were a significant
percentage of 'No Comment' and 'No Response' for the 12 questions at the question page. For
round 1 the total percentage for 'No Comment' plus 'No Response' was 64% and for round 3 was
49%. This may suggest that a significant number of experts may not be able to comment in a
comprehensive manner. This may reflect the situation that FOSPHost was still a fairly new
topic at the time of the survey.

Another measure of the quality of the data was the communication between the participants or
feedback. The figure for 'Reference to Results' could be a possible indicator. The total number
of referral was 9 for round 2 and 18 for round 3. These figures were the total number of times
that all participants referred to the results. If each participant referred twice, then for round 2
the figure would be 24. In round 3, the feature of 'additional information' where participants
could look up results and glossary in another browser window (Figure 5-35, Figure 5-36 and
Figure 5-37) was added and the number of referral increased. This may suggest that would be
most participants would just go through the survey with minimal referral to the results other
than the information on the question page.

Nevertheless, these figures could be an

underestimation of feedback as participants could read the results before login. These actions
could not be traced by the researcher, as the researcher had no way to relate the IP addresses in
the web server log with the participants' userid.
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Another indicator of feedback was the change of opinion between round 2 and 3. From Table
6-10, the change was minimal. This may either indicate that the feedback mechanism was not
effective or the participants were firm in their opinion.

To conclude, the validity of the survey reached the minimum standard but it can be improved. It
will be argued below that the results did make a contribution to knowledge and therefore the
validity and quality of the results will be important pieces of information for those who build
their research on these results. With the analysis above, those who would like to build on these
results can have substantial information to decide which part of the results should be accepted,
reproved or disproved. The two indicators on feedback showed that the feedback mechanism
was not effective. These indicators may not be conclusive, but they served as an example for
the potential of online Delphi survey of having different ways of measuring data quality. In the
next sub-section, lesson learnt in this survey and ways to improve surveys in Free/Open Source
communities will be presented.

6.3.3

Possible Improvements in Delphi Survey Method

In this sub-section, lesson learnt from this Delphi survey and other surveys in Free/Open Source
communities will be presented.

An obvious improvement is more participants should be invited. At the time of the survey, as
the topic of Free/Open Source was quite new, the number of academics that published at least
one paper was low. The number of academics participated in question 2 was lower than
question 1 and 3 may also suggest that their understanding of the practical side of the topic
could also be limited. Administrators of FOSPHost were also harder to find than expert users,
as users were always more. Within the constraint of the survey, where time and effort was
limited, it was difficult to find more in these two categories.
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Another method may be to shorten the survey to get more responses. Nonetheless, as argued
above, the diversity of the survey would be lost.

It was possible to make the survey

non-FOSPHost specific by asking the questions extracted directly from the model of individual
participation to a Free/Open Source community, such as 'what is the negative results of joining
a Free/Open Source community?' and then deduce the implications to a FOSPHost site. This
approach, however, may get more participants as the scope of 'expertise' increase but the
FOSPHost specific responses would be lost.

Learning from experiences in other surveys, there may be other ways to increase the number of
responses. Some communities may be more open to surveys than others. For example, the
Linux kernel mailing list could be one of the worst places to conduct survey. Lakhani, Wolf &
Bates (2002) estimated that there were about 4000 participants in the list and the web survey
they conducted received 134 responses. Another survey by Hertel, Niedner & Herrmann (2002)
obtained 141 replies. Lastly, Kuwabara (2000) asked for interviews and obtained only 32
replies. These response rates were all worse than the Delphi survey. On the other hand,
Lakhani, Wolf & Bates (2002) received 526 responses from 1648 developers (32%) on
SourceForge and Reis (2002a) received 521 valid responses from a sample of 1102 invitations
(47%) to developers of a variety of projects.

It may be proposed that the design of the survey may affect the response rate. A preliminary
examination of "The Free Software Engineering Survey" by Reis (2002a), which achieved the
highest response rate, showed that the presentation of survey was direct on the task required and
the intention was clear. The survey consisted of about 70 items and it only took an estimated 15
minutes to complete. As a participant of Free/Open Source communities, his writing style
(colloquial and sarcastically self-boasting) also related to potential participants (Reis 2002b):

8. Who on earth are you?
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My name is Christian Reis. I'm a Brazilian developer involved with ORBit-Python, Bugzilla,
PyGTK, Stoq and occasionally some other free software projects. I started my MSc in 2000 and
this survey is an important part of the research (which is why you should be nice and help out). I
have something of a webpage, too.

These might be the possible factors to increase response rates in surveying the Free/Open
Source communities.

6.3.4

Data Analysis

In this sub-section, methods of analysis will be discussed.

The data were analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively. In interpreting the Delphi survey,
qualitative analysis is seldom used and there may even be a tendency to use strict numerical
procedures (for example (Schmidt 1997)). The decision to use qualitative method was that this
method could bring out the meaning of the data to the fullness of its potential. Recalling the
purpose of the research is exploratory and practices such as to be 'flexible' (Neuman, Bondy &
Knight 2003, p. 30) and 'explore all sources of information' (Neuman, Bondy & Knight 2003, p.
30) were recommended. Another reason is because the participants and the researcher alike had
invested time into the survey, detail analysis should be done to make good use of the data
collected. The discussion on quantitative analysis will be presented below and then qualitative.

During the selection process, the ratings from four participants who only participated in the
second round were included. This was not a common Delphi survey analysis practice, but
according to Table 6-10, most participants who contributed in two rounds gave similar answers
in round 3. Therefore, the error in assuming that the answers the four participants gave in round
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2 were their final answers should be relatively low. The positive side of this strategy was the
number of data points in the survey would increase.

For the agreed statements, the selection is based on the first third rule from all the ratings from
every statement in the survey. Another method of selecting the first third from each question
could have been executed. The assumption behind this method is that every question is equally
important and thus the computation of the first third in every question should be handled
separately. Undoubtedly, the design of the questions was based on literature. Nevertheless, the
basis for the assumption that every question is equally important is not found. By calculation
the cut-off score for first third from all the ratings, the importance of each question could be
assessed by the number of statements above the cut-off score.

Question

Agreed Controversial

1

10

11

2

5

4

3

15

14

4

9

6

5

3

12

6

11

5

7

1

8

12

7

5

Table 6-16 Number of Statement Selected in Each Question

From Table 6-16, the numbers of agreed and controversial statements in most questions were
similar except for question 5 and 7, where controversies seemed to reign. This may suggest that
the lack of common consent of barriers and negative effects of FOSPHost in the opinions of the
experts. A possible explanation was a fair number of participants were expert users of
FOSPHost, who were probably enjoying a number of positive effects over the negative ones.
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The people who suffered significantly from the barriers and negative effects were not included
in the survey. As surveys recruited participants on a voluntary basis, this kind of bias is
unavoidable, as for most surveys. The implications of this finding and whether the findings
relate to the mentioned bias can be further substantiated by additional research.

After the discussion of the quantitative analysis, the qualitative analysis will be also examined.
From a positivist viewpoint, one of the weaknesses of the qualitative analysis above is that
statements with different ratings were included in the same paragraph with no specification of
the difference of their importance. This will promote a false sense of equality between the
statements. Also, some of the opinions were personal and quoting them may not help in
obtaining a generalised conclusion. Nevertheless, as the purpose of the study was exploratory,
gathering information on the topic has priority and a more interpretive approach was used.
Based on the data collected, explanations of the phenomenon can then be devised and a more
positivist approach can be used to substantiate the claims of the research.

For the agreed statements, the task was mainly on grouping and most of the content of the
statements were included except question 2 and 12. Participant comments were seldom quoted.
In contrast, the qualitative analysis for controversial statements quoted more heavily on
comments and a number of statements were left out of the analysis, as they did not form
concepts with other statements. A number of non-controversial statements were included
instead to strengthen the different sides of the controversy. A more interpretive approach was
also adopted. The reason for these differences could be that the results for agreed statements
were closer to the common understandings on the topic and controversial statements by nature
were diverse. Therefore, more quotations were needed to portray a clearer picture of the
concepts in disagreement.
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After the examination of the methods of analysis, the meanings from the data analysed will be
further explored.

6.3.5

Discussion of Results

In this sub-section, the content of the results will be discussed.

From the agreed statements, one major theme can be identified – communication. Facilitating
communication of different parties from different locations (Q1.1, Q1.3, Q1.4, Q1.5, Q1.18,
Q6.2, Q6.6) via multiple means (Q1.38) is both an essential objectives and positive outcomes of
a FOSPHost site. Some important work practices also fall into the category of encouraging
communication, such as clarity and simpleness of code (Q3.35), listening to others (Q3.16),
openness in attitude (Q3.20), tolerance, respect and patience (Q3.13). This communication
model is different from the conventional hierarchical management in a business organization
where communication from a low-level staff to another low-level staff in different department
must be done through managers levels above them.

Dafermos (2001) argued the

communication process in this conventional hierarchical management was less effective than in
a Free/Open Source software development process. One may thus deduce that effectiveness of
communication might be one of the success factors of Free/Open Source software development
process over a hierarchical system.

Within the grand objective of facilitating communication, such communication is conducted by
people with different purposes and styles, indicated from the controversial statements. Some
developers aim at producing useful software (Q1.36, Q3.6) while others are just programming
to learn (Q3.6) or prototyping (Q1.36). Some may be very lenient towards co-developers and
willing to include even the inexperienced (Q1.28, Q3.12) but others may want to have more
control. Some even suggest that external FOSPHost sites made it too easy to start a Free/Open
Source software project and the results were many unserious (Q7.8), low-quality projects (Q7.7)
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were produced. With the diversity of the results collected, this confirms the conclusion from
the literature review that there were a number of variables in a Free/Open Source community.
By identifying different opposing arguments from the survey, more variables in Free/Open
Source communities are discovered and a more substantial picture of the situation can be
obtained.

We can also analyse the results using the software evaluation classification proposed in
sub-section 5.3.1. The major categories found in the agreed answers from question 2, 3, 4 and
12 will be discussed first and then question 1 and 6. Answers from question 5 and 7 will not be
discussed, as there are too few of them to conclude which category is more dominant.

As suggested in the design of the questionnaire for the first round of the Delphi survey, question
2 was aimed at the utility and usability aspect of FOSPHost. The results obtained were mainly
on utility and some on usability, but unfortunately the validity of the results for the specifics of
each tool was high enough. For other questions, answers related to any of the four categories
were possible. As question 3 was expected at collecting opinion of culture and work practices,
and thus most of the answers obtained can be categorized as context, for example 'fun and good
spirit and hope' (Q3.37), 'tolerance, respect and patience' (Q3.13) and 'openness in attitude, no
hidden agenda' (Q3.2). Most of these comments referred to the working relationships between
developers and some referred to the administration of the site as well, for example, 'openness in
procedures and policies' (Q3.21) and 'giving users as much freedom as possible' (Q3.9).
Factors that motivate users to use a FOSPHost site were collected in the responses to question 4.
They were mainly utility and usability concerns, for example, 'the tools provided are effective
and productive' (Q4.8), 'the tools provided are standard and commonly used' (Q4.7), 'available
24 hours a day' (Q4.2), 'reliable' (Q4.3) and 'fast access, responsive' (Q4.6).
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Questions 8 to 11 were aimed at collecting intrinsic concerns. Unfortunately, the number of
responses to statements within these questions did not satisfy the requirement for validity.
Nevertheless, a number of intrinsic concerns were collected in question 12. The last question,
number 12, is basically an 'any other business' question. Most of the responses were related to
the management issues and attitudes of the administration of a FOSPHost site, for example
'IFHOSP site should be careful on the usage agreements with users and provide them with
enough freedom' (Q12.4), 'An IFHOSP should be run in an open fashion and users should be
well informed' (Q12.9), 'Anyone wanting to setup an IFHOSP needs to be aware of the
responsibility involved' (Q12.8), 'Expanding an IFHOSP into multiple mirror sites to increase
reliability and obtain more credibility from users' (Q12.1) and 'An IFHOSP should be have up
to date information of the site and employ novel techniques' (Q12.1). Most of the responses in
question 12 can be classified as intrinsic, except responses such as 'The acronym IFHOSP is
pointlessly obscure' (Q12.8).

Most answers to question 3 and 12 corresponded to the intrinsic and context categories
respectively, but by comparing the content of the statements, similarities can be found. An
agreed answer to question 3 'openness in attitude, no hidden agenda' (Q3.2) refers to work
practices in the community was similar to another statement in question 12 'An IFHOSP should
be run in an open fashion and users should be well informed' (Q12.9). Another pair with similar
theme were 'sense of responsibility' (Q3.1) and 'Anyone wanting to setup an IFHOSP needs to
be aware of the responsibility involved' (Q12.8). It is then possible to postulate that the users
may regard the administration of a FOSPHost a part of the community and measure them with
similar values as in the community, or as least expect the administration to understand the
respect these values. Evidences from real cases of disputes on a FOSPHost site (Dachary 2001;
Kuykendall 2001; OSDir.com 2002) also support this postulation of expectations of the
administration.
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Question 1 was designed to investigate the objectives of a FOSPHost site and question 6 the
positive results from using the site. A number of the agreed answers from both questions were
similar as some positive results suggested in question 6 were the fulfilment of the
corresponding objectives suggested in question 1. So answers from both questions will be
analysed together. Many of the answers obtained were broad purposes that can only be
achieved by a combined effort from all four categories. For example, the objective of 'to
support concurrent and collaborative software development' (Q1.2) may imply providing
source code repository such as Concurrent Versions System (CVS) (Q2.1), providing tools with
interfaces that is effective, productive and high usability (Q3.3, Q4.8). Other than utility and
usability, the culture of the community on the site should be welcoming and practices such as
fun, good spirit, flexible, tolerance and respect (Q3.37, Q3.17, Q3.13) are probably essential.
Additionally, not just the users of the site should foster these values; the administrators of the
FOSPHost site also may need to respect these values. It can then be argued that a number of
answers to question 1 and 6 are related to most of the four categories.

From the above analysis, there were answers that related to all four categories. For trends in
answers to different questions, answers to question 2 were utility; question 3 were mostly
context; question 4 were mostly utility and usability; question 12 were mostly intrinsic; and
question 1 and 6 covered most of the four categories. It can be observed that there were a
significant number of agreed answers to question 3 and many related to context. It can then be
postulated that the awareness of users of FOSPHost on contextual issues are high.

To summarise, by using both quantitative and qualitative analyses, the meaning in data can be
more readily extracted. Recalling the purpose of this research as exploratory, the results did
construct a more comprehensible picture of important issues in FOSPHost. As Delphi survey,
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unlike conventional surveys, starting by asking broad, open questions, some of the results
obtained did not conform to 'conventional ideas' and a number of diverse views were expressed.

6.4 Summary of Chapter Six
The data collected in the survey was presented and analysed in this chapter. In the result
presentation section, agreed and controversial answers were showed as well as a variety of data
on the responses of the participants. In the analysis section, first, the Delphi survey was
examined as a method in data collection. Second, the validity and the quality of the data were
discussed. Third, improvements to the survey were suggested. Fourth, the method in handling
and interpreting the data was discussed.

Lastly, important findings in the results were

discussed.

The Delphi survey was examined as a method to collect data and found to be reasonably
appropriate. Conducting the survey using the World Wide Web did not pose a high barrier to
most participants. This online system provided convenience to the participants as well as
additional functionality to the researcher in analysing participants' response. Most of the
questions in the questionnaire for the first round were also found to produce the desired
response.

The validity of the survey was examined against the criterion prescribed by literature and also
other published literature Delphi surveys. The validity was found to just satisfy the criterion
prescribed. Nevertheless, a number of other Delphi surveys had similar number of responses.
The quality of the data was also examined by the number of statements with 'No Comment' or
'No Response' and found that a significant number of participants might not have the
knowledge to ask all the questions asked. The feedback mechanism was also reviewed and
found that the mechanism was not used much by the participants.
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Improvements to the survey were also suggested. This included to invite more participants, a
short survey with clear intention and to speak the language of the Free/Open Source
communities.

Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were used in handling and interpreting of the data.
This approach extracted a richer and more comprehensive picture of the topic, which satisfied
the purpose of an exploratory research.

From the results of the survey, facilitation of communication was found to be the most
important agreed theme. On the basis of communication, participants also contribute in their
own diverse purposes and styles.

To conclude, the Delphi survey was probably an appropriate method to collect data on the topic
of FOSPHost and fulfilled the purpose of an exploratory research. The survey was successful
conducted obtaining useful results.

According to the analysis in this chapter, the results of the survey will probably have some
contribution to the understanding of the Free/Open Source phenomenon. More data will be
presented in the next chapter to portray a clearer picture of the topic of FOSPHost.

Chapter 7
Detailed investigation on External Hosting Sites
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the execution and the results of the detailed investigation will be presented. The
backgrounds of the sites studied will be described and the data will be presented with
comparison on each features and policies.

The classification of infrastructure and

non-infrastructure sites will be introduced and a preliminary exploration of differences between
these two categories will be performed.

7.2 Data Collection and Selection of Sites
The data collection process started on 24 February 2003 and the first version (v0.02) of the
comparison table was published online on 19 March 2003. Emails were sent to administrators
of the sites investigated. An updated version (v0.03) based on the feedback was published on 4
April 2003. An interactive feature evaluation interface (see chapter 8) was then implemented
and three more FOSPHost sites (GBorg, GForge and SEUL) were added. The last batch of
emails was sent on 22/9 to collect feedback and statistics. Statistics was updated and minor
changes were added as a result. This version (v0.04) was published on 8 December 2003. The
discussion below was a report of the comparison of this version.

Recalling the three criteria for selection of sites:
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1. Free/Open Source projects are hosted on site.
2. The site welcomes the hosting of Free/Open Source projects from other parties.
3. The site should employ as least a source code repository with basic version control
capability.

Ten sites were selected according to these criteria. They include Asynchrony (asynchrony.com
2001), BerliOS (BerliOS), freepository (Minnihan 2003), GBorg (GBorg development team
2003), GForge (Tim Perdue et al.), icculus.org (Gordon 2003), Savannah (Free Software
Foundation 2003b), SEUL (SEUL.org 2002), SourceForge (SourceForge 2003) and
SunSITE.dk (Sunsite.dk staff group 2003a). Other FOSPHost sites that fit the criteria but were
not investigated may include ibiblio (ibiblio.org 2003a), Novell Forge (Novell 2003) and
Tigris.org (Collab.Net 2002a). The assistance from the administrators of these sites was not
sufficient and the data collected was not enough to make substantial comparisons between other
sites. Nevertheless, the sites included probably could represent most of the external hosting
sites available. Also, after the completion of the data collection and analysis, Asynchrony was
closed down on the 5 Jan, 2004 (asynchrony.com 2004). Nevertheless, the data collected from
the site served as an interesting comparison and thus it is still included in this study.

In order to further analyse the sites investigated, a classification system is introduced infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites, which will be elaborated in the next section.

7.2.1

Infrastructure and Non-infrastructure sites

FOSPHost sites can generally be categorised into infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites.
On infrastructures sites, most information about the developers and the projects hosted is stored
in databases and standard tools are provided by the site. SourceForge is an example of this
category. On SourceForge, there is a standard project page for every project. The page is
generated from the corresponding information retrieved from database. On the other hand, for
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non-infrastructure sites, information of projects is not stored in a database format and users of
the site usually construct their project page out of HTML pages.

Indeed a number of

infrastructure sites also provide the facility of HTML pages hosting and some users created
their own project pages by themselves, but many just use the standard page for convenience.

Within the sites investigated, BerliOS, freepository, GBorg, GForge, Savannah, and
SourceForge can be classified as infrastructure sites and icculus.org, SEUL and SunSITE.dk
can be classified as non-infrastructure sites.

For other FOSPHost sites that were not

investigated, Novell Forge (Novell 2003) and Tigris.org can be classified as infrastructure sites
and ibiblio a non-infrastructure site.

7.2.2

Introduction to Infrastructure Sites

The backgrounds of infrastructure sites investigated will be presented in this section. The
background of the best known site of this category, SourceForge, will be presented first. Then
the backgrounds of forked projects of SourceForge, which consist of BerliOS, Savannah and
GForge, will then be explained.

Finally, sites that do not have much relationship with

SourceForge, namely Asynchrony, freepository and GBorg, will be examined.

Not much was written on the history of SourceForge and the information presented below is
based on the interview of the original project leader, Tim Perdue (OSDir.com 2002). The
SourceForge project was instigated by a few engineers in a Linux hardware company called VA
Linux.

The original vision of the project was to create a distributed software project

management tool for IT managers so that project information can be downloaded and managed
on the managers' own client software. This project did not gain much support from the
company until a survey company reported that SourceForge was the only best known name of
the company. In the light of the report, the management of VA Linux then asked the team of
engineers to improve SourceForge for a launch at a major trade conference. The hosting
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functions were decided to be improved first, leaving the original vision of a client for IT
managers to be put aside. The launch was very successful and a client for IT managers was not
mentioned again in the management of VA Linux.

The hardware business of the company continued to deteriorate and the management decided to
find new ways to obtain revenue – and selling SourceForge was one of them. The source code
of SourceForge was no longer available on the SourceForge site and an improved version called
SourceForge Enterprise was marketed (Wire 2000). This move made some of members of the
Free/Open Source community angry because SourceForge was GPL licensed and the source
code should be available. The original project leader, Tim Perdue, also left the company due to
the disappointment in the handling of this event. Even before the closing up of the source code,
there were complaints about the alleged action of appropriating the copyright of the work of the
users to the company, trying to entrap users by closing down export features and not listening to
the needs of users (Advogato 2001a; Dachary 2001; Kuykendall 2001). The financial position
of the company was also in doubt (Advogato 2001a; Kuykendall 2001). Despite of these
complaints, SourceForge is still the best known FOSPHost site to date hosting a number of
famous projects.

Several FOSPHost projects were based on earlier versions of SourceForge and were developed
independently (fork). BerliOS developer FOSPHost site was one of the early forked projects
probably based on SourceForge v1.5 (Moen 2002). The goal of the site was to act as a neutral
mediator for developers, users and businesses in the area of Open Source. The site was also
trilingual - English, Danish and Spanish. Thus one of the major changes of BerliOS developer
FOSPHost site on the SourceForge v1.5 source code was the translation of the interface into
these two other languages.
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Savannah was another fork developed by the Free Software Foundation based on SourceForge
v2.0 (Moen 2002). Free Software Foundation had been running the GNU project (a project to
create a Free version of Unix) for years and hosting various software projects on the GNU web
site (Free Software Foundation 2003d). These projects were arranged in a tree/directory
structure.

For example, Emacs was classified under the category of 'Text creation and

manipulation' and the sub-category of 'Editors'. An information page was available for each
project on basic information such as download and contact information (Free Software
Foundation 2003c). Employing Savannah thus strengthened the hosting capability of the
organization. Other motivations of forking may due to the dissatisfaction of SourceForge from
the reasons listed above, especially the intention of appropriating the copyright of the work of
the users to VA Linux and entrapment of users, which was expressed in a Free Software
Foundation Europe article by Loic Dachary, a member of the Savannah project team (Dachary
2001).

Another fork was GForge, which was led by the original SourceForge project leader Tim
Perdue based on the source code of last available SourceForge v2.61pre4 (Moen 2002). Tim
Perdue was obliged not to work on projects related to VA Linux after leaving the company until
recently. GForge was produced after this obligation was lifted with the collaboration of other
developers and another existing fork debian-sf (Roland Mas, Christian Bayle & Kwon). Some
saw it as the legitimate 'heir' of SourceForge project (Moen 2002). Changes from original
SourceForge source code included removing code which catered for the need of extreme
scalability (as SourceForge was a gigantic site), easier to install and the tabbed theme
(OSDir.com 2002). The official site of GForge (http://gforge.org/) only provided hosting for
the GForge project itself, not for any other projects. There was no intention to run another
'SourceForge' using the GForge software. Nevertheless, a number of FOSPHost sites did
employ the GForge software (Copeland 2003). In the comparison below, unlike other sites,
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GForge actually represents the software, rather than the site (because it only hosted one project).
Nonetheless, this comparison will be meaningful for the collection of FOSPHost sites that
employed GForge.

As we will see in the discussion below, SourceForge and its forked counterpart had a number of
similarities in features. The term SourceForge codebase sites will be used to refer to this group
of FOSPHost sites for convenience.

Other infrastructure sites that were not related to SourceForge are Asynchrony, freepository and
GBorg. The Asynchrony web site was an attempt to leverage the networking capability of the
Internet to bring talented programmers and business people together to make money by creating
software (Elfanbaum 2001). A large proportion of the site was to facilitate distributed software
development and both proprietary and Free/Open Software can be hosted. Therefore, it is
qualified as a FOSPHost site. Freepository was a FOSPHost site that only provided the source
code repository tool. It was found by John Minnihan back in 1999. GBorg was a FOSPHost
site for hosting Free/Open Source projects related to the PostgreSQL database (The
PostgreSQL Global Development Group).

There were also other infrastructure sites that were not investigated in this research including
Novell Forge (which was based on XoopsForge (Arjen van Efferen & Black 2002)) and
Tigris.org (which was running SourceCast by Collab.Net).

7.2.3

Introduction to Non-infrastructure Sites

After the presentation of the backgrounds of infrastructure sites, the backgrounds of the
non-infrastructure sites will be explained in this section. icculus.org, SEUL and SunSITE.dk
are the members of this category and they will be introduced in this order.
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icculus.org was run by Ryan Gordon, a former Loki employee (Loki was an Free/Open Source
game software company). The projects hosted on the sites were mainly games. SEUL was the
acronym for 'Simple End-User Linux' and the mission for the site was to promote the adoption
of Linux by end-users through supporting the development and distribution of high quality Free
Software. The accessibility of Linux would hopefully be increased as a result (SEUL.org 2001).
Lastly, SunSITE.dk was an affiliated project under the SunSITE (Sun Information and
Technology Exchange), which was sponsored by Sun Microsystems to Universities globally
(Sunsite.dk staff group 2003b). The goal of SunSITE.dk was 'to help power the development of
Open Source Software in the world' (Sunsite.dk staff group 2003c).

There were also other non-infrastructure sites that were not investigated in this research, one of
them was ibiblio, which was termed 'the public's library and digital archive' on the Internet
(ibiblio.org 2003a).

7.3 Comparison of External Hosting Sites
Sites that were investigated will be compared in this section. Features and other important
information were grouped into six categories and they will be presented in the following order:
•

General Information

•

Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers

•

Project Tools - Tools for Project Administrators

•

Personal Tools for Developers

•

Community Tools

•

Others

The list of features investigated was first built by discovering features available in SourceForge.
Then, more features were added to the list when they were found in subsequent sites
investigated.
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General Information

The first category to be presented is 'General Information' of the site. In this category, overall
statistics of the site and whether feedback was obtained from the respective site administrators
were included. The comparison for these factors are tabulated in Table 7-1 in ascending order
of their respective numbers of projects hosted.

The statistics for a number of FOSPHost sites could be found on the front pages of the sites, but
others were obtained by asking the administrators. For the number of developers, for the
non-infrastructure sites, as databases were not used to record the details of developers, users
with Unix shell account and CVS access were counted instead. Since the administrators gave
responses on the statistics independently, the date and time for obtaining the statistics was not
uniform. The researcher tried to obtained them within a few days tolerance and most figures
were obtained between 22 Sep 2003 and 23 Sep 2003.

It can be seen that non-infrastructure site generally had less projects that infrastructure sites.
Another interesting observation is that all the administrators from the non-infrastructure sites
were willing to communicate with the researcher but not all of the infrastructure sites,
especially the larger ones. For the comparison table presented below, the sorting order of the
sites will remain the same as Table 7-1 as it emphasized the differences between
non-infrastructure and infrastructure sites.
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No. of Projects,
excluding projects

Site

Type

mirrored

No. of Members

Input from site

(Regardless of

(Regardless of

administrator(s)

activities)

activities)

to this table

About 300 with shell
About 50 ACTIVE access, about 225 with
projects (23 Sep 03 CVS read/write access
SEUL

Non-Infrastructure 17:30 +10)

(23 Sep 03 17:30 +10)

Yes

111 Shell Accounts +
61 (19 Mar 03
icculus.org

Non-Infrastructure 17:30 +10)

more developers (19
Mar 03 17:30 +10)

Yes

205 CVS access, exact
number of members not
111 (23 Sep 03
SunSITE.dk Non-Infrastructure 19:30 +10)

GBorg

BerliOS

Infrastructure

Infrastructure

Asynchrony Infrastructure

Savannah

Infrastructure

available (23 Sep 03
19:30 +10)

123 (8 Aug 03

3,012 (8 Aug 03 23:00

23:00 +10)

+10)

818 (23 Sep 03

4,583 (23 Sep 03 13:00

13:00 +10)

+10)

1,848 (23 Sep 03

33,309 (23 Sep 03 16:30

16:30 +10)

+10)

1,886 (23 Sep 03

20,575 (23 Sep 03 13:00

13:00 +10)

+10)

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

over 2,500 (22 Sep 2,948 (22 Sep 03 23:00
freepository Infrastructure

03 23:00 +10)

+10)

Yes

68,586 (23 Sep 03 703,365 (23 Sep 03
SourceForge Infrastructure

GForge

Infrastructure

13:00 +10)

13:00 +10)

Irrelevant in this

Irrelevant in this

Comparison

Comparison

Table 7-1 Comparison of General Information of FOSPHost Sites

No

Yes
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GForge was a special case in this comparison that only one project was being hosted on the site
http://gforge.com/ - GForge itself. If one judges only on size, this site may not seem like a
worthwhile FOSPHost to investigate. Nevertheless, the focus for the comparison GForge with
other sites in this case is actually the features of the FOSPHost sites that employed the GForge
software. Some of those sites consisted of hundreds of projects and thousands of developers
(Copeland 2003). Therefore, the figures on the site http://gforge.org/ are not irrelevant in this
comparison. One may then ask how many projects are hosted in total by the sites that employed
GForge software. This will be quite difficult to answer. Just like the estimation of the number
of Linux machines on earth (Miller 2002), anyone can use the GForge software and is not
obliged to report it. Therefore, an estimation of these figures was not done. Also, the contact
that the researcher made was to the development team of GForge who were also administrating
http://gforge.com/ as well.

Another factor to consider for the comparison of GForge was that sites that employ the GForge
software could choose what tools and services to provide – tools that were supported by the
GForge software could be disabled and tools that were not supported could be added, as GForge
was a Free/Open Source software. The features provided in this comparison were what GForge
could support without disabling any feature and without addition. Therefore information of
sites that employed 'altered' GForge was not accounted for in this comparison.

Before we begin the discussion of feature comparison, one more matter is worth mentioning.
As explained before, for non-infrastructure sites, users of the sites can present their projects in
free format HTML pages. As we will see in the comparison, some sites also provided tools
such as web server-side scripts and database. In this way, users of the sites could have great
flexibility in installing tools of their own choices, even though the sites may not provide the
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tools as a standard feature. This type of situation will be denoted by 'DIY' in the comparison
('DIY' stands for 'Doing It Yourself').

The two categories to be examined are 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' and 'Project
Tools - Tools for Project Administrators'. Both of these categories relate to 'Project Tools' but
the former can be used by the public and developers while the latter can be used only by the
administrators of projects. The 'Tools for Public/Developers' will be examined first.

7.3.2

Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers

'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' is the category that contains the most numerous
items for comparison. Therefore the items are further divided into three groups. The first group
concerns the public the most. Features in this group are useful for people who just want to use
the product of the projects – general information of the project, the software and the
documentation. The next two groups consist of tools that facilitate more communication
between users and developers of the projects. One of the groups consists of tools that were
voted as important in the Delphi survey. The other group includes other tools that were found
on the sites investigated.

The comparison of the first group of features is tabulated in Table 7-2. Features compared
include standardized format for general information, free format HTML project homepage,
project role assignment, project news, download service, document management and statistics.
These features are mostly used by people who just want to know about the project and use the
product of the project with minimal further participation. The direction of communication of
these tools is mostly unidirectional.

That is, from the project team to outsiders.

For

standardized format for general information, all the non-infrastructure sites did not have a
standardized format while infrastructure ones had. One exception was freepository as it only
provided source code repository service and had no general information or project page. For
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free format HTML project homepage, most sites had this service except GBorg and freepository.
For GBorg, the standardized general information page was the only choice. It was then obvious
that a number of infrastructure sites also provided free format html pages for project homepage
and some projects actually preferred them to the standardized format. For the comparison of
project news, the results were again similar to standardized format for general information. For
download service, common existing protocols such as HTTP and FTP were employed on a
number of sites.

For some infrastructure site using the SourceForge codebase, a more

sophisticated mechanism was provided – 'File Release'. This system enabled the project
administrators to organise download files and distribute them via different mirror sites. Some
sites also had another dedicated system for documentation of the project. They were given
different name, such as DocManager or FAQ, but the basic function was to store and distribute
documents. The 'DIY' item in the 'Document Management' feature meant that the project
administrators needed to use the free format HTML pages for dissemination of the
documentation. The last feature to discuss is statistics for projects. Usually, the basic statistics
provided was number of web pages accessed (net traffic). Project activities statistics included
actions such as CVS commits and tracker activities (CVS and tracker will be explained below).
Comparative statistics here meant that statistics from one project was presented together with
statistics of other projects or rankings were given to a project based on statistics of all projects.
The availability of statistics in non-infrastructure sites varied as well as infrastructure sites.

Site

Standardized

Free Format

Format for

HTML

General

Project

Type Information

Homepage

Project Download
Project Role Assignment

News

Service

Document Management Statistics
Comparative statistics via Webalizer at
http://stats.seul.org/ (Apache and CVS log

SEUL

NI

No

Yes

DIY

DIY

HTTP, FTP

DIY

available for admin)

Icculus.org

NI

No

Yes

No (See 'Policies')

DIY

HTTP

DIY

Unknown

SunSITE.dk

NI

No

Yes

DIY

DIY

FTP, rsync

DIY

net traffic only

FAQ, genpage (Free
format HTML only pages
GBorg

I

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

FTP

management)

No

DocManager

Project activity, net traffic, comparative stat.

File Release,
BerliOS

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FTP

Number of beta download, number of
Asynchrony

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

HTTP

DIY

versions produced

Savannah

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FTP

FAQ

Unknown

Four member types based on
No General

permissions to CVS: Admin,

freepository

I

Information

No

Basic, Read-Only, Disabled

No

HTTPS

No

Unknown

SourceForge

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

File Release

DocManager

Project activity, net traffic, comparative stat.

GForge

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

File Release

DocManager

Project activity, net traffic, comparative stat.

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-2 Comparison of 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' of FOSPHost Sites (1)
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The comparison of the second group of features is tabulated in Table 7-3. Tools discussed in
this group were voted as important in the Delphi survey. From the survey results, five items
were voted important, namely source code repository, mailing list, World Wide Web (WWW)
server, tracking system and security measures, in the order of importance. WWW server was
such a basic infrastructure of FOSPHost that employed by most and would not be compared
here. Security measures were used most by project administrators and thus will be discussed in
the category of 'Project Tools - Tools for Project Administrators'. Therefore, three tools will be
presented here, namely source code repository, mailing list management system and tracking
system.

The first tool to be compared is source code repository, which was voted as the most important
tool on a FOSPHost site. The basic function of a source code repository is to serve as a central
location to manage different versions of a project. Details discussion of this tool can be found
in appendix G and only issues that are directly related to FOSPHost sites will be examined here.
For all the sites investigated, the basic system employed was CVS (Concurrent Versions
System). For all sites, CVS was network-enabled (CVS server). Except for Asynchrony, all
sites employed a system for browsing the repository via the web. There were two commonly
employed systems, CVSweb (The FreeBSD Project 2003) and ViewCVS (ViewCVS Users
Group 2002). CVSweb was one of the early systems to present CVS via the web interface.
Nevertheless, CVSweb was found to be difficult to maintain (most of the code was
concentrated in one file, cvsweb.cgi, which was more than 100K bytes) and a clone called
ViewCVS was implemented. Indeed, more sites employed ViewCVS than CVSweb. As
mentioned above, these web-enabling systems were only for browsing, but more functionalities
were added in freepository for creating, updating and deleting of directories and files for the
repository with versioning capabilities via the web interface. Another additional function was
member management, in which different permissions to the repository could be assigned to
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different members. freepository also promoted the use of Eclipse plug-in for CVS SSL (Secure
Sockets Layer) (Wilms 2003). Eclipse is an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for
programming in different computer language (eclipse.org) and this plug-in could assist the user
of Eclipse to communicate with the CVS repository more conveniently. It might be possible
that for other sites, the CVS SSH plug-in for Eclipse could be used to achieve similar function,
but it was not promoted at other sites. It could be seen that though freepository lacked a number
of features comparing to other sites, it was probably the most specialised site on the
management of source code repository.

Mailing list management system is another tool that was voted as important. Its basic function
is to deliver email sent to the list to subscribers. An obvious function that follows is the
management of subscribing members. In the comparison, Mailman (Free Software Foundation
2003a) was most commonly used. This system included most common functionalities with a
web interface. Another system used was Ezmlm, which was built upon qmail (Nelson et al.
2003). Ezmlm-idx could also be employed to add extra functionalities on top of Ezmlm such as
multi-message threaded message retrieval from the archive and a web interface (Lindberg &
Ringel 1999). A probably obsolete system, Majordomo was used by SEUL (both its project
homepage (Great Circle Associates 2001) and FAQ (Barr, D.) were not maintained). This
system was not web-enabled and to view its mail archive via the web, extra software called
MHonArc (Hood 2003) was employed.

Site

Type Source Code Repository

Mailing List

Tracker

SEUL

NI

CVS Server with ViewCVS and CVSweb

Majordomo + MHonArc

Jitterbug

icculus.org

NI

CVS Server and ViewCVS

Ezmlm-idx

Bugzilla

SunSITE.dk

NI

CVS Server and ViewCVS

Ezmlm, Mail Filtering

DIY

GBorg

I

CVS Server and ViewCVS

Mailman

Bug / Feature / Task

BerliOS

I

CVS Server and ViewCVS

Mailman

Bug / Support / Patch / Task

Asynchrony

I

CVS Server

Yes

Project Change Request / Task

Savannah

I

CVS Server and ViewCVS

Mailman

Bug / Support / Patch / Task

No

No

CVS Server, CVSWeb, Eclipse plugin and Web-based CVS
management tool (login, add/update/delete directories/files,
freepository

I

member management)

Bug / Support / Patch / Feature /
SourceForge I

CVS Server and ViewCVS

Mailman

CVS Server and CVS Web Interface (ViewCVS, Ronald Petty's
GForge

I

php CVS and Dracos Moinescu's php OO CVS)

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-3 Comparison of 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' of FOSPHost Sites (2)

Task / Task Dependency
Tracker made by GForge,

Mailman

theme can be defined by user
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The next feature to be compared is tracking systems. Tracking systems can be used to register
different issues in a project. A number of the infrastructure sites employed their built-in
tracking systems. An example can be taken from a GForge bug tracker. In (Figure 7-2), a
screen capture of a bug report is shown. Major parameters on the bug report included date,
summary, category (what type of bug), priority, state (what stage of resolution is this bug report
in), the person who submitted the report and the developer(s) who the bug was assigned to. The
system also accepted comments on the bugs and relevant files. A tabulated overview of bug
reports was also available (Figure 7-1). The items in the table could also be re-arranged
according to parameters such as state and priority. Though trackers were often used to manage
bug reports, it was also possible to be employed for other issues such as feature requests,
support requests, task assignments and patches submission.

Figure 7-1 Overview of Bugs
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Figure 7-2 Details of a Bug Report
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Two out of the three non-infrastructure sites provided tracking systems. Jitterbug, a web-based
system designed by the instigator of Samba, (Tridgell & Shearer), was provided at SEUL. Its
basic functions were similar to the example above, but it also accepted bug reports from both
email and web interface. On the other hand, an even more sophisticated tracking system,
Bugzilla, was provided at icculus.org.

Advanced features included supporting a more

structured bug resolving procedure, dependencies between bugs, user permissions and others.

The comparison of the last group of features is tabulated in Table 7-4. Features compared
include IRC (Internet Relay Chat), webmail, forum, Wiki, survey and other tools.

The first tool compared, IRC is a synchronous, real time, text-based communication tool via the
Internet. In a Free Software survey (Reis 2002a), in which the participants were developers in
the communities. 22.4% of all the participants voted IRC as important. Although IRC servers
were available freely around the globe, it was interesting to see that two out of the three
non-infrastructure sites had their own IRC servers. For the third one, icculus.org, they had a
dedicated channel on irc.freenode.net.

On the other hand, for infrastructure sites, only

Asynchrony had an IRC system via a Java client interface.

A forum is a discussion board on the web for facilitation of opinions. It was provided by sites
using the SourceForge codebase and Asynchrony. It is possible that the function of this tool
overlaps with the mailing list and thus not adopted by other sites.

A Wiki is 'a freely expandable collection of interlinked Web "pages", a hypertext system for
storing and modifying information - a database, where each page is easily editable by any user
with a forms-capable Web browser client' (Leuf & Cunningham 2001, p. 14). It was voted as
the most controversial tool to be included on a FOSPHost site. Some may not be in favour of
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Wiki due to its chaotic nature (anyone can change anything). The fact that only BerliOS
provided such a service may also be an indicator of its controversy. It was, however, Wiki
might be integrated into GForge in the near future (Nikhil Goel et al. 2003).

A survey system is a polling mechanism on the web to collect quantitative opinions. Two types
of survey system were found among the sites. One type was user-defined, and the other was
pre-defined. For user-defined, the topics of the survey and items to vote for could be defined by
the users. Nevertheless, in the case of pre-defined survey, the topics and items were decided
beforehand. In Asynchrony, survey was employed as a mechanism to rank projects. Five
pre-defined factors were polled, marketability, feasibility, profitability, 'coolness' and
uniqueness. In BerliOS and GForge, user-defined survey systems were available.

'Other tools' is a category for tools that exist in one site only. For SunSITE.dk, a USENET
server was setup for projects. For GBorg, there was a patch management system that was
different from a normal tracker with additional functions such as versioning and indications of
the applications of patches. There was also a dedicated area for errata in GBorg. For BerliOS,
there was a dedicated area for screenshots of the project. For GForge, Gantt charts could be
generated from the task tracker. On the other hand, a number of the special tools/features
mentioned above can be implemented if free format HTML pages with web server-side scripts
were available.

Site

Type IRC

Forum

Wiki

Survey

SEUL

NI

IRC server at irc.seul.org

DIY

DIY

DIY

icculus.org

NI

#icculus.org on irc.freenode.net

DIY

DIY

DIY

DIY

DIY

DIY

Other Tools

Server provided SunSITE.dk:6667 and
SunSITE.dk NI

irc.ircnet.dk:6667

Usenet
Patch Management /

GBorg

I

No

No

No

No

Errata

BerliOS

I

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Screenshots

Ratings on
pre-defined attributes
Asynchrony I

via a Java client interface on site

Yes

Unknown of a project

Savannah

I

No

Yes

No

Unknown

Freepository I

No

No

No

No

SourceForge I

No

Yes

DIY

DIY
Task Manager & Gantt

GForge

I

No

Yes

DIY

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-4 Comparison of 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' of FOSPHost Sites (3)

Yes

Chart
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Important issues in the category 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' have been
discussed above. Before starting the comparison of the next category, it is important to reiterate
that users of sites that did not provide the tools mention as standard features may still able to
employ those tools, but it has to be managed by the project administrators themselves (DIY).

7.3.3

Project Tools - Tools for Project Administrators

The next category to be examined is 'Project Tools - Tools for Project Administrators'. These
tools were available for project administrators only. They included management for 'tools for
public/developers', ask for help (recruitment), activity history, web server-side scripts, shell,
database, compile farm, uploading, export, virtual hosting, security and backup.

The

comparison is tabulated into three tables (Table 7-5, Table 7-6 and Table 7-7).

The first item to be compared is "management for 'tools for public/developers'". This function
is basically designed for infrastructure sites to config the database generated project pages and
to select what tools to offer to developers and the public. The result of this comparison was
therefore similar to 'standardized format for general information'. Except for freepository, all
the infrastructure sites provided this service while non-infrastructure sites did not.

The next item is 'Ask for Help (Recruitment)'. It is a comparison of facilities on different sites
for recruitment of new developers. For infrastructure sites, many of them had dedicated
sections for recruitment (Asynchrony, BerliOS, GForge, Savannah and SourceForge). For
GBorg, administrators of projects could put up 'join now' signs on the project front pages or
advertised the recruitment on the site news. Two non-infrastructure sites, icculus.org and SEUL
adopted this approach too.

Management for 'Tools for
Site

Type Public/Developers'

Ask for Help (Recruitment)

Activity History Web Server-Side Scripts

Invite others to join by advertising at the project page or in
SEUL

NI

DIY

public areas

SSI, PHP3 and 4, CGI,
DIY

Embperl

DIY

PHP

Invite others to join by advertising at the project page or in
icculus.org

NI

DIY

public areas

SSI, PHP, JSP, other CGI
SunSITE.dk NI

DIY

DIY

DIY

on approval

Invite others to join by enabling the 'join now' function at
GBorg

I

Yes

the project page or advertises it in public areas

No

No

BerliOS

I

Yes

Yes

Unknown

PHP3

Asynchrony I

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Unknown

Savannah

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

freepository I

No

No

No

No

SourceForge I

Yes

Yes

Yes

PHP3 and 4
Depends on the
availability of individual

GForge

I

Yes

Yes

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-5 Comparison of 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' of FOSPHost Sites (1)

Yes

sites
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The next feature to evaluate is activity history. Different from project statistics, activity history
focuses on changes that only the administrators can make, for example, updating of the general
information at the database generated project page or giving permissions to developers to
assign items in bug trackers.

This function was provided by GForge, Savannah and

SourceForge.

The next feature to discuss is web server-side scripts. These scripts enable web pages to be
generated according to the input from the users at the browser side. Most sites that offered free
format HTML pages also offered this service as well except Asynchrony and Savannah. The
most common script supported was PHP (PHP Hypertext Preprocessor) (The PHP Group 2003),
which was one of the most popular Free/Open Source web server-side scripts.

The next feature to be discussed is database. Database is usually employed together with web
server-side scripts. As expected, the sites that offered this service was the same as the ones that
offered web server-side scripts. MySQL (MySQL AB 2003) was the most popular database
offered.

The next feature compared is command shell. Command shell is a powerful Unix command
line management tool to organise files and perform other lower level tasks on the server
(comparing to web-based tools). Nevertheless, offering shell accounts to users could also pose
a higher security risk to the system due to the powerfulness of the tool. Considerable attention
was needed to run this service.

There was a number of complementary web-based tools programmed in the SourceForge
codebase to manage shell accounts and thus many sites using SourceForge codebase offered the
service except Savannah posed criteria for the provision.

For non-SourceForge related
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infrastructure sites, this service was probably not provided. For non-infrastructure sites,
selected personnel could access the shell accounts.

One of the administrators of the

non-infrastructure site mentioned that shell account was regarded as a 'scarce' service and a
possible underlying message of giving out an account was a token of acknowledgement to the
recipient. One remark is that the 'Yes' in this feature (and shell accounts) for GForge means that
the GForge software had provision for database shell accounts management. As for data in
other features on GForge, the assumption is that no function is disabled.

The next feature is compile farm. This service enables users to compile and test a piece of
software on different computer platforms. Considerable amount of resources was required to
run this service and only SourceForge provided it.

The next feature to discuss is export. This function is to let the users retrieve data residing on
the FOSPHost site. Recalling the complaints about SourceForge, the ability to export was seen
to be a measure of the 'freedom' of a FOSPHost site. For sites with SourceForge codebase, all
of them provided CVS tarball. A tarball is a file that contains a collection of compressed file
processed by utilities tar and gzip. In this case, the tarball contained the CVS repository. Other
export functions ranged from contents of trackers, forums, project summary (a part of the
database generated project page), project news and document manager. For freepository, there
was an option to backup the source code or the whole repository with other configuration files.
For non-infrastructure site, SunSITE.dk had a policy on export that it could be provided on
request. For other two non-infrastructure site, the policy was unknown.

Site

Type

Database

Shell

Compile Farm

Export

Available to selected
SEUL

NI

MySQL and PostgreSQL

developers

No

Unknown

icculus.org

NI

MySQL on request

Available to team leaders

No

Unknown

Available to selected
SunSITE.dk

NI

MySQL

developers

No

On request to administrator

GBorg

I

No

No

No

CVS export on request to the administrator
CVS Nightly tarball, Forums, Bugs Tracker,

BerliOS

I

MySQL

Yes

No

Support Tracker and Patches Tracker

Asynchrony

I

Unknown

Unknown

No

Unknown

Savannah

I

No

Only some people had it

No

CVS Nightly tarball, Forums
Members can auto-tar up their projects and
download them on the fly. These tarballs may be
source code only, or the whole CVS repository (,v

freepository

I

No

No

No

files)
CVS Nightly tarball, Trackers, Project Summary,

SourceForge I

MySQL

Yes

Yes

Project News, Document Manager

Depends on the availability of CVS Nightly tarball, Project Summary, Project
GForge

I

Yes

Yes

individual sites

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-6 Comparison of 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' of FOSPHost Sites (2)

News, Forums, Bugs Tracker
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The next feature is called virtual hosting. This is a mechanism to allow the project front page to
acquire

a

domain

name,

such

as

http://FOSPHost.com/projects/projectname/.

http://www.projectname.com/,

instead

of

There were web-based management tools

programmed in the SourceForge codebase to manage virtual hosting and thus many sites using
SourceForge codebase offered the service except Savannah. For Asynchrony, an alternative
method, which required fewer configurations on the server, was employed. Every project was
assigned the domain http://projectname.asynchrony-projects.com/. For non-infrastructure site,
SunSITE.dk provided service similar to Asynchrony – http://projectname.sunsite.dk/ with
addition email service using the same domain name. On the other hand, SEUL and icculus.org
provided full virtual hosting service.

The next two features relates to the security measures of the FOSPHost sites. Security
measures were voted as an important feature for tools on FOSPHost sites and two common
encryption protocols are usually employed. The first type is SSH (Secure Shell) (Konig 1997).
SSH is a replacement of the rlogin protocol for remote access of command shell accounts. This
was further developed into other protocols such as SCP (Secure Copy Protocol) and SFTP
(Secure File Transfer Protocol) for file transfer and other purposes. Two versions of SSH were
available, SSH1 and SSH2, in which SSH2 was the improved, better version (Acheson 2001).
On the other hand, SSL was developed to provide encrypted communication via WWW
(Netscape Communications Corporation 1998). Therefore, file transfer using FTP and HTTP
were not encrypted but SCP, SFTP or HTTPS (HTTP with SSL encryption) were encrypted.
For a CVS server, it can be coupled to either SSH or SSL for authentication.

Site

Type

Virtual Hosting

Uploading

Security

Backup
No formal policy, users could do

SEUL

NI

Yes

SCP, SFTP and rsync

SSH (1 & 2)

backup themselves

icculus.org

NI

Yes

SCP

SSH, SSL

Backup daily with one week archive

Host name at projectname .sunsite .dk
SunSITE.dk

NI

with email

FTP and rsync

Daily

HTTP Form, FTP to an
incoming directory and move
GBorg

I

No

file(s) via web management

BerliOS

I

Yes

SCP

No explicit policy
SSH (1 & 2), SSL on web

Unknown policy

host name at
Asynchrony

I

projectname .asynchrony-projects .com FTP

SSH, SSL

Unknown policy

Savannah

I

No

CVS via SSH

SSH1, SSL on web

Unknown policy

freepository

I

No

CVS via SSL

100% SSL

Unknown policy

SCP, SFTP, FTP to an
incoming directory and move
Explicit backup policy (5 types of

file(s) via web management
SourceForge I

GForge

I

Yes

Yes

(SSL)

HTTPS Form

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-7 Comparison of 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers' of FOSPHost Sites (3)

SSH (1 & 2), SSL on web

data, daily)

Depends on the policy of

Depends on the policy of individual

individual sites

sites
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In terms of encryption used onsite, only SunSITE.dk and GBorg did not use encrypted
protocols.

For other sites, SSH was usually employed for command shell related

communication and SSL for web related communication. Most of them employed SSH as the
authentication CVS except for freepository as only SSL was available on site. For freepository,
all communications to the site were SSL authenticated. Uploading was initially not categorised
as a feature for security comparison but this feature was later found to have be a number of
security issues as login name and password were sent within the process. For site that
employed encryption, most of them had encrypted upload as well, except for Asynchrony,
where FTP was employed to upload HTML pages for project pages. SourceForge also
employed an interesting combination of uploading method. For uploading to shell and project
HTML pages, SCP or SFTP could be used. To upload to file release system, files were
uploaded by FTP. Then the uploaded file would appear on a web interface accessible via SSL.
This file then needed to be handled via the web interface to be assigned into one of the released
file of the file release system. This method was also used in GBorg, without the SSL security.
Other methods such as rsync (The Samba Team 2003), a program that can be used to
synchronise mirror sites, was employed by SEUL and SunSITE.dk. Encryption could also be
added to rsync to increase security. Other interesting method could be using CVS with SSH
encryption for uploading in Savannah. One of the main functions for CVS is version control,
and it is more complex and harder to learn than FTP or HTTP. It is then seldom used for upload.
Nevertheless, for users of FOSPHost, they probably know how to use CVS, thus one less
service could be employed on Savannah.

The last feature compared is the backup policy. One method to recover from failures in
computer systems is to have a regular backup policy. Major parameters in a backup policy
include frequency and data. Taking SourceForge as an example, the backup policy was stated
in the on site documentation explicitly that backup was done daily on five types of data, namely
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site data (user and project records, trackers content, etc.), host data (operating systems, tools,
etc.), project file release data, project CVS data, project-specific and user-specific content (user
files on compile farm, shell, project web pages, etc.). Unfortunately, for other infrastructure site,
such explicit statement was not found. For non-infrastructure sites, icculus.org had a daily
backup schedule with one week archive. SunSITE.dk also had a daily backup schedule. For
SEUL, users were welcome to make their own backup.

7.3.4

Personal Tools for Developers

For infrastructure sites, many provided memberships for individual developers. Some provided
dedicated pages for developers on issues concerning the projects that they were involved. The
category 'Personal Tools for Developers' is a preview of these features. Items compared include
web space to host personal information, skill and experience, tracker/forum/file monitoring,
projects involved, assigned/submitted issues from trackers, survey, diary, bookmark and money
earned. The comparison is tabulated in Table 7-8.

The first function to be examined is web space to host personal information. For most
FOSPHost sites, there was either a database generated personal page or no personal page at all.
One exception was icculus.org, where web space was provided for hosting personal
information (possibly for selected individuals only). For other non-infrastructure sites, the
focus seemed to be on projects and thus personal pages were not available. For infrastructure
sites, though web space was assigned to projects not individuals, most had database generated
personal pages with information such as username, skills and project involved, except for
freepository, where there was none.

The next feature compared is skill and experience. For sites that had database generated pages
for individual developers, all of them had provision for the developers to state their skills and
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experiences. Such information can be useful in the recruitment of developers to projects. This
function seemed to be one of the main reasons for the existence of the database generated pages.

The next function was tracker/forum/file monitoring. This function either presented the files or
messages posted of the tools subscribed or sent notification emails when there were updates.
With this function, developers did not have to go through the subscribed tools one by one. This
function was provided by all the SourceForge codebase sites. Only tracker monitoring was
available at GBorg.

The next function to be discussed is projects involved. This function was actually a list of
projects in which the developer was officially a team member of. This was again a common
feature that was present in all the infrastructure sites except for freepository.

In some FOSPHost site, a list of issues, which were assigned to or submitted by the developer in
different trackers, was provided as a summary. This function was provided by the SourceForge
codebase sites.

The next feature is survey. As mentioned above, survey is a tool to collect quantitative opinions
from users. A list of surveys that concerned the developer was provided at BerliOS and
GForge.

Web Space to
Host Personal Skill and

Tracker/Forum/File Projects Assigned/Submitted

Money

Site

Type Information

Experience Monitoring

Involved Issues from Trackers Survey Webmail Diary Bookmark Earned Rating

SEUL

NI

No

No

No

No

No

No

DIY

No

No

No

No

icculus.org

NI

Yes

DIY

DIY

DIY

DIY

DIY

Yes

DIY

DIY

DIY

No

SunSITE.dk NI

No

No

No

No

No

No

DIY

No

No

No

No

No, but could sent
notification via
GBorg

I

No

Yes

Tracker only

Yes

monitoring system

No

No

No

No

No

No

BerliOS

I

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Redirect Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Asynchrony I

No

Yes

Unknown

Yes

Unknown

No

Redirect No

No

Yes

Yes

Savannah

I

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Redirect No

Yes

No

Unknown

freepository I

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

SourceForge I

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Redirect Yes

Yes

No

No

GForge

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Redirect Yes

Yes

No

Yes

I

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-8 Comparison of 'Personal Tools for Developers'
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A webmail system is a web interface to handle emails. Two types of systems were found in the
sites investigated. The first type was a redirection service. Email sent to a developer on site,
such as users@fosphost.org will be redirected to his or her own email, such as
users@own-host.com. Another system was to store email sent to developers in a mail server on
site. Only icculus.org provided the second type of service while Asynchrony and SourceForge
codebase sites employed the first type.

Individual developers could write personal notes or diary entries if the diary function was
available.

This was not a very important function and was only provided by BerliOS,

SourceForge and GForge.

Another function was bookmark. This function enabled the developer to mark some of the
pages on site. Then the developer could have quick access to those pages by selecting them
from the bookmark list. All the SourceForge codebase sites provided this function.

The next function to be discussed is money earned. This was a function only available on
Asynchrony. As mentioned in the background of the site, the main objective of Asynchrony
was to make money by selling the product of the projects. The amount of money earned was an
indication of the ultimate result of this process. It was not surprising that other sites did not
have this function.

The last function to be compared is rating. As many sites did not measure success with money,
rating systems were employed instead. Two rating systems were found, one by Asynchrony,
and another one from the SourceForge codebase. For the SourceForge codebase rating system,
it was inspired by the rating system at Advogato (Advogato 2003). Five aspects were rated,
namely teamwork/attitude, code (code-fu), design/architecture, follow-through/reliability and
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leadership/management. Other developers on the site gave scores on these five aspects. A
site-wide ranking of the developer was also calculated. This service was hosted at BerliOS and
GForge. SourceForge used to host such as service, but it was removed later on. On the other
hand, the Asynchrony rating system was even more sophisticated. The final rating of a
developer were based on three scores, peer (75%), experience (20%) and quality (5%). The
peer score based a peer rating system similar to the SourceForge codebase system. The
experience score was calculated from the shares earned from the projects involved. The quality
score was obtained by the quality review from customers of the products of the projects. By
combining the weighed sum of these three factors, the final rating was calculated. This seemed
to be an attempt to construct an indicator for recruitment purposes.

7.3.5

Community Tools

In all FOSPHost sites investigated, there are facilities to foster communication between
developers in different projects and the general public. In most sites, these features are
provided or at least linked at the first page of the site. This page will be referred as the
community page in our discussion. Features such as access, search project, project listing at
front page, classification of projects, search people, project help wanted, latest news, get
support and a number of other features will be examined. The comparison is tabulated in Table
7-9, Table 7-10 and Table 7-11.

The first item for comparison is the permission to access the community page. In most sites,
anyone could access the pages as they were provided at the first pages of the sites. Asynchrony
was the only exception, where only registered members were granted the privilege. The
community page was the first page that a member was directed to after logging in.

The next group of functions to be compared is related to finding projects and people on site.
The first feature to be examined is search project. In most infrastructure sites, this feature
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existed except for freepository. For sites with SourceForge codebase, searches based on the
keywords of projects were provided. The search function provided by Asynchrony had more
elaborated options to search on type, status, keywords and various dates of projects such as
project starting date. Preferences on the sorting of the results were also provided. For
non-infrastructure sites, this function was not provided.

Another way to find projects on sites is by listing(s) provided at the front community page of
the site. Different sites provided different listing of selected projects. Most infrastructure sites
displayed the best project listings with different selection criteria such as activities or times of
download. Latest or newest project listings were also presented in some sites. Interesting
variations could also be found. On Savannah, latest projects were further divided in GNU,
non-GNU and www.gnu.org projects. GNU stands for the GNU Not Unix project, which is an
attempt to produce a Free Unix system. To become a part of the GNU project meant that the
software had to aligned with the aim and requirements of the GNU project and interoperable
with other GNU software. www.gnu.org projects were specific tasks related to the mentioned
site. On the other hand, recalling that the objective of Asynchrony was to make money, two
listings of 'Need Beta Testers' and 'Completed' were displayed. In the context of the site,
'Completed' meant that the products of the listed projects were on sale in the market and started
making money. Therefore, a list of these projects was displayed to promote the success of the
site. Before products can be sold, beta testings were required. Beta testers could be recruited
on site and those who could suggest useful feedbacks could obtain monetary payments. A
listing of projects that 'Need Beta Testers' was thus designed to facilitate this process. Lastly, a
list of categories of projects was displayed at the front community page of GBorg for easy
access. For non-infrastructure sites, SEUL provided a drop down menu with all projects hosted.
For icculus.org, a list of projects was provided at the first page of the site. The leaders of the
project could request to be shown on the list.
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On most FOSPHost sites, projects were classified so that users of the sites had yet another
method to locate projects. Most sites classified projects by different topics such as usage areas
and programming languages.

In Savannah, classification was done based on GNU and

non-GNU. In Asynchrony, keywords suggested by project leaders such as vb (as in visual basic)
and rpg (as in role-playing game) were used for categorisation. For two non-infrastructure sites,
icculus.org and SunSITE.dk, there was no classification system and all projects were presented
in one list.

SEUL

Type Access

Search Project

Project Listing at Front Page

Classification

NI

No

A drop down menu for all projects

Topics

Public

Projects listed by the requests of the leaders of the
NI

Public

No

project

Just a single list of projects

SunSITE.dk NI

Public

No

No Listing at front page, but a link to listing

Just a single list of projects

GBorg

I

Public

No

Top / Latest / Category List

Topics

BerliOS

I

Public

Keywords

Top download / Most active / Newest

Topics

icculus.org

Only for
registered Type / Status / Keywords / Various
Asynchrony I

members Dates with sorting preferences

New / Top / Need Beta Testers / Completed

Keywords

Savannah

I

Public

Keywords

Newest GNU / non-GNU / www.gnu.org projects

GNU and non-GNU

freepository I

Public

No

No

No

SourceForge I

Public

Keywords

Most Active / Top Download

Topics

GForge

Public

Keywords

Most Active / Top Download

Topics

I

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-9 Comparison of 'Community Tools' (1)
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After the discussion of features for finding projects, features provided to locate developers
registered on site were investigated. Obviously, in order for this function to exist, a registration
system is required.

Non-infrastructure sites thus did not provided such service.

For

infrastructure sites, freepository also did not have this function. For SourceForge codebase
sites, most of them provided keyword search on the login name and the real name of registered
developers on site. This function was altered on GForge to allow a distinct name or skill search.
In Asynchrony, people could be searched by name, skill or rating.

The next function is an interaction between projects and developers – project help wanted. This
is a function to facilitate recruitments that were initiated by project leaders. Developers can use
this function to find projects that they want to contribute to. This function was provided in
SourceForge codebase sites and Asynchrony. In SourceForge codebase sites, recruitment
requests were categorised into different skills. Latest recruitment requests were also shown (all
SourceForge codebase site except BerliOS). Recruitment skill categories were displayed at the
front page of Savannah. For other SourceForge codebase sites, there were links from the front
page to the 'Help Want' page. In Asynchrony, the same search engine for general project search
can be used for finding recruitment requests from projects as well.

For most sites, there were dedicated locations for announcements and latest news. The most
common announcements were new releases of software from projects hosted on site. Some
would also post news about server statuses and matter related to the organization of hosting.
The most interesting case was SEUL that the news section was dedicated to promote Linux by
showing only news in 'Real World' on Linux (this was changed after the investigation was
completed).
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The next item for examination is how to get support for the sites. As for SourceForge codebase
sites, the software used as the FOSPHost interface was usually hosted on site as well. Therefore,
those who encountered problems with the site were recommended to report those issues to the
corresponding trackers of the FOSPHost project hosted on site. In BerliOS, an email address to
the administrator was provided as well. Similar approach was adopted by freepository, where a
user forum and Bugzilla bug tracking system was setup. In GBorg, the GBorg interface was
also hosted as a project with trackers and users were welcomed to email to the administrator for
support and other comments. In Asynchrony, a chat interface using Java was available on site.
For non-infrastructure sites, email was the recommended method to get support.
SunSITE.dk, there was an IRC channel to contact staff too.

For

Type Search People

Project Help Wanted

Latest News

Get Support

News in "Real World" on
SEUL

NI

No

No

Linux

Email admin

icculus.org

NI

No

No

On new releases

Email admin

On server status and
SunSITE.dk NI

No

No

important projects news

Email admin, IRC with staff

GBorg

I

No

No

On new releases

Trackers, email admin

BerliOS

I

Keywords

Yes

On new releases

Submit request to a tracker, email to staff

On site changes and company Chat with support via a Java client interface
Asynchrony I

Name / Skill / Rating

Search interface available businesses

on site

Savannah

Keywords

Yes (Front page)

On new releases

Submit request to a tracker

freepository I

No

No

No

User forum, Bugzilla

SourceForge I

Keywords

Yes

On new releases

Submit request to a tracker

GForge

Name / Skill (by keywords) Yes (Project Openings)

Depends on the editor

Depends on the policy of individual sites

I

I

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-10 Comparison of 'Community Tools' (2)
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Other than the community tools compared above, some sites also provided other special
features. One of these features is advertising. As the most popular external FOSPHost site,
having advertisements at SourceForge seemed to make sense. They were hosted as banners on
the top of most pages of the site. On the other hand, free advertisements for customers,
sponsors and Free/Open Source projects were available at the front page of GBorg. In SEUL,
Linux advocacy documents were hosted on site (Savannah was of course strong in advocacy on
Free Software but there was no obvious on site feature such as catchy hyperlinks or banners to
promote it).

Another special feature is discussion area for topics not directly related to projects. For
example there was a mailing list hosted on SEUL called seul-edu, which was a list on
introducing Linux to schools. Other similar list existed on SEUL as well. Discussion areas
were also provided at Asynchrony on general technical issues regarding different operating
systems and languages.

Other miscellaneous features included an opinion poll at the front page of SunSITE.dk on
technical topics such as blog and IPv6. On Asynchrony, in addition to having skill profile of
register members, there was collaboration with an external skill certification company to
substantiate the 'claims', of the members. For icculus.org, three lists were found on the
community page of the site. The first was a list of personal sites, then a list of web sites that was
virtually hosted by icculus.org. The third list was the most interesting list of all, a list of credits.
Contributions mentioned on that list included cash as well as hardware, expertise and even
icculus.org icons. According to the administrator of the site, most of the donation actually went
to developers on the site. For example, when a developer required a particular hardware in
order to progress in development, it was donated by others. These good deeds were the origin
of this list.

Type Other Features
Mailing Lists for
SEUL

icculus.org

NI

Linux Advocacy

Topical Discussion

NI
Opinion Polls
Advertisements from
customers, sponsors and also
from Free/Open Source
I

BerliOS

I

projects (for free)

Asynchrony I
Savannah

I

freepository I
Advertisements bar from
SourceForge I
GForge

List of credits for

Personal web List of virtually

donation & call for

sites

SunSITE.dk NI

GBorg

List of

customers

I

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-11 Comparison of 'Community Tools' (3)

General Discussion

SkillDrill (External

Area (System /

company for skill

Technical / Projects)

certification)

hosted web sites donation
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Others

The category 'others' is comprised of items that cannot be classified into categories above.
Nevertheless, these items are also important in their own terms. Items to be compared in this
category are software for web interface of FOSPHost, license of web interface, development
methodology, license requirement for project hosted, copyright, advertisement, legal and
language related issues, flexibility, donation, miscellaneous items and additional services from
sites in the same organization. The comparison is tabulated in Table 7-12, Table 7-13, Table
7-14 and Table 7-15.

The first item is software for web interface of FOSPHost. The web interface is what glues the
tools and information of projects together. For two out of the three non-infrastructure sites,
static HTML pages were used to present the content of the site and link to different projects
hosted and tools. For SunSITE.dk, a content management system, Drupal (drupal.org), was
employed. For infrastructure sites, all of them developed their own software for the interface,
except that the SourceForge codebase sites based their systems on SourceForge code from
different versions.

For the licenses of the web interface, most of them were GPL licensed, which was one of the
most popular license for Free/Open Source software in general. Exceptions were GBorg was
licensed under the Great Bridge Open Source License and Asynchrony was proprietary.

Software for Web Interface
Site

Type of FOSPHost

License Requirement for Project
License of Web Interface

Development Methodology

Hosted
Free/Open Source Projects,

SEUL

NI

Just a few HTML pages

Probably no need for a license

Probably no need for a "Methodology"

Exceptions permitted

icculus.org

NI

Just a few HTML pages

Probably no need for a license

Probably no need for a "Methodology"

Free/Open Source projects

SunSITE.dk

NI

Drupal

GPL

Free/Open Source

Free/Open Source Projects

GBorg

I

GBorg

Great Bridge Open Source License Free/Open Source, Self-Hosted on site

OSI Licenses

GPL

Free/Open Source, Self-Hosted on site

Free/Open Source Projects

Closed Source

Both Proprietary and Open Source

BerliOS (probably based on
BerliOS

I

SourceForge v1.5)

Asynchrony

I

Developed by Asynchrony Proprietary
Savannah (based on

Savannah

I

SourceForge v2.0)

GPL

Free/Open Source, Self-Hosted on site

GPL compatible licenses

freepository

I

Freepository

GPL

Free/Open Source, Self-Hosted on site

No restriction

Closed Source

Free/Open Source Projects

GPL (but download files not found
SourceForge I

SourceForge

and no CVS)

GForge (based on
GForge

I

SourceForge v2.61pre4)

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-12 Comparison of 'Others' (1)

Free/Open Source, Hosted at
GPL

http://gforge.org

Policies can vary for different sites
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Another closely related issue is development methodology. As most of the software for web
interface was Free/Open Source software, the development methodologies were expected to be
Free/Open Source as well. This software could also be hosted as an individual project on their
own sites (self-hosting). This was in fact the prevailing methodology, except for SourceForge,
where there was no source code for download and no CVS available (It was checked by the
researcher on 24/2/03 and a few other times). This confirmed with the background study of
SourceForge that the source was closed.

After the discussion of the license of the software for web interface, the license requirements
for the projects hosted on varied sites need to be examined too. As the criteria for the selection
of sites for investigation, all the sites need to accept Free/Open Source software for hosting.
Most of them in fact only allowed Free/Open Source licenses except for Asynchrony and
freepository, where hosting proprietary software were a valid option. In SEUL, license was
negotiable under some circumstances, but unlike Asynchrony and freepository, it was not an
official option, which would be approved automatically.

On the other hand, only GPL

compatible licenses were allowed on Savannah, which could be regarded as the most
'restrictive' of all.

The next item to be discussed is the copyright of the software developed on the FOSPHost sites
investigated. For most sites, the developers owned the copyright of the source code (and the
corresponding cells on the comparison table were left blank). Asynchrony was the exception.
Another interesting aspect was data preservation. This policy stated that even if a project was
officially moved to another FOSPHost site, the original FOSPHost reserved the right to host the
data and the project leader could not remove it. This policy was adopted on GBorg and
SourceForge.

Site

Type

SEUL

NI

icculus.org

NI

Copyright

Advertisement

No Commercial
SunSITE.dk NI

I

ads

and/or banners
The developers owns the code but the site can No Commercial

GBorg

Legal and Language Related

keep hosting them even if closed later

Satisfy Danish law, content in English or Danish
ads

and/or banners
Some documentations and interfaces had European

BerliOS

language translations other than English

I

Asynchrony I

Asynchrony owns the code
No revenue-generating

Savannah

I

freepository I

Free Software / Rights to code (of users)
Users own the code, not the site
Data Preservation - contributors own the code

SourceForge I
GForge

but it will cannot be deleted from the site

I

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-13 Comparison of 'Others' (2)

Advertisements

No dependencies to non Free Software, no GIF files
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The next item to be compared is advertisement on the web pages hosted. Both SunSITE.dk
and GBorg had adopted policy to avoid commercial advertisement or banners. Savannah had
an even more exact definition that advertisements could not be revenue-generating.

The next item is legal and language related issues.

While probably none of the sites

investigated would tolerate illegal materials, some had interesting requirements on the project
hosted. For SunSITE.dk, the content of the project hosted needed to be either English or Danish
and legal under Danish law.

For Savannah, the software hosted needed to have no

dependencies on non Free Software. Image files with GIF format should not be used. For
BerliOS, multi-lingual seemed to be encouraged. Even some of the getting start guide of the
FOSPHost web interface was translated in the 'fourth' language on site, Hungarian.

The next issue for discussion is the flexibility of the management of the sites to accommodate
special needs of the users. For infrastructure sites, many have fixed templates and established
workflows in management. These structures may help users of the sites to decrease in
confusion.

Nevertheless, structure also can imply a decrease in flexibility.

For

non-infrastructure sites, SunSITE.dk seemed to welcome specific requests on services from
developers and encouraged prospective developers to host on other infrastructure sites if they
did not need any special services. Similarly, on icculus.org, administrator of site mentioned his
intention to manage in a flexible and informal manner to serve the best interests of each
individual developer, as opposing to the structured services provided in other infrastructure
sites. The administrator was also selective on developers and projects to maintain a smaller,
more elitist community around the site. It could be argued that flexibility was indeed one of the
advantages of non-infrastructure sites over infrastructure. Nonetheless, for most FOSPHost, by
its nature of being open, still offered substantial flexibility over traditional development tools.

Site

Type Flexibility

SEUL

NI

Donation

Miscellaneous

Flexible and informal to meet the need of individual
developers, no restrictive infrastructure such as 'Role

Most donations go to

Management', elitist & selective on projects to form a smaller developers' needs (e.g. new
icculus.org

NI

community where individual needs can be cared for

video card, motherboard)

Willing to adapt to individual needs, policy negotiable, tools Welcome more volunteers to SunSITE.dk URL must be visible
SunSITE.dk NI
GBorg

I

BerliOS

I

negotiable

help run the site

Asynchrony I
Savannah

I

freepository I
SourceForge I
GForge

I

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-14 Comparison of 'Others' (3)

Donation encouraged

when re-directed from other sites
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Donations were explicitly encouraged on some site.

freepository was one of them.

SourceForge also started a donation campaign recently but it was not included as it was
discovered after the data collection was completed. On the other hand, people, not money was
asked for on SunSITE.dk. The most interesting case was found at icculus.org. As mentioned
above, most donations were not made to the need of the site, but to needs of other developers on
site to help them progress in their projects.

Site

Type

SEUL

NI

icculus.org

NI

SunSITE.dk

NI

GBorg

I

Additional Services from sites in the same organization

Other information on PostgreSQL
Other services that assist Open Source Business

BerliOS

I

Asynchrony

I

Savannah

I

freepository

I

development such as SourceAgency and DevCounter

Free Software related topics and philosophies

Part of OSDN (Open Source Development Network) with
SourceForge

I

GForge

I

Slashdot, NewsForge, etc

(NI – Non-Infrastructure, I – Infrastructure)
Table 7-15 Comparison of 'Others' (4)

The last issue to be examined is additional services from sites in the same organization. A
number of infrastructure FOSPHost sites were parts of some organizations. In GBorg, users
were directed to other information on the PostgreSQL database on the front page of the site.
Similarly, on Savannah, links to topics related to Free Software and GNU projects were also
presented at the front. For BerliOS, the FOSPHost service was actually one of the many
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services that the overall BerliOS web site provided. The goal of the site was to act as a neutral
mediator for developers, users and businesses in the area of Open Source. Examples of other
services were 'SourceBiz', which provided updated Open Source business news and
'SourceWell', where announcement of new version Open Source Software and retrieval
information could be found. For SourceForge, it was a member of the OSDN (Open Source
Development Network), which was made up of other prominent Free/Open Source sites such as
Slashdot (OSDN 2003a) and Freshmeat (OSDN 2003b).

7.4 Discussion of the Comparison
From the comparison above, ten external FOSPHost sites were studied. Brief backgrounds of
the sites were introduced. Tools that facilitated communication between developers, users and
other interested parties (Q1.3, Q1.4, Q1.5 & Q1.38) in a distributed fashion (Q1.1) were
examined. Different policies on different the sites were also compared. A total of 69 items
were compared and they were divided into six aspects, namely general information, project
tools - tools for public/developers, project tools - tools for project administrators, personal tools
for developers, community tools and others. A more detail picture of FOSPHost sites in
operation was thus depicted.

The ten FOSPHost sites examined represented a diverse collection of sites. Many of them had
their own theme. For SEUL, the focus was on end-user application on Linux. For icculus.org,
the focus was on games. Projects hosted on GBorg were related to the PostgreSQL database.
Open Source businesses were promoted on BerliOS with emphasis on localisation.

On

Asynchrony, money making was the aim. Sophisticated computations on revenue sharing,
rating of projects and members were adopted. For Savannah, the philosophy of Free Software
and the GNU project was promoted. Though freepository only provided source code repository
service, this service was probably the most feature-rich among the sites. A number of sites also
did not have a particular theme, namely, SunSITE.dk, SourceForge and GForge.
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As stated in the methodology chapter (chapter 4), the data collected was publicly available.
Due to the nature of openness in FOSPHost, a lot of the data were readily accessible on the
Internet. By having access to the source code of most of the sites, the job of determining which
features existed was made easier. Administrators of a number of sites were also open in their
response when asked. For administrators that did not respond, most of the sites contained
documents to explain the policies of the sites. This also matched that agreed Delphi survey
results on 'openness in attitude, no hidden agenda' (Q3.2), 'openness in procedures and policies'
(Q3.21) and 'an IFHOSP should be run in an open fashion and users should be well informed'
(Q12.9).

For all the sites investigated, though there were different criteria on allowing projects to be
hosting, service fee was not one of the criteria.

This could reflect the administrators'

understanding on the desire of the users to obtain a FOSPHost service that was 'low cost or free'
(Q4.4).

In the Delphi survey results, five tools were named important. They were source code
repository (Q2.1), mailing list (Q2.2), WWW server (Q2.5), tracking system (Q2.4) and
security measures (Q2.11). All the sites employed source code repositories and WWW servers.
Except for Asynchrony, all source code repositories allowed anonymous web-based access.
This matches with the agreed results from the Delphi survey on "creating a public library
atmosphere, giving users as much freedom as possible and staying out of the users' way" (Q3.9).
With the exception of freepository, all sites provided mailing lists and tracking systems. In
terms of security measures, while icculus.org and SunSITE.dk did not provide encrypted
protocol, others implemented them at least in some of the services provided.
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Another result related to the tools offered was 'standard and commonly used' (Q4.7). In the case
of source code repository, all sites employed CVS, which was the most popular Free/Open
Source repository. There were some variations in mailing list, tracking system and security
measures, but most of the tools provided were still commonly used.

The classification of infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites were used in the comparison and
found that non-infrastructure sites were generally smaller in size in terms of project hosted.
Relevant comments could be found in the controversial results from the Delphi survey on the
size of a FOSPHost site. One of the barriers suggested in preventing users from using a
FOSPHost was 'the IFHOSP does not reach a critical mass of users and projects to achieve its
advertising function' (Q5.19). So increase in size is a favourable characteristic. Nevertheless,
an opposing view was also found, 'big IFHOSP are bad (e.g. Freshmeat) small IFHOSP are
good' (Q12.12). Unfortunately, further explanation of the strength of smaller sites was not
elaborated.

Furthermore, small in size and non-infrastructure sites may not bear any

relationship with each other. It may be just a coincident. Further examination is thus needed.

A quantitative comparison of the number of features available between the ten sites can also be
done. The results were listed in Table 4-1. Features that were not present or unknown were
regarded as missing and DIY is not regarded as missing. Also, many of the items compared
under the 'General Information' and 'Others' categories were backgrounds and policies of the
sites, not features. Therefore they were excluded. Under these rules, 53 items were counted
and three infrastructure sites GForge, SourceForge and BerliOS provided the most features.
One non-infrastructure site came fourth in the comparison icculus.org, and it provided just one
less feature than SourceForge and BerliOS.
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Site

No of Features (Include DIY)

No of Features Missing

GForge

43

10

SourceForge

41

12

BerliOS

41

12

icculus.org

39

14

Asynchrony

33

20

Savannah

31

22

SunSITE.dk

30

23

SEUL

30

23

GBorg

23

30

8

45

freepository

Table 7-16 Number of Features excluding 'General Information' and 'Others'

One reason for icculus.org in providing more features is the availability of personal page for
developers. If we further exclude the category of 'Personal Tools for Developers', then the
number of features provided by SunSITE.dk and SEUL were the same as icculus.org and they
all came fourth in the comparison (Table 7-17).
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Site

No of Features (Include DIY)

No of Features Missing

GForge

34

8

SourceForge

34

8

BerliOS

32

10

SunSITE.dk

29

13

SEUL

29

13

icculus.org

29

13

Asynchrony

28

14

Savannah

25

17

GBorg

19

23

8

34

freepository

Table 7-17 Number of Features excluding 'General Information', 'Personal Tools for Developers' and
'Others'

One possible shortcoming of this comparison was counting every feature as equal. Moreover,
omitting 'Personal Tools for Developers' might be reasonable only if the features that related to
projects were the most important features. Nevertheless, the figure above may give an
overview of the situation and may suggest that features provided may not be the major
differences between infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites.

In the comparison above, the focus was on quantitative data. If we look into the qualitative
content of the comparison, from the item 'Input from site administrator(s) to this table', all the
administrators from non-infrastructure sites offered help but not all infrastructure sites. The
willingness in communication could also be seen in the availability of synchronous, real-time
communication tools such as IRC. The administrators could also be contacted directly by email.
In contrast, in some larger infrastructure sites, trackers were the standard way of
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communication. In terms of policies, SunSITE.dk and icculus.org were flexible in catering for
special needs. In SEUL, even the license requirement for project hosted could be negotiable.

If flexibility and willingness to communicate were probably the attributes of non-infrastructure
sites, then what kind of effect would they have on the developers? The handling of shell
accounts in non-infrastructure sites may provide insight to this question. First considering in
SourceForge, shell accounts and database service came with every project approved. To get an
account was a matter of following the procedure prescribed in the documentation. On the other
hand, from the examination above, shell accounts were not granted automatically in
non-infrastructure sites. Only selected personnel could gain the right to this service. A possible
underlying message was that having a shell account was a token of trust and acknowledgement.
It could then be seen that the operation of non-infrastructure sites could give developers a more
personalised service.

Flexibility and willingness to communicate were probably the

pre-conditions for the developers to feel the care and respect from the administration of the
sites.

Another interesting example could be found on icculus.org, a non-infrastructure site.
Donations could be made not only to the site, but donations such as hardware could also be
given personally to developers. Such action was obviously encouraged by the site and a credit
list of such deeds was presented on the front page. Quoting from the administrator, this policy
was one of the measures to achieve the philosophy of 'happy developers are productive
developers'. The administrator also admitted that the number of donations to developers were
substantially more than donations to the site. In huge infrastructure sites such as SourceForge,
the top 10 projects might have thousands of hit on the project front pages daily. Hosting on
non-infrastructure sites might not have this effect of gaining popularity. Nevertheless, the
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quality of attention in receiving hits on project page and receiving a gift from others could be
substantially different.

Flexibility did not just enable the administration of a site to serve personal needs of developers;
it may also allow developers to be themselves. One of the controversial results from the Delphi
survey was 'Reinforcing explicit development roles' (Q3.4). Two comments were made against
this statement. Chris argued that 'Hackers are often jacks-of-all-trades. Pigeon-holing them is
bad.' Garrett also claimed that "It's good for 'roles' to not be taken too stringently in FS/OS.
Many of us are 'all-purpose' developers. The diversity we are exposed to can't let us get stuck in
one 'role'." As the 'standard format' did not exist in non-infrastructure, developers needed to
make more decisions on the design of the project page and the employment of tools. The
arguments proposed by Chris and Garrett might imply that some developers would rather be
granted this freedom as the norm. Another relevant controversial result was found in Q3.18.
The statement 'The value of heterogeneity, differences as assets' was a summary of two
comments, one was suggested by Alvin that 'they (administrators of FOSPHost sites) shouldn't
promote any particular practice. The heterogeneity of approaches is one of the strengths of the
way things are done without these infrastructure sites.' (Alvin's comment was actually the
origin of the idea of the classification of infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites) It is
possible to postulate that the design of non-infrastructure sites may fit the work practices of
certain groups of developers.

After the discussion of various aspects of non-infrastructure sites, we can revisit the
relationship between size and non-infrastructure sites.

One of the administrators of a

non-infrastructure site pointed out that the size of the site was kept intentionally small
otherwise the amount of personalisation in the communication cannot be maintained. On the
other hand, by the nature of the infrastructure, more projects can be hosting as the structure can
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effectively streamline the management on infrastructure sites. It will also be easier to locate a
project hosted or a developer registered more easily as every entity has the same format.
Flexibility is thus harder to achieve and communication may become more formal.

It can then be postulated that by creating a smaller, more flexible non-infrastructure sites, a
closer community with more personalised attention can be built. The personalised attention
given to developers can then be a positive motivation for advancing their projects. For
infrastructure sites, the management was partly done through the structure and the policies of
sites. For non-infrastructure sites, it could be argued that more emphasis was put on motivating
the developers in a more intangible, personal level. Being flexible may also fit the project
management style of particular developers.

After the discussion of the differences between the two categories, there is an issue that may
require clarification.

The discussion above is not an endorsement from the author on

non-infrastructure sites. Non-infrastructure sites are probably less known and thus more
attention was paid in the discussion above.

The differences between infrastructure and

non-infrastructure sites were examined and probably they are more applicable in some
occasions than others. Due to the primarily focus of the data collected was on the 'what'
questions on features, the possibility to establish a well-reasoned preference for one or the other
was low. Further research into the 'how' and 'why' questions may be required.

From the analysis of infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites above, there seemed to be
differences found between two groups of sites. This categorisation thus seemed to perform its
job of separating sites with differences. Nonetheless, more research into the 'how' and 'why'
questions will be required to determine the nature of these two groups of sites. Moreover,
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SourceForge codebase sites also had a big influence among infrastructure sites and they may
have the potential to become a category on their own rights.

Recalling that the overall purpose of the research was exploratory, the preference of this
investigation should be given to breadth over depth. Nevertheless, one might find some of the
features discussed descended into minute details. This approach was taken as administrators
probably had a technical background and preferred clear, technical presentation. Fortunately,
this assumption seemed to be correct and the comparison table opened doors for the researcher
to start conversations with a number of administrators. One of the administrators appreciated
the researcher's effort for making it clear how the sites measured up to SourceForge, while
another found a feature from another site interesting and might add that to his/her own site.
This approach of including details of features was also chosen as some of the users of the final
evaluation model may also have similar technical background as the administrators. From the
responses elaborated above, this approach had contributed to this study and possibly will
contribute to the evaluation model as well.

The study presented was on one hand, a reasonably comprehensive research on external hosting
sites; but, on the other hand, opened other doors for further research. From the agreed result of
the Delphi survey, tools provided on a FOSPHost site should be effective and productive (Q4.8).
The availability of the sites should be high as well as the bandwidth (Q1.37 & Q4.6). The
usability of the tools was important as well (Q3.3). Moreover, 'How' and 'why' questions such
as 'how does the sites serve the purpose of different type of users?' and 'why does different
administrator run the sites different?' can be studied to deepen the understanding on
infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites.

Research method such as interviews on

administrators and developers can also be conducted to collect more data to answer these
questions.
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7.5 Summary of Chapter Seven
Ten sites were investigated in this detail study. The backgrounds, features and policies of these
sites were compared under the categories of general information, project tools - tools for
public/developers, project tools - tools for project administrators, personal tools for developers,
community tools and others. These sites were further classified into infrastructure and
non-infrastructure based on their nature. Through this study, the meaning of a FOSPHost site
fostering communication of different parties in multiple means was further expanded.
Relationships between Delphi survey results and the findings in the investigation were found
and the differences between infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites were explored.

After accumulating data from the Delphi survey and the detailed investigation, it is possible to
construct an evaluation model on FOSPHost sites. The detail implementation of this evaluation
will be elaborated in the next chapter.

Chapter 8
Construction of Evaluation Model
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the implementation of the evaluation model, which was the final product of the
research, will be showed together with the rationale of the design of the implementation. The
discussion of this rationale will begin from the examination of the nature of the data collected in
the previous chapters and the choice of suitable types of evaluation presentations. After
deciding the types of presentations, the choice of tools for implementations will be explained.
Afterwards, the actual implementation will be presented. A discussion of the implementation
will also be included.

8.2 Data Collected and Choice of Evaluation Presentation
Two types of data were collected in this research. One was from the Delphi survey and the
other from the detailed investigation. The data from the Delphi survey was both quantitative
and qualitative. It consisted of qualitative statements with quantitative numbers to indicate
their respective validity, importance and controversy. A substantial proportion of the content of
the statements covered a number of broad topics. On the other hand, the data from detailed
investigation was mainly qualitative. Most of the content covered by each items in the
comparison table of the detailed investigation was fairly specific.
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According to the nature of data collected, different evaluation presentations were chosen.
Recalling that there are two major types of presentations, namely checklist/framework and
broad topics. Within the presentation of checklist/framework, the presentation may prompt the
user to give different types of answers, namely binary, subjective scale, weighed scale,
measured results and qualitative answer. With evaluation built on checklist/framework with
binary answers, the focus of the evaluation tended to be very specific while broad topics
presentation gave the users of the evaluation a lot of freedom to explore. Nevertheless, broad
topics presentation may require more mental effort from the users (Table 5-4).

Matching the nature of the data collected to the nature of the evaluation presentation, a checklist
with qualitative answers was chosen to present the Delphi survey results. This was chosen as
many of the statements in the Delphi survey contained broad meanings.

Broad topics

presentation might not be applicable, as it required an established theoretical framework as well
as mental effort from the users of the evaluation. One of the shortcomings of this presentation
was the quantitative side of the data could not be easily represented. A possible compensation
was to sort the statements in the checklist presentation according to the measure of importance
voted in the Delphi survey. Nevertheless, some statements will be grouped together for
simplicity's sake and ordering according to importance came second in terms of priority.

Comparing to Delphi survey results, the data collected in detailed investigation was more
specific. Therefore, a checklist presentation with subjective scale or weighed scale could be
chosen. Nevertheless, one of the drawbacks of subjective scale is that all features will be
presented as equally important since the final score calculation will be a simple summation of
the scores given to every feature. Employing weighed scale may rectify this shortcoming, but
not totally. Two possible situations may arise. One situation will be that the user may find
assigning numbers for different importance difficult. Another situation will be that in a
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weighed system, the summation of the score of many minor features will be equal one major
feature. Nevertheless, this situation might not be true in real life. In some cases, the major
features will be so important that the presence of many other minor features will be irrelevant.
A modified version of weighed scale was thus devised.

This modified presentation was similar to weighed scale, but the importance of features was
weighed qualitatively. For example, each feature could be classified as nice to have, important
and indispensable. Three scores were then calculated according to the features presented, such
as the number of indispensable features present.

The FOSPHost sites with the most

indispensable features present will then be ranked first. They would then be ranked according
to the important features and the nice to have features. In this way, the importance of major
features and minor features would not be mixed.

From the data analysis in section 7.4, there were links between the data of Delphi survey results
and detailed investigation. By taking the advantage of the hyperlinks of the World Wide Web,
these links were represented as links on web pages. Another fact from the analysis was that
many areas in this study would be benefited from further research. Further input from the
Free/Open Source communities or any other parties to this evaluation would then be favourable
and the evaluation was designed to accept comments.

8.3 Implementation of the Evaluation Presentations
From the discussion above, there would be two formats of presentation employed. For Delphi
survey results, the format would be checklist with qualitative answers.

For detailed

investigation of external FOSPHost sites, a checklist with modified weighed answers would be
used. The related issues between the two formats would be joined by hyperlink and the system
should also accept comments from users of the evaluation.

The implementation of the

specification stated will be explained below. The choice of tools to accomplish the task will
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first be introduced and then the actual implementation of the evaluation model will be
presented.

8.3.1

Tools Chosen for Implementation

In this section, tools employed for the implementation of the evaluation will be introduced and
explained. One of the most basic resources was to find a web hosting service. As the Delphi
survey was executed online before, the researcher could use the same web hosting service again.
Nonetheless, another hosting service was chosen for two reasons. First, from the Delphi survey
results (Post-Delphi survey), the bandwidth of web server that the researcher could access in the
University was too narrow. Second, it would be nobody's duty to maintain the site after the
graduation of the researcher in his PhD programme, as this research project would end.
ibiblio.org (ibiblio.org 2003a) was chosen as the host. ibiblio.org was 'a conservancy of freely
available information, including software, music, literature, art, history, science, politics, and
cultural studies.' (ibiblio.org 2003b) There were on average three million information requests
per day and the site was well managed. Also, the site did not just provided its contributors with
basic web hosting service, services such as web server-side scripts and database were also
available.

Tools such as PHP and MySQL were found to be indispensable in order to

accomplish the task.

From the description above, ibiblio.org seemed to fit the needs of this research. Nevertheless,
the question asked from the reverse direction 'did this research satisfy the requirement of
becoming a collection of the site?' also needed to be considered. One of the aims of the site was
to 'create, expand, improve, publish, and distribute research on the open source communities'
(ibiblio.org 2003b).

This research thus matched this goal.

Another requirement was

non-commercial. This project also did not generate any revenue and thus satisfied this
condition. The researcher hence applied to the site and was successfully granted the status of a
contributor.
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For presenting the Delphi results as a checklist evaluation, Wiki was employed. Recalling that
a Wiki is 'a freely expandable collection of interlinked Web "pages", a hypertext system for
storing and modifying information - a database, where each page is easily editable by any user
with a forms-capable Web browser client' (Leuf & Cunningham 2001, p. 14). It was chosen as
Wiki is strong in its hyperlink functionalities and allows inputs from users.

There were many implementations of Wiki available (may be close or more than a hundred
(Wiki Engines 2003)). WakkaWiki (Mans 2003) was chosen in this case as it provided several
important features, namely comment area and access control. From the Delphi survey results,
Wiki was voted as the most controversial tool. The reason may be due to its chaotic nature of
Wiki (anyone can change anything). By having a separate comment area and access control,
more control could be gained while users could still give their opinion. This was important, as
the PhD programme required the author to produce original work. If others could 'contribute'
directly to the Wiki online, it would be difficult to prove that the work was original. Therefore,
commenting was chosen to be the feedback mechanism, rather than the standard Wiki practice
of allowing anyone to change anything.

In the implementation of the modified weighed scale checklist, the method of tailor-made
programming using PHP and MySQL was chosen as this checklist presentation was seldom
found in other places. The tailor-made method could give the researcher total control on the
design of the presentation of the checklist and thus this method was chosen.

Tools selected for the implementation was introduced in this section together with the rationale
of the choices. The actual implementation will be presented in the next section.
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Evaluation Model Implemented with the Chosen Tools

After the introduction of tools employed, the implementation of the presentations of the
evaluation will be showed in this section. The implementation should be up and running at
http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/wakka/EvaluateFOSPHost and the reader is encouraged to
browse it online. The site map of the implementation is illustrated in Figure 8-1. The section
that was implemented by Wiki contained mostly the results from the Delphi survey and it was
divided into four sections, namely 'What is a Free/Open Source Hosting (FOSPHost) Site?',
'Common Objectives and Possible Benefits of Using a FOSPHost Site', 'Preferred Attributes of
a FOSPHost Site' and 'Controversial Issues of FOSPHost Sites'. Issues on infrastructure and
non-infrastructure sites also were included in Wiki under 'Controversial Issues of FOSPHost
Sites'. On the other hand, the weighed checklist was implemented by PHP and MySQL. A
comparison table was also implemented for those who did not want to go through the process of
assigning weights on different features. Relevant items in both sections were linked by
hyperlinks. Hyperlinks were also built to link statements in Wiki to the results from Delphi
survey so that readers could discover the origins of these statements in their contexts.

From the site map (Figure 8-1), the front page of Wiki contained introductory information and
links to six other sections (Figure 8-2). The idea of FOSPHost was explained in the page 'What
is a Free/Open Source Hosting (FOSPHost) Site?' The classification of external hosting and
self-hosting sites was also introduced and advantages for each type of sites were also stated.
References to results of Delphi survey were made through the (Q?.?) links (Figure 8-3). The
next section, 'Common Objectives and Possible Benefits of Using a FOSPHost Site', was
designed to convey a realistic expectation to a FOSPHost site. The content was mainly made up
of statements from question 1 (objectives) and question 6 (benefits) from the Delphi survey.

Figure 8-1 Site Map for Evaluation Model
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Figure 8-2 Front Page of Wiki
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Figure 8-3 What is a FOSPHost Site?

The next section, 'Preferred Attributes of a FOSPHost Site', was made up of the agreed answers
from the Delphi survey. As analyzed in sub-section 6.3.4, the agreed answers could be
categorised using the software evaluation classification, namely intrinsic, utility, usability and
context. This system was adopted and four corresponding sub-sections were thus created
(Figure 8-4). In the intrinsic sub-section, preferred attributes related to the administration of a
FOSPHost site were listed. These attributes were mainly contributed from the results of
question 12 of the Delphi survey. In the utility sub-section, tools voted as important from
question 2 of the Delphi survey were listed (Figure 8-5). They were linked directly to the
comparison of FOSPHost sites implemented by PHP and MySQL so that the user could lookup
how these features were implemented at each of the ten sites tabulated. The next sub-section
was usability, where important usability factors for a FOSPHost site were listed. Most of these
factors were obtained from answers to question 4 of the Delphi survey. For the last sub-section,
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issues on context, culture and work practices were stated (Figure 8-6). Most of the content
was obtained from the answers of question 3 of Delphi survey, which was a question asked
exactly on these issues.

Figure 8-4 Preferred Attributes of a FOSPHost Site

Figure 8-5 Preferred Attributes - Utility
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Figure 8-6 Preferred Attributes - Context

The last section on Wiki was 'Controversial Issues of FOSPHost Sites'. Four sub-sections were
created, namely 'Infrastructure and Non-Infrastructure Sites', 'We love freedom, but how far can
it go?', 'What characteristics are admirable in source code?' and 'Other Controversial Issues'
(Figure 8-7). Except for the sub-section 'Infrastructure and Non-Infrastructure Sites', which
was based on the classification and analysis from the detailed investigation, the other three
sub-sections were based on the results from the Delphi survey.

From the analysis of

controversial answers, the answers were categorised into four groups, namely 'We love freedom,
but how far can it go?', 'What characteristics are admirable in source code?', 'What is a worthy
motivation?' and 'Important but not urgent tasks'. Nevertheless, as the different issues within
the sub-sections were presented mostly in point-form format, it was difficult to explain issues in
'What is a worthy motivation?', which required detail explanation. In order to solve this
problem, three groups were formed rather than three, namely 'We love freedom, but how far can
it go?' (Figure 8-8), 'What characteristics are admirable in source code?' and 'Other
Controversial Issues'. Similar to preferred attributes, relevant statements were linked to Delphi
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survey and the comparison of FOSPHost sites implemented by PHP and MySQL as
references to users.

Figure 8-7 Controversial Issues of a FOSPHost Site

Figure 8-8 We love freedom, but how far can it go?

After the detail description of the Wiki implementation, the implementation of the weighed
checklist by PHP and MySQL will be explained. There were two major components in this
implementation, the comparison table and the weighed evaluation. The comparison table will
be introduced first.
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The comparison table implemented was simply a concatenation of the comparison tables in
chapter 7 with additional functionalities. The items showed on the table were arranged into
different groups, namely 'General Information', 'Project Tools - Tools for Public/Developers',
'Project Tools - Tools for Project Administrators', 'Personal Tools for Developers', 'Community
Tools', 'Others', which were the same as the grouping in chapter 7. A complete table was
available on site in static html format. This table, however, was quite huge and users might just
want a portion of the whole table. Options were available for them to generate a table with
specified feature groups and sites (Figure 8-9). After the table was generated, in case the user
wanted further adjustment, one could modify one's choice on the same page and re-generate the
table (Figure 8-10 & Figure 8-11).

Figure 8-9 Opinions for Generating Customised Comparison Table
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Figure 8-11 Example of Customised Comparison Table Generated (2)

After the explanation of the implementation of the comparison table, detail description of the
weighed checklist can be found below. There were three steps involved in using the checklist.

In the first step, the user was asked to specify which feature groups should be included for
evaluation. This groups were the same as the grouping in the comparison table. Users were
also asked to define several features classes, which were the weights to be used. The default
included three classes, indispensable, important and nice to have. Different colours could also
be assigned to each of the classes (Figure 8-12).
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Figure 8-12 Step 1 of Weighed Checklist

After choosing these options, an evaluation form was generated and it was the second step of
employing the checklist. In the evaluation form generated, the users could indicate the
importance of each feature in the feature groups chosen by assigning it to an appropriate feature
class. The user could also choose the sites to be included in the evaluation (Figure 8-13).
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After the user had assigned the importance of the features to the feature classes, the scores of
each of the sites selected were calculated and presented in the result page, which was the third
and final step. The calculation of the score was that 1 was awarded for a presence of the feature
and 0 for none. The score for each feature class was calculated individually. Finally, the sites
were ranked according to the score of the most important feature class and then the classes
followed. An exception was given to features that required DIY. Recalling DIY meant that
users of a FOSPHost site could install a certain tool on their own accord. DIY could be a
nuisance or an advantage, depending on the need and the attitude of the user. Therefore, it was
designed so that the user of the checklist could choose to award a DIY item a score from 0 to 2
to account for this variation (Figure 8-14 & Figure 8-15).

From the screen captures (Figure 8-12, Figure 8-13, Figure 8-14 & Figure 8-15), one may
notice that a different name, 'Evaluation of Free/Open Source Project Hosting (FOSPHost)
Sites Available for Hosting Projects Externally from Project Owners based on User-defined
Criteria', was given to the title of the web pages of the weighed checklist rather than variations
of the phrase 'weighed checklist'. This was done so because it was too complicated to explain
what was a modified weighed checklist and why was implemented. Alternatively, the user was
encouraged to iterate through the three steps a few times to generate the desired result rather
than presenting an explicit explanation in details.
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Figure 8-15 Step 3 of Weighed Checklist (2)

In this section, the implementation of the evaluation model was explained and screen captures
were showed. Two different types of tools were employed in the implementation, namely Wiki
and PHP with MySQL and the content of the data collected was presented.

8.4 Discussion of the Evaluation Model
After the description of the implementation of the evaluation model, the quality of the model
itself can be evaluated also. A suitable evaluation presentation format was chosen based on the
nature of the results of the Delphi survey and the detailed investigation of external hosting
FOSPHost sites. Recalling that the main focus of the detailed investigation was selected to be
on the features of the FOSPHost sites to accommodate the expectations of both Free/Open
Source developers and new comers. The weighed checklist then could be a helpful tool for sites
comparison based on features offered. Hyperlinks were also used extensively to related
relevant pieces of information all the way back to their origins upon the empirical results
collected. The system also accepted comments from the users of the evaluation. Therefore, it
can be regarded that the original specification of the evaluation model was successfully
implemented.
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Several

limitations could actually be found. As stated above, it would be difficult to present the
quantitative results obtained from the Delphi survey together with the qualitative presentation.
Moreover, while benefited from the breadth of the results collected from the Delphi survey, the
arguments in the preferred attributes in the sub-sections on intrinsic, usability and context
would certain be strengthened if more in-depth data was available.

Within the constraints of the present research programme, these limitations would be difficult to
eliminate. Nonetheless, in terms of presenting quantitative ratings to qualitative statements,
modification of the Wiki engine may be required. The specific implementation of Wiki engine
chosen for the implementation of the evaluation, WakkaWiki, was a lightweight
implementation in terms of the amount of source code used. The decision to choose a
lightweight implementation was done intentionally so that alteration to the code could be done
more easily. Furthermore, the edit page function of the Wiki will be activated after the
completion of the examination process of this dissertation. Hopefully, more opinion could be
collected to suggest directions for further in-depth research in the area of FOSPHost. In short,
by taking the advantage of Free/Open Source, in source code and in concept, the site was
designed for growth and thus the limitations stated above can be more readily overcome in the
future.

8.5 Summary of Chapter Eight
In this chapter, the construction process of the final product of the research, an evaluation model
for FOSPHost sites, was presented. The chapter started by reviewing the nature of the results
obtained from the Delphi survey and the detailed investigation of external hosting FOSPHost
sites. Qualitative presentation and modified weighed checklist presentation were chosen
correspondingly and a detail specification was devised. Tools were chosen accordingly and the
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specification was successfully implemented. Though limitations to the implementation
were found, promising methods of improvement were suggested.

In the next chapter, the overall quality of the result and the evaluation model will be discussed.
A further interpretation of the implication of the results together with other supportive literature
will be presented.

Chapter 9
Discussion of Results
9.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the overall quality of the findings and the evaluation model presented on the
web will be examined. Implications arise from the results will be explored. These implications
will be connected to the wider discussion of the Free/Open Source phenomenon.

9.2 Discussions and Limitations of this research
In this project, results from the Delphi survey and the detailed investigation were presented in
an evaluation web site constructed to the evaluation presentation chosen. The rough estimate of
the responds from the Free/Open Source communities can be obtained by a google search on
'www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/'. About 50 entries were obtained on 30 August 2005 (A few of the
50 entries obtained was the related to the attacks from indecent spam on Wiki, so the actually
number should be lower). Many of the web pages in the search result were Free/Open Source
related sites or mailing lists concerning the topic of FOSPHost. Most of them prefer the table
format rather than the evaluation format (For example, a good number of links referred to
'http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/exhost.htm', which is the all-in-one comparison table). The
content of the Wiki was also less discussed. Moreover, even in the table format, the utility
aspect was the more popular. One of the sites that linked to the evaluation, 'Loads of Linux
Links' (Willard & Irwin 2005), picked the link to the comparison of 'Project Tools - Tools for
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Public/Developers' and 'Project Tools - Tools for Project Administrators' only. Moreover, a
leader from the communities, Karl Fogel, who is a leader developer of CVS and Subversion,
and also wrote an important book on version control systems and the co-ordination of
Free/Open Source project (Fogel 1999), also left a thank you note on the evaluation site forum.
A former version of this dissertation was emailed to him on his request. It is possible that some
of the result in this dissertation will be included in the coming edition of his book.

The estimate obtained above thus supports the assumption that the Free/Open Source
communities would prefer a detailed investigation. It was also no surprise that the communities
prefer the utility aspect of the comparison. The evaluation mechanism was also not preferred.
Three other aspects, namely intrinsic, usability and context, are built from the result Delphi and
the content were relatively thin. By employing a Delphi survey using the flexible model of
individual participation to a Free/Open Source community as a basis of the initial questionnaire,
a broader range of data could be collected but the depth for each of the answer collected was
less. A similar situation occurred in the detailed investigation of external hosting sites. The
basic sources of data were the presentation of the sites on the Internet, on site documentation
and the source code of the site. It was difficult to reach a more solid conclusion on the nature of
infrastructure and non-infrastructure sites as the rationale of the design of these sites seldom
was explicitly stated in the sources of data investigated.

Comments from some site

administrators from the confirmation process of the comparison tables were found to be
invaluable in understanding their rationale and thus conducting interviews may be a promising
direction to obtain such data. Nevertheless, due to the limitation of resources, the research had
to stop at this point. Therefore, the evaluation model, which was built on the data collected,
covered a broad range of topics. It would be desirable to cover each topic in depth, but it was
again the limitation of this study. This shortcoming definitely decreases usefulness of this
evaluation to the user.
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Another limitation is that the presentation also could not sufficiently represent the quantitative
data collected during the Delphi survey. It could be improved by modifying the source code of
WakkaWiki but again this is another area for further research. Moreover, only the developers
were the focus of the model of individual participation to a Free/Open Source community and
views from other stakeholders may not be collected.

As a summary, the research probably fulfilled its original purpose as an exploratory research.
Under this purpose, in-depth investigation was not the priority and therefore one of the obvious
limitations was the depth of the study. Nonetheless, the results of this research probably have
open ways to further studies.

9.3 Implications of the Findings – Free/Open Source as a Different
Paradigm
In this section, the results obtained will be further interpreted and related to literature and the
Free/Open Source phenomenon itself.

The proposition of Free/Open Source software

development process as a radically different method comparing with conventional software
engineering process (the Bazaar model) will be examined. The results of this examination will
then shed light on how the Free/Open Source phenomenon could be investigated and
understood.

At the commencement of this dissertation, the idea of using the metaphor of the Cathedral and
the Bazaar (Raymond 2000b) to demonstrate the differences between the traditional software
engineering approach and the Free/Open Source software development process was introduced.
What does the results of the Delphi survey imply on the nature of the Free/Open Source
software development process? Is it a radically different process, or it is just a change in some
of the parameters in managing a software project?
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Johnson (1999)

suggested that the metaphor referred to the waterfall model of software development process
(Royce 1970). This process starts from system requirements, software requirements, analysis,
program design, coding, to testing and operations. Several assumptions seemed to be made.
The requirement of the system was assumed to be relatively stable with clear purposes. Or in
short, order was expected in whole process and if something went wrong, for it to be pulled
back to order. As software development processes are seldom linear, a number of modifications
were added to the waterfall model to incorporate iterative elements. Nevertheless, the basic
assumption of orderliness still remained.

Another aspect is that process is the focus of the development and programmers are assumed to
be more or less obedient. They will still follow the process prescribed. An example of such
view can be found in the Capability Maturity Models (CMM) (Software Engineering Institute
2003a). These models were established to improve the quality of software produced. Three
dimensions were recognized, namely, process, technology and people, which would affect
quality. Process was chosen to be the key dimension (Bate et al. 1995). Even in the model that
is probably closest to individual programmers, the Personal Software Process (PSP)
(Humphrey 2000), the idea was to improve a programmer's performance by adopting certain
disciplines. Variables such as time, size of code written and defects were measured and fed
back to the programmers as well. The goal is to improve the overall productivity. Factors on
work environment and psychology of programmers were also addressed in the People
Capability Maturity Model (P-CMM) (Curtis, Hefley & Miller 1995) such as communication,
staffing, career development, managing performance and team building. Other materials have
also been written for managers to exploit these factors and maximise the motivations of
programmers (DeTienne, Smart & Jones 1995; Humphrey 1997; Whitehead 2001).

For
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example, from the book 'Managing Technical People' written by the founder and a fellow of
the Software Engineering Institute, Watts Humphrey (1997), much insightful advice on
managing programmers was given. Techniques such as recognition, delegation, and feedback
of performances were discussed. Nevertheless, the bottom line seems to be to meet the target
with the limited resources that a programmer has. The process dimension is probably placed in
a high priority than the human dimension.

Referring to the discussion of the Free/Open Source software development process, a number
of academics also proposed different models of the process (Aoki et al. 2001; Jorgensen 2001;
Nakakoji et al. 2002; Wu & Lin 2001). Some of these models even have similarities with the
waterfall model. On the other hand, Jones (2000) found difficulties in comparing conventional
software engineering with in Free/Open Source software development. He was originally
trying to investigate whether Brooks's law was proven wrong by the Free/Open Source software
development process. An obvious place to investigate was the schedules of software projects.
Then he found that the scheduling practices in the two processes were different and thus
difficult to use this method of comparison to draw conclusion on Brooks's law. An interviewee
in that article compared the flexibility in scheduling in Free/Open Source software development
with Michelangelo creating an artistic masterpiece. 49% of the participants in BCG Hacker
survey also agreed that programming was 'like composing poetry or music' (Lakhani et al.
2003). This confirms with one of the top agreed practices to be promoted – flexibility towards
volunteers (Q3.17).

Another difference could be that Free/Open Source was said to be 'very different from corporate
monocultures' (Q3.18). As a Free/Open Source project is run openly, it is then more possible to
encounter unexpected voices and even accidents. Considering Linux, the Free/Open Source
project 'par excellence', was named 'an accidental revolution' in a biography of Linus Torvalds
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(Torvalds & Diamond 2001). In fact, accidents are anticipated and welcomed. Raymond
(2000b) explained that Free/Open Source software may be used for purposes beyond its
original design. By communication with end-users, such unexpected needs can be heard and
accommodated. Fogel (1999) explained in a similar idea under the name of evolution-centered
design. The essence of this design is flexibility and comprehensibility so that the code-base can
be used and re-used to solve programs that one may not even expect. An example was that there
should not be an arbitrary length limit on an input stream. Without such limit, a data structure
that holds text strings can be used to hold binary graphic data instead. This approach in project
management is seldom heard in conventional software engineering practices. The process
dimension seems to take a lower priority.

As discussed above, in conventional software engineering, the process dimension is more
important than the people dimension. Techniques to motivate programmers were employed,
but the aim seems to be to maintain the process. According to research on motivation in work
(Herzberg, Mausner & Snyderman 1959) and also specific surveys in the field of information
technology (Couger 1988), the nature of work (originally called 'work itself' in the surveys) was
the among the top motivators. If a programmer who is not even happy with the nature of the job
of computer programming, he or she is unlikely to have the motivation to pursuit excellence or
enjoy the challenge of an aggressive schedule suggested by Humphrey (1997). In contrast,
most participants of Free/Open Source projects were found to be highly motivated due to the
love of programming.

Lakhani et al. (2003) surveyed 684 developers on SourceForge and

found 60% of the participants agreed that 'With one more hour in the day, I would spend it
programming'. Another survey by found that 80% of respondents participated in Free/Open
Source due to self-determination (Hars & Ou 2001). Flexibility in management (Q3.17) may
also increase the possibility in creating a win-win situation to achieve both the project goal and
personal goals of the developers. Keeping developers happy is one of the recommended
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practices (Q3.37). This practice of flexibility and emphasis on motivation of developers was
again reflected from the non-infrastructure FOSPHost from the detailed investigation. Again,
this is different from the traditional software development situation mentioned above where the
bottom line seems to be to a programmer has meet the project target with limited resources.

This difference in goal may cause different consequences to arise. Powell (2002) observed a
circumstance in the KDE project that the developers picked tasks that interested them and
'boring' tasks were accumulating as the project grew. On the other hand, motivation can also be
utilised to improve project efficiency. For example, Collab.Net is a company selling web-based
collaborative software development environments and consulting services inspired by
Free/Open Source software development processes. In this web-based environment, different
permissions can be assigned (Collab.Net 2003b). One application of this permission feature is
about protecting intellectual property of the company, but another use of this feature is not to
make all source code immediately available internally to employed developers. They had to
'earn' their right to access some of the source code, which creates an extra motivation system
(Carpenter 2001).

This is different from conventional practice as process, rather than

motivation, is emphasized (Robbins 2002).

When the consideration of the purpose of a software project becomes more diverse, how the
benefits a project is evaluated may also be changed. In a discussion on project failure on
Advogato, higb said:

'I consider my mpEDIT project to be dead, but it got to be one chapter in somebody's book, was
used in a college course, and was picked up briefly by the NCSA. Along the way it helped people
learn programming. Even if it never got to be a widely used tool, I count it as a measured success'.
(Advogato 2000c)
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The example may suggest a more comprehensive consideration of the benefits, rather than just
judging from the functionality and usability of software. Indeed, from the results of the survey,
a number of different values of software are obtained such as learning (Q3.6) and fun (Q3.37).

Other than qualitative arguments, there is quantitative evidence from empirical data that some
Free/Open Source Software can evolve differently from conventional closed source
development in the laws of software evolution (Scacchi 2003). During the investigation of
these discrepancies, Scacchi suggested that Free/Open Source software 'constitute a distinct
technological regime' (Scacchi 2003, p. 25). To understand the evolution process of Free/Open
Source software, alternative ontologies needed to be established. From the discussion above,
some important rules are different in the world of Free/Open Source software such as order,
project goals and motivation. Borrowing from science fiction or cosmological physics, there
may be many possible universes out there. The one that is familiar, software engineering, may
be only one of these many possibilities. Free/Open Source software development allows
developers to run project on their own terms, and thus it is possible to run software projects in
many different ways.

Within the results of the survey, embracing practice of software

engineering (Q3.8), aiming to produce useful software (Q1.36, Q3.6), seeking to reuse software
(Q3.5, Q3.7), reinforcing explicit roles in projects (Q3.9) and not including inexperienced
developers (Q1.28) are closer to conventional values in software engineering, but they
represent only a part of the opinion voiced. A number of different universes could be out there.

If the Free/Open Source phenomenon is really a collection of other universes, is there any
chance to find rules within them? Referring back to Jones' (2000) article on Brooks's law, he
seemed to suggest that conventional methods of measuring project progress such as schedule
comparison may not apply, but it did not prove or disprove the law. In contrast, the inclusion of
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an application of Brooks's law in project management within Red Hat seemed to suggest that
Brooks's law still holds. Another piece of evident is found when Mockus, Fielding & Herbsleb
(2002) compared two well-known Free/Open Source projects, Mozilla and Apache. They
found that Mozilla had a higher level of module interdependence comparing to Apache. A
larger core group for each module was thus needed and the speed of development was slower.
This may suggest a confirmation of Brooks's law rather than disproving it. If we refer back to
the metaphor, when one enters another universe, things may look chaotic, because some of the
laws of physics are different. Nonetheless, laws may still exist, and some may even be the same
as before, but others may be unknown to newcomers, as they bring the assumptions from the
previous universe. Similar in the study of Free/Open Source, when some of the ground rules
change, many questions that are not significant before needed to be asked and investigated.
Nevertheless, it is optimistic that rules can be found, as some rules may be still the same.

A few words need to be said on the arguments laid above. The arguments may seem to portray
a positive impression that Free/Open Source software development process is better than
traditional software development process. A number of arguments presented above can be
regarded as responses to the question, 'What works in Free/Open Source that fails in
Closed-Source?' With this assumption, the impression of the argument will probably be in
favour to Free/Open Source. It is common to find studies in success factors in success projects
such as Linux (Moon & Sproull 2000) Mozilla and Apache (Mockus, A., Fielding & Herbsleb
2002) but research on failure factors in failed projects are hard to find. One example of failure
is the number of abandoned projects on SourceForge. As discussed above, diversities exist in
Free/Open Source and it is not the author's intention to support sweeping statements such as 'the
Free/Open Source software development process is better'. More research is needed to define
and categorise different Free/Open Source projects, processes and developers. Then failure
factors can be probably more readily uncovered.
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Another impression that the argument above may portray is that Free/Open Source is
considerably different. This again is due to the question asked at the beginning that it is an
investigation of differences. Even with the source code freed/opened, it is possible to run the
project using the waterfall model. It is argued by Collab.Net (2003c) that the processes support
on a FOSPHost site can also support CMM goals (Though the original analysis is based on the
Closed-Source product of Collab.Net, SourceCast, which was inspired by FOSPHost sites,
many of the arguments in the paper referred can still apply to general FOSPHost sites). Saying
'Some of the Free/Open Source processes can be similar to traditional software development
process' is not a contradiction to the multiple universes metaphor. Particular types of Free/Open
Source universes may be close to the traditional universe that we are familiar with and other
Free/Open Source universes may be far away.

To conclude, one of the most agreed results from Delphi survey was the importance of
communication. It is not surprising as software is flexible in multiple dimensions and thus
software development is one of the most complicated human processes. In the Free/Open
Source communities, communication is even more essential as participants can come from a
diverse background with different purposes and styles. Mutual understanding can hardly be
achieved without some of the attitudes suggested such as tolerance (Q3.13), patience (Q3.13)
and listening to others (Q3.16). Maybe it is also time for academics to communicate more with
the communities and find out what the other universes look like. Existing knowledge from the
academic world is probably useful to the Free/Open Source communities (for example Wilson
(1999) stressed the important of design and good practices in programming, not heroic stories
of bug eradication at 2:00 a.m.), but the context of how it can be applied needs further
exploration to ensure relevancy.
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9.4 Summary of Chapter Nine
In this chapter, the overall quality of the evaluation was assessed. The utility dimension was
probably the most popular dimension of the four. Other limitations of the research were
identified as well. The result of the research was further interpreted to contribute to the
discussion of the nature of the Free/Open Source phenomenon.

In the next chapter, the summary of the dissertation will be presented. Areas for further
research with suggestions to potential methodologies and methods will be explored. Finally,
the possible future of software industry and how the results of this research may be even more
important in such context will be discussed.

Chapter 10
Conclusion

10.1

Introduction

In this chapter, a summary of the findings of this study will be presented. The contributions of
the findings to the body of knowledge will be discussed. Further research on both the specific
area of FOSPHost and the general area of the Free/Open Source phenomenon will be suggested.
Research methodologies and methods will be suggested for further investigation of the general
area of the Free/Open Source phenomenon. Based on 'futurological' academic writings and
economic analysis, the possible future of the software industry will be projected and the
potential contributions of the findings will be discussed.

10.2

Summary of Findings

The summary of the findings from frameworks developed to the evaluation model built will be
presented below. The contributions of knowledge of the findings will also be discussed.

Recalling the objectives of the research are 'discovering the areas relevant to the topic of
FOSPHost and establishing the boundaries for data collection. Analytical frameworks will be
built from literature as a starting point for investigation. Important issues in the design and
employment of FOSPHost sites will then be obtained. The findings will be presented in an
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evaluation format available on the Internet.' Following these objectives, the research question
and sub-questions formulated are:
'How to construct an evaluation model for a FOSPHost site?'

And the research sub-questions are:
1.

What relevant analytical frameworks can be built to facilitate the investigation of the
design and deployment of FOSPHost?

2.

What are the important factors in FOSPHost design and deployment from data collection?

3.

How to build an evaluation model from these important factors in FOSPHost?

How the result of this research responded to above sub-questions will be presented in the
following sub-sections.

10.2.1 The Model of Individual Participation to a Free/Open Source
Community and Software Evaluation Classification
At the beginning of this research project, the most influential explanation to the Free/Open
Source phenomenon was the Bazaar model. As argued in sub-section 2.3, the model by itself
did not provide enough details to explain the inner workings of the phenomenon. The model of
individual participation to a Free/Open Source community was thus devised to establish
important aspects within a Free/Open Source community, namely communication,
contributions, co-ordination and culture. Essential elements such as motivations, barriers,
positive and negative results from the developers' viewpoint were also included. This model
were compared with four other models and found to be a suitable framework for research in
FOSPHost. This was the response to research sub-question number 1.

The study is also about evaluation and thus the methods employed in software evaluation were
reviewed. Two separate software evaluation approaches were identified, namely software
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evaluation during development and software product evaluation, which were usually employed
by the development team and the users of the software respectively. As in the situation of
Free/Open Source, though the users of the software may not also be the developers, the
developers of the software are probably the users. Moreover, the developers were usually quite
accessible to the users as well. Therefore, the two approaches were merged to become a new
evaluation classification framework, which includes the evaluation of intrinsic, utility, usability
and context qualities of the software. This framework laid the foundation for the response to
research question number 3.

The research was then built on these two frameworks for further investigation and data
collection.

10.2.2 Delphi Survey
One of the major data collections was conducted through an online Delphi survey. A total of 32
experts participated in 3 rounds of Delphi survey and the validity of the survey was acceptable.
61 agreed statements and 65 controversial statements were obtained. The software evaluation
classification was found to be useful in analysing the agreed statements. Recommendations in
all four software evaluation categories were found. For the controversial statements, four
themes were developed, namely 'We love freedom, but how far can it go?', 'What characteristics
are admirable in source code?', 'What is a worthy motivation?' and 'Important but not urgent
tasks'. These themes suggested that there were diverse views in some practices on FOSPHost
sites.

The

data

collected

was

available

on

the

Internet

at

http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/IFHOSP/ibibliologo.htm?URL=index.html. The result of the
Delphi survey was a part of the response to research question number 2.

10.2.3 Detailed investigation
Though the agreed statements collected covered all four software evaluation qualities, the
amount of data collected on utility was less than expected. A detailed investigation on external
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hosting sites was then conducted. Ten sites were examined and compared based on their
backgrounds, features and policies. The classification of infrastructure and non-infrastructure
FOSPHost sites was suggested and diversity was likely found in from the analysis of data
obtained using this classification. The result of the detailed investigation enriched the response
to research question number 2.

10.2.4 Evaluation Model
Based on the data collection from the Delphi survey and the detailed investigation, an
evaluation model was constructed. From the nature of the two different data sources, a
checklist with qualitative answers was chosen for the presentation of Delphi survey results and
a modified weighed scale checklist for detailed investigation results. The evaluation model was
implemented as a web site using WakkaWiki (Mans 2003), PHP and MySQL. The evaluation is
available at http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/wakka/EvaluateFOSPHost. This model was built
as the response to research question number 3 and subsequently to the overall research
question.

10.2.5 Contributions of the Findings
This research is one of the earliest comprehensive investigations on the topic of FOSPHost. It
is not uncommon to find research on a specific tool available on FOSPHost sites such as source
code repositories (Asklund & Bendix 2002; MacDonald, Hilfinger & Semenzato 1998; Shapiro
& Vanderburgh 2002a; Shapiro, Vanderburgh & Lloyd 2003; van der Hoek 2000) or on
SourceForge statistics (Crowston & Scozzi 2002; Hunt & Johnson 2002; Kienzle 2001;
Krishnamurthy 2002; Lakhani et al. 2003). Nevertheless, a comprehensive study on the topic
of FOSPHost is seldom found. The scope of this research ranged from the actual tools provided
to the culture and work practices on FOSPHost sites. Views from the administration of the
FOSPHost sites as well as issues from the context of usage of the users were included. An
exploratory study that covered a similar topic with a scope of similar size was rare. This study
likely contributed to the body of knowledge in the area of FOSPHost.
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Though there were limitations to this study (which was discussed in the previous chapter), the
first contribution of this research is to give the readers and the stakeholders of FOSPHost sites
preliminary ideas but with known source and validity on what FOSPHost sites are and how they
work. This then may lead to the next contribution to the understanding of Free/Open Source
communities and the whole Free/Open Source phenomenon. The final products of this research
are also freely and openly available on the Internet for dissemination of these findings.

Other than its results, this research also established sound frameworks such as the model of
individual participation to a Free/Open Source community and the software evaluation
classification. Smaller but also important classifications such as self-hosting and external
hosting FOSPHost sites and infrastructure and non-infrastructure FOSPHost sites were also
devised for the analysis of the topic of FOSPHost. All these can be promising tools for the
research in the area of Free/Open Source.

10.4

Further Research

In this section, areas for further research will be suggested. The areas for further research in the
specific topic of FOSPHost and also the further development of the model of individual
participation to a Free/Open Source community will be presented first. Based on the discussion
above on the diversity of Free/Open Source communities, potential methodologies and methods
will be recommended for further research in the broader context of the Free/Open Source
phenomenon.

10.4.1 Further Research on FOSPHost
Within the scope of FOSPHost sites, basic utilities of different external hosting sites were
investigated and compared. An overall picture of recommended practices was also obtained
from the Delphi survey. Nevertheless, there are more areas that can be further investigated.
The detailed investigation on FOSPHost sites was focussed on the functionalities of external
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hosting sites. More detailed investigation into individual important tools such as source code
repositories and tracker systems can be done. The usability of each tools and the overall
FOSPHost site can be evaluated. The results obtained from the Delphi survey did contain
opinions on intrinsic and context qualities of FOSPHost sites. Nonetheless, as the emphasis of
Delphi survey was more on breadth and less on depth, more in-depth studies can be done on
these areas. A number of possible methods of evaluation in these areas are also suggested in the
literature on software evaluation in sub-section 5.3.1. The characteristics of infrastructure and
non-infrastructure sites can be further investigated using methods such as interviews too.
Moreover, details of other possible methodologies and methods will also be discussed below.

Other than external hosting sites, self-hosting sites such as the Mozilla project (Reis & Fortes
2002; The Mozilla Organization 2003b) can be examined. The effect of employing tools hosted
on different sites rather than one centralised site can also be explored. Moreover, employment
of FOSPHost sites in corporate situations is also an interesting and practical area for research.
Some literature on this topic is already available (Derome & Huang 2003; Fink 2003;
O'Mahony 2003).

Another possible area for further research is to improve the evaluation model. As discussed
above, it could be difficult to present the quantitative data collection in the Delphi survey using
the current WakkaWiki interface. This interface can be adjusted by altering the source code of
the WakkaWiki.

On the other hand, a more fundamental review can be performed on the evaluation model.
Quoting from Breakwell & Millward on the definition of evaluation methods (1995, p. 2):

Evaluation methods are distinguishable from other research methods in terms of their purpose,
which is to establish whether specified activities, systems and physical arrangements are effective.
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They are used to assess how far certain provisions, practices or procedures (what might be called
'the three Ps') are actually achieving the objectives set for them. Evaluations may, on occasion, go
further and attempt to establish why objectives are not achieved by the three Ps.

Therefore, the breath and depth of evaluation can be substantially broadened.

This variety in evaluation methods can also be showed from a preliminary literature review.
Breakwell & Millward (1995) also suggested five subjects of evaluation, namely activity,
personnel, provision of resources, organisational structure and objectives.

From an

organizational point of view, evaluation can be classified by the agent who conducts the
assessment, namely internal-external, invited-imposed and participatory and non-participatory
(Breakwell & Millward 1995). In addition, Owen & Rogers (1999) suggested that different
evaluation approaches can be employed at different stages of the execution of a project, namely
proactive (before execution), clarificative (during execution), interactive (during execution),
monitoring (during execution) and impact (after execution). Wadsworth (1997) also compiled a
list of more that 80 different philosophies, models and techniques in evaluation.

The evaluation model developed in this research was based on software evaluation. Though
FOSPHost sites are very much software driven, they are also providing a service operated by
the administrators of the sites. Extension to the definition of intrinsic was already required to
accommodation this service aspect of FOSPHost sites. Some of the approaches and techniques
suggested above may be relevant to the evaluation of FOSPHost sites and improvements can be
made.

After the discussion of the further research on the topic of FOSPHost, it is also possible to
further develop the underlying model used to study FOSPHost - the model of individual
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participation to a Free/Open Source community. More knowledge on the details of each aspect
of the model is obtained from the data collection processes in this research, and other literature
and research since the conception of the model in late 2000.

This knowledge can be

incorporated into the content of the model with the specification that whether the content is
generally applicable to most Free/Open Source communities or just to a particular group of
communities in order to preserve the flexibility of the model.

Other than aggregating

knowledge that is currently available, more research could be conducted to conduct more data
especially in the area of contributions and negative results of participation of a FOSPHost site.
The structure of the model can be further expanded to include other stakeholders such as user
communities, commercial organizations, and the non-commercial organizations that managed
Free/Open Source projects (Feller & Fitzgerald 2002). Effects of the community on the
intermediate environment and global society (Romm, Pliskin & Clarke 1997) can also be
incorporated.

10.4.2 Further Research on the Broader Context of the Free/Open
Source Phenomenon
After the discussion of possible areas for further research on FOSPHost, possible directions for
research in the broader context of the Free/Open Source phenomenon will be proposed.
Relevant methodologies and methods will also be suggested.

From the discussion above, there was considerable diversity in the different practices adopted
in the Free/Open Source communities. The metaphor of alternative universes was used to
illustrate this situation. Laws in the Free/Open Source communities may exist, but where can
one find them? One of the differences mentioned above between conventional software
engineering process and Free/Open Source software development process is personal
motivations. Therefore, one of the possible points of entry for research is personal factors.
Feller & Fitzgerald (2002) created an extensive list of motivations of individuals, organizations
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and communities in three levels, namely technological, economic and socio-political context.
Lakini et al. (2003) surveyed and categorised four types of motivations - 'learning &
simulations', 'hobbyists', 'professionals' (do it for work reasons) and 'community believers'.
Hertel, Niedner & Herrmann (2002) surveyed the Linux kernel mailing list and compared the
motivations of the participants with general motivation model such as 'Extended Klandermans
Model' and found it to be similar. The results of from the Delphi survey also found different
purposed and styles among participants. Nevertheless, there are few researches on the process
from motivation to participation, the course of participation and the consequential positive and
negative results.

For example, if someone was motivated to contribute to the Linux kernel, where would one
start? Did one start from subscribing to the Linux kernel mailing list and have one's mailbox
flooded with email from the list? (It was quite common to have more than 7000 messages per
month (Linux Kernel Mailing List 2003)) Or did he/she just track down issues at kernel traffic
(Brown et al. 2003)? Did one overcome the barrier and learn about the norm of the group just
by reading about the mailing list, or did one attend a local LUG (Linux User Group) and learn
from experienced participants? He or she probably downloaded, changed, compiled and tested
the latest version of the kernel. What level of skill was required? How did one come to the
understanding of the process of submitting a patch starting from the command diff and patch to
the lieutenant organization structure of Linux kernel development? The questions asked above
are related to one of the most complicated form of participation in the community – code
submission. Other forms of participation, for example, testing and bug submission, may be less
involved. Nevertheless, these questions just touch on the surface of what is required to portray
a picture of a personal process of participation. More research is probably needed.
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One may argue that this kind of investigation neither formed any generalisation, nor proved any
causal relationship within the system. Recalling the suggestion by Neuman, Bondy & Knight
(2003) data from exploratory and descriptive research were needed before carrying out
exploratory research. Without a solid understanding of the background of the topic, the
possibility of discovering relationships may decrease and proposing causal relationships
between unrelated or partially related variables may increase. For example, Crowston & Scozzi
(2002) tried to verify the competency rally theory using the data from SourceForge. With only
numeric data and discrete categories (such as alpha, beta, … , mature) on a set of
non-modifiable variable, according to the authors, the validity of the verification was low.
(This is not a criticism on the authors' lack of understanding of different factors and underlying
process, as the authors were aware of them in the discussion of the limitations of the research.
This is only a demonstration of the effect of a limited data set.) To conclude, a better
understanding of factors and underlying processes will lay the groundwork for theory building
in the research of the Free/Open Source phenomenon. One of possible directions is to
investigate personal factors and processes.

Another advantage in studying personal factors that is the understanding of personal factors
might assist in the measurement of project success. As argued above, personal success can be
an influential factor in project success. Nevertheless, in most Free/Open Source software
development research, success is still measured in the traditional ways. For example, in a
number of SourceForge statistics analyses (Crowston & Scozzi 2002; Hunt & Johnson 2002;
Kienzle 2001; Krishnamurthy 2002), information such as maturity, activity rate and number of
downloads were used to define success. In contrast, a research done by Kienzle on variety
aspects of Free/Open Source software project success also included a list of personal
success/outcomes (Advogato 2002a). This can be another direction for further investigation.
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(To do justice to the research mentioned, factors such as maturity were chosen probably due to
the availability of the statistics. The researchers may be aware of other factors of success.)

After the discussion of personal factors, the developers participate not in vacuum but against a
specific backdrop - the culture and work practices of a particular community. According to
Elliott and Scacchi (2003, p. 66), 'the fruition and persistence of rich cultural beliefs and values
in the work itself' can be one of the important factors of a successful Free/Open Source online
community. The culture and work practices are an important context for the investigation of
participation.

After considerations of possible areas for investigation, methodologies and methods of
investigation in the Free/Open Source phenomenon can be examined based on previous
discussions. More focus will be placed on potential methodologies and methods that can
possibly discover rules in alternative universes.

In order to study personal factors and culture, several methodologies can be considered.
Phenomenology (Garfinkel 1967; Gubrium & Holestein 2000) is a methodology that deals the
study of subjective beliefs and values. Ethnomethodology (Gubrium & Holestein 2000; Schutz
1972), while related to phenomenology, put more emphasis on the interaction between
individuals and the discovering social orders of the community. Both methodologies require
the researcher to suspend his or her own value system and investigate the phenomenon as it is.
If the Free/Open Source phenomenon really contains alternative universes, this practice of
suspension of value system may be helpful in situations where social rules are not familiar to
the researcher. Only a few studies employed these methodologies (Lawrie, Arief & Gacek 2002;
Ratto 2003) and their potential is yet to be explored. Another methodology employed for
investigation in related areas was ethnography (Tedlock 2000). An example of the applications
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of this methodology was by Scacchi (2002) on the development of requirement of Free/Open
Source software systems. And the research by Elliott & Scacchi (2003) mentioned above
employed ethnography coupled with grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss 1967; Strauss &
Corbin 1990) to study the culture of a Free/Open Source community and interesting results
were obtained.

In terms of research methods, protocol analysis (Ericsson & Simon 1993) is probably a method
with potential but seldom employed.

Referring to studies on the design processes of

mechanical engineers, Waldron & Waldron (1996) suggested a number of methods including
interviews, protocol analysis (Ericsson & Simon 1993) and case study.

One of the

lesser-known methods out of the three is protocol analysis and it will be explained briefly
below.

'A protocol is defined as a description of the activities (ordered in time) in which a subject
engages while performing a task.' (Waldron & Waldron 1996, p. 24). The method of protocol
analysis is to collect and analyse the protocols obtained. Several methods are available to
collect data on protocols. One of them is the verbal or think-aloud protocols. The designer is
required to speak out relevant information about the design during the design process without
the researcher's intervention. Another method is called discussion protocols. This method is
usually applied in group design by recording the discussion. Another method is called the
depositional method where the designer is not required to speak aloud but to explain the design
process at convenient intervals. The researcher can also ask questions during the process when
the designer forget to explain. The benefit of protocol analysis is the richness of the data
obtained (Waldron & Waldron 1996).
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Referring to literature, methods such as interviews (Asklund & Bendix 2002; Jorgensen 2001;
Kuwabara 2000; Yamauchi et al. 2000) and case studies (Aoki et al. 2001; Kenwood 2001;
Mockus, A., Fielding & Herbsleb 2002; Moon & Sproull 2000) were employed in different
studies in Free/Open Source. Nonetheless, protocol analysis is seldom used. Obviously,
studies of mailing lists and IRC records may coincide with some of the practices of protocol
analysis such as discussion protocols. Nevertheless, a complete adoption of this methodology
may be worth trying. The advantage of using protocol analysis is that the richness of the data
obtained is high and thus the Free/Open Source phenomenon can be studied based on empirical
data with fine details that may be crucial to the discovery of unknown laws. One drawback of
this methodology can be a high level of cooperation is required with the designer(s) involved.
With the future mass adoption of video conferencing equipment, video analysis of design
process may be also possible. (The application of protocol analysis to the study of the
Free/Open Source phenomenon was actually first suggested by Professor Paula Swatman in
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in August 2000 together with the Delphi survey
method. Delphi survey was adopted consequently in this research while protocol analysis was
dropped due to drawbacks suggested by others.)

Scacchi (2003) also suggested that borrowing from biological evolutionary research, the
method of taxonomic analyses, phylogentic analyses and software systematics may help in the
research of Free/Open Source software. Other analysis techniques may also be relevant.
Nevertheless, analysis techniques usually require empirical data, in this case, from the
Free/Open Source communities. The methods discussed above such as interviews, case study
and protocol analysis are possible choices for obtaining data for such analysis together with
code analyses. By employing these methods, it is possible to establish a firm basis for rigid
research on the phenomenon of Free/Open Source.
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One reason for conducting research in Free/Open Source may be the differences with
conventional practices and beliefs in respect of software development, but when we look into
the future of Free/Open Source, several benefits may be obtained. The availability of the data
provided by the Free/Open Source communities is one of them. Scacchi (2003) suggested that
data for Free/Open Source software projects are more readily available than Closed-Source
commercial projects as it depend on the willingness of those company to disclose relevant data.
Thus, research using Free/Open Source data may prevail in the future. Not only is the
availability an advantage, the diversity of these projects is also favourable for research (So,
Thomas & Zadeh 2002). A greater diversity in projects may imply more variables on the
different aspects of these projects can be analysed and more theories can be built. It is also
possible that some fundamental laws in all universes (principles that are applicable for all
projects) can be discovered. Laws in another universe can also inform alternate practices in this
universe (for example, 'Why Not Improve Coordination in Distributed Software Development
by Stealing Good Ideas from Open Source?' by Mockus, Audris & Herbsleb (2002)) and the
possibility of mixed universes can also be explored (for example, 'A Framework for Creating
Hybrid-OSS Communities' by Sharma, Sugumaran & Rajagopalan (2002)).

In this section, possible directions of research on FOSPHost, personal factors and culture of
communities were recommended together with relevant methodologies and methods. The
future potential of the research in Free/Open Source was predicted to be positive.

10.5

Possible Future of the Software Industry and the Potential

Applications of the Findings
Relevancy of the findings to the current situation of the Free/Open Source phenomenon and
areas for further research were presented in the previous sections. In order to fully evaluate the
significance of this research and potential of further research, future trends need to be explored.
In order to look into the future, a brief history of software will be reviewed first and four future
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trends will be introduced.

The implications of these trends to the Free/Open Source

phenomenon and the potential applications of the findings of this study will then be discussed.

A substantial amount of research was done that led to the invention of computer and the Internet,
and a considerable amount of early research work in computers and the Internet was funded by
military organizations (Gromov 2002; IEEE Computer Society 2002; The Computer Museum
History Center). Therefore, it can be argued that at the beginning computers and the Internet
were devised and controlled by organizations with a more centralised structure. There was little
distinction of roles in computer related staff – they just had to make it work and almost all of
them were technically knowledgeable. Moreover, software was usually written for a particular
organization for a specific purpose.

As computer systems became more complex and more people were involved, operators of
computer programs were no longer programmers themselves. From the discussion of the origin
of usability and HCI in sub-section 5.3.1.2, these topics became important as operators became
less and less technical capable. The importance of usability increased even more as personal
computer became more popular and some users might know nothing about computers before
(Lindgaard 1994). COTS software was an obvious example. This situation of separation of
producers and consumers of software was also reflected in the evaluation classification for
software proposed in sub-section 5.3.1. There were two categories, intrinsic and context, which
were closer related to producers of software and users respectively. Moreover, software
companies would usually want to create software that can be used by a group of users with
similar needs, so that more copies can be sold. In other words, software was created for a
problem domain, not just for solving a particular problem. This is probably a fair description of
the current software industry.
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After a brief review of the history of software, what will the future of the Free/Open Source
phenomenon be? It is possible to extrapolate first by studying general future trends suggested
by futuristic writers and then deduces the possible effects that the Free/Open Source
phenomenon may have.

Four trends will be discussed below, namely prosumption,

Internetworking between organizations, globalisation and market segmentation.

Futuristic writers such as Toffler (1981) and Tapscott (1996) suggested that prosumption, the
combination of producers and consumers, may be a possible trend. Toffler (1981) explained
that before the industrial revolution, most people were farmers and they consumed what they
grew.

Selling goods from producers to consumers was a relatively infrequent activity.

Nevertheless, when the industrial revolution arrived, production was modernised and producers
of goods and consumers of goods were usually two separate groups of people. Toffler observed
trends in contemporary economy that more products employed models such as self-help,
self-service or DIY to give consumers more power in self-determination. Tapscott (1996) also
quoted the example from the Chrysler automobile company that customers could made special
orders to tailor-made cars (with limitations, of course).

The Free/Open Source phenomenon matched the prosumption concept stated above.
Raymond's (2000b) suggested that one of the important motivations of Free/Open Source
developers is "scratching one's itch". The availability of source code also allows users to
customise the software or even contribute back to the community. In this case, the line between
producers and consumers disappears. Therefore, on the one hand, the Free/Open Source
phenomenon is not a particularly distinct wonder but it is just another example of the trend of
prosumption. On the other hand, unlike automobiles, many types of software can now be
created from ground up by personal computers and the extensive distribution of such computers
means that most people can become potential producers. (Of course, some specialised software
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still requires expensive hardware and expertise.) Therefore, the flexibility that a software
consumer can acquire is greater than an automobile consumer and we are just beginning to see
the manifestation of such power.

The next trend to be discussed is globalisation (Castells 2000; Tapscott 1996). This means that
the interaction between the people in different parts of the world will increase. Miller (2003)
suggested that personal computers will be further adopted globally and more people will
become computer literate. The supply of programmers from different countries through the
Internet will hence increase in quantity as well as in quality in the future. Therefore, more
potential contributors will be available in the future for the Free/Open Source communities.
From the Delphi survey results, FOSPHost sites enable distributed software development for
developers from different geographic locations (Q1.1 & Q6.6). Therefore, as the trend of
globalisation continues, the reliance on collaboration tools such as FOSPHost sites will
increase.

Another trend that was closely related to globalisation was the Internetworking within and
between organizations (Castells 2000; Tapscott 1996). The examples quoted by the two authors
were usually business related, but Free/Open Source provided an unexpected collaboration
between the commercial and non-commercial worlds. IBM, HP and Sun Microsystems all
employed Linux in some of them products. This type of collaboration was new and sometimes
conflicts can arise (O'Mahony 2003; Stark 2003). Even businesses that did not deal with
Free/Open Source foundations or communities employed Free/Open Source methodology and
FOSPHost sites as a paradigm for Internetworking within and between organizations (Derome
& Huang 2003). Indeed, from the Delphi survey results, FOSPHost sites could facilitate and
enhance communication for commercial and non-commercial producers, consumers and other
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stakeholders (Q1.3, Q1.4, Q1.5 & Q6.2), if run properly. Therefore, the study of FOSPHost as
a communicative and collaborative tool may be even more significant.

The last trend for discussion is market segmentation. McCraw & Tedlow (1997) suggested a
model of the three phases of marketing, namely fragmentation, unification and segmentation.
The first stage is fragmentation, which occurs in the early stage of developing a new type of
products, such as automobiles or computers.

There were many independent producers

manufacturing different products with a similar concept.

None of them yet becomes

well-known or the leader of the market. The volume of production for each of the producers is
relatively low and the margins and prices are high. The next stage is unification, where only
one player will become the brand of the product. The volume of production of this company is
high. Though the margin and price for the product is lower than in the fragmentation stage, the
profit can be enormous as the company captured the majority of the market share. In the third
stage, segmentation, products were designed to target different needs and aspirations of the
perspective consumers. Comparing this model with the development of the software market,
Microsoft is probably a sign of the unification stage. Nevertheless, the rise of Free/Open
Source operating systems may suggest a transition to the segmentation stage. In fact, though
Linux is the most famous Free/Open Source operating system, there are others such as
FreeBSD, NetBSD and OpenBSD. There is not just one desktop environment but also
GNOME, GNUStep, KDE, Xfce and others. Segmentation can be based on functionalities. For
example, OpenBSD is focused on security. Nevertheless, it can be observed that sometimes
segmentation is due to ideology, such as KDE and GNOME. From the discussion of diversity
in the sub-section 9.3, developers may come from different backgrounds, with different
personal factors and needs. Such differences may be manifested in different work practices and
culture in the different development community. A variety of software may thus be developed.
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Intrinsic qualities of software will then be the important factors for differentiating between
segments.

If there is a transition of the market from unification to segmentation, consumers may find the
situation chaotic as their choices diversifies. The evaluation of software will thus become an
even more important method to distinguish the similarities and differences of software. The
software evaluation classification proposed in this research could possibly provide a more
comprehensive model that is suitable to the evaluation of Free/Open Source software. When an
organization acquires a piece of software, it can be the beginning of a relationship with the
Free/Open Source community that produces it.

As mentioned in the discussion

Internetworking between organization above, there could be conflicts between commercial and
Free/Open Source communities (O'Mahony 2003; Stark 2003). One possible cause of conflicts
is the mismatch between the culture and work practices of the Free/Open Source communities
(intrinsic) and the commercial organization (context). As these factors are already accounted
for in the software evaluation classification proposed, it has a good potential to produce useful
analysis on Free/Open Source software.

There are some comments to the futuristic extrapolation above. One comment is that the
discussion above is in no way comprehensive. Relevant trends such as molecularization and
disintermediation (Tapscott 1996) are not mentioned. Only the most relevant trends are
elaborated due to the limitations of this dissertation.

Another comment is that all the trends suggested are in favour of the growth and expansion of
the Free/Open Source phenomenon. It will then be beneficial to present some trends that do not
encourage this growth. A current threat at the moment when this document is composed is the
legal battle between SCO and IBM on the intellectual property of Linux (The SCO Group 2003).
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Many were not confident of SCO winning, but even if SCO loses the case, the topic of
intellectual property will still probably be a threat until the legal system catches up with this
new frontier of the Internet (Barlow 1993). Nonetheless, a more possible threat from the inside
was suggested by Raymond (2003) - the elitist attitude of Free/Open Source communities. This
attitude may have the potential to keep the culture as a minority.

To conclude, a number of general future trends are in favour of the growth and expansion of the
Free/Open source phenomenon and FOSPHost will probably remain an important topic. The
software evaluation classification developed in this research also may provide a useful basis for
software analysis in the segmented software market.
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Appendix B Licenses of Different Portions of the Dissertation
and Other Copyright Issues
As a substantial part of the data was collected from Free/Open Source communities that have a
strong culture of sharing, it is appropriate to make this research available to the public as well
under a license that encourage sharing. The general principle for licensing of this dissertation is
that body will be licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs
v2.5 License (CC) and the source code written in this research is licensed under the General
Public License v2.0 (GPL).

The author is not an expert in licenses and CC and GPL were chosen partly because they were
commonly used. Creative Common is a well-known organization for providing flexible
protection on copyright and GPL was the most commonly used license for source code. These
licenses are enclosed below. This dissertation was formerly released under OpenContent
License v1.0 (OPL), which is now obsoleted by CC.

There are some minor issues worth mentioning. The content of the comparison table of the
external hosting FOSPHost sites was released into public domain as well as licensed under CC
as the content of this dissertation so that more flexibility was given to the usage of the content.

Another issue is that permission may be required to include the quoted the diagrams and tables
in this dissertation for digital dissemination under CC. Though these diagrams and tables
quoted from other sources can be included in the physical copy of the dissertation based on the
principle of fair use (Stanford University 2003) or fair dealing (Queensland University of
Technology Division of Information and Academic Services 2003; Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology 2004), the rules for digital dissemination are different and the author will ask for
permission after the examination of this dissertation. The author would like to ask for the
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co-operation of the readers not to distribute the digital format of this dissertation on the
CD-ROM. The author will make a digital copy of this dissertation with the authorised diagrams
and tables only available to the public on the Internet later.

Another copyright issue is trademark acknowledgement. A list of trademarks appeared in the
dissertation is provided below.

Apache

Trademark of the Apache Software Foundation

Bugzilla

Trademark of the Mozilla Organization

Capability Maturity Models

Registered trademark of Software Engineering Institute

(CMM)
Chrysler

DaimlerChrysler

CollabNet

Registered trademarks of CollabNet, Inc.

FreeBSD

Registered trademark of Wind River Systems, Inc.

GNOME

Trademark of the GNOME Foundation

Java

Trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Javascript

Trademark of Netscape Communications Corporation

JavaServer Pages

Trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

JavaServer Pages (JSP)

Trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Linux

Trademark of Linus Torvalds

Microsoft

Trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Microsoft Windows

Trademark of Microsoft Corporation

Mozilla

Trademark of the Mozilla Organization

MySQL

MySQL AB

NetBeans

Registered trademark of NetBeans Corporation

NetBSD

Trademark of the NetBSD Foundation

Netscape

Trademark of Netscape Communications Corporation

Novell

Trademark of Novell, Inc.

Personal Software Process (PSP)

Service Mark of Software Engineering Institute

Portable Document Format (PDF) Trademark of Adobe Corporation
PostgreSQL

Trademark of the PostgreSQL Global Development Group

SCO

Trademark of the SCO Group
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Trademark of Netscape Communications Corporation

SourceCast

Registered trademarks of CollabNet, Inc.

SourceForge

Trademark of VA Software

Sun

Trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Sun Microsystems

Trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Sun Site

Trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Team Software Process (TSP)

Service Mark of Software Engineering Institute

UNIX

Registered trademarks of X/Open Company Limited

VA Software

Trademark of VA Software
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For more details on the legal code (full license) and disclaimer, please refer to
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.5/deed.en

Appendix C Content of Enclosed CD-ROM
As CD-recording technology is commonly adopted, a part of the content of the appendices is
also recorded in CD-ROM format to be more environmental-friendly and reduce the weight of
this dissertation. Moreover, extra functionalities can be provided in some of the content such as
the copy of dissertation in PDF format and the hyper-linked presentation of the Delphi survey
results in digital format. The content in the CD-ROM is listed below.

Content

Directory/File

PDF Version of Dissertation

/eval_fosphost.pdf

Delphi Survey Result

/Delphi/result/index.html

Capture of the Evaluation Model on the WakkaWikki /wakka_pages_capture/index.html
Source Code of Delphi and Database Dump

/Delphi

Source Code of Evaluation and Database Dump

/eval_code

For convenience sake, introductory information for Delphi survey results, capture of the
evaluation model on the WakkaWikki, source code of Delphi and Database dump and source
code of Evaluation and Database dump are included in appendices G, H, I and J respectively.

Appendix D Jane Jacob's Systems of Survival
Jane Jacob suggested that there were two systems of morality that a society can become
sustainable (Jacobs 1993). They were called systems of survival. One of them was named
commercial moral syndrome and the other guardian moral syndrome.

Any society has to adopt morality such as cooperation, courage, moderation, mercy, common
sense, foresight, judgment, competence, perseverance, faith, energy, patience, wisdom in order
to survive. Nonetheless, there are also two systems of opposite morality that a society could
adopt. These are the commercial and guardian moral syndromes and the details of each
syndrome are listed below (Table D-1):

Table D-1 Commercial and Guardian Moral Syndromes (Jacobs 1993, pp. 23-4)
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Two syndromes were proposed based on the observation that human could adopt animal like
terrestrial behaviour in building society, which was represented by the guardian moral
syndrome. In contrast, unlike animals, human could exchange possession and doing trading,
which was represented by the commercial moral syndrome.

In the context of this research, opinion collected from participants in Delphi survey indicated
that commercial moral syndrome was the favourable syndrome to be promoted in a FOSPHost
site. This opinion may be a potential area of research.

Appendix E Susceptibility of Average and Variance
In the Delphi survey, both average and variance were employed to process the data. One may
ask the question as the number of participants in a Delphi survey is not too big, if there is one
more participants giving responses, how much change will there be in the result. Moreover,
will the change in variance be larger than the change in average? The conclusion can be
deduced algebraically from basic definitions of average and variance.
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If we assume that n is big then n≈n+1 and 2(n+1)≈2n+1:
≈

( )

xn2+1 − 2 x xn +1 + 2 x 2 − x 2
(n + 1)

2
(
xn +1 − x ) − ((x 2 ) − x 2 )
=
(n + 1)

(Eq. E-2)

Comparing the differences in average and variance, the term xn +1 − x exists in both differences.
Nevertheless, in variance, it is squared. Therefore, this squared term in the difference in
variance will always be greater than the term in the difference in average. On the other hand,

( )

we know that x 2 − x 2 is the original variance and cannot be negative. Therefore, if the
original variance is large and the term xn +1 − x is large, the effect may cancel out, but the term
xn +1 − x is close to zero, the new variance will decrease in value. As we do not know the
distribution of the response, further derivation is difficult. Therefore, there is no conclusion
that difference in average is always smaller to the difference in variance or vice versa.

Appendix F Software Configuration System and Source Code
Repository
From the Delphi survey and the Free Software Engineering Survey (Reis 2002a), source code
repositories were the most essential tools of a FOSPHost site. One of the corresponding studies
of source code repositories in software engineering is software configuration system (SCM).
Both of the above topics are important, but as there should be only one central argument for a
dissertation, information on these two topics are included as an appendix. Relevant literature
will be reviewed on software configuration system and background, features and limitations of
CVS will be presented below. Other related source code repositories would be introduced as
well.

F.1 Historical Influences
At least two historical developments are relevant to the design of commonly used source code
repositories, namely the development of the discipline of software configuration management
and hacker culture.

The discipline of SCM was a branch of configuration management (CM), which could be traced
back for about 50 years. This method was initially applied to management engineering
drawings in hardware engineering processes (Buckley 1996). As more products included
software as one of its components, the discipline of software configuration management was
formed.

The formal definition of a configuration item is 'a collection of hardware, software, and/or
firmware, which satisfies an end-use function and is designated for configuration management.'
(Buckley 1996, p. 5) CM is the administration of these configurations. Four activities are
usually identified in CM, namely identification, change control, status accounting and audits
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(Ben-Menachem 1994; Buckley 1996). A simple definition of SCM is given by White (2000, p.
1) 'SCM is about managing change to software'. The four activities mentioned are applied in a
similar fashion to software. It is obvious that the practice of SCM emphasizes control and
processes.

Another radically different approach was hacker culture developed from universities such as
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (The word 'hack' in this paper does not refer to breaking
into computers. It refers to the ultimate standard of technical virtuosity and aesthetic in a
Free/Open Source community). One emphasis in this culture is to minimising barriers in
collaborative programming. Considering the ITS (Incompatible Time Sharing) System, a
system regarded as the ultimate expression of hacker culture (Levy 1984), there was no
password and anyone could change anything on the system. There was no procedure similar to
the 'proposal, justification, evaluation, co-ordination, approval' in CM change control
procedures but only the social pressure for quality programming (Levy 1984). As argued above,
one of the important aspects of this design was to minimise barriers in collaborative
programming by abolishing control and processes.

The hacker community in Massachusetts Institute of Technology did not last and after its
dispersion. Richard Stallman started the GNU project to produce a Free Unix operating system.
Since developers of the GNU no longer wrote code in the same room and social pressure could
not be asserted physically and verbally. Tools such as diff and patch were employed to cope the
need of distributed development (This was a depressing time for hackers, please refer to
Raymond (1999) and following sections for discussion of the development of this culture). diff
is a program that compares and presents the differences (and similarities) between two text files
on a line-to-line basis (Figure F-1). Patch is a program that does the reverse of diff – take the
original file and the output of diff to form the file with the changes described in the output of diff.
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These two tools seem to be quite primitive but they have been in use as the primary tools for
Linux kernel development for years (Bezroukov 2002).

Figure F-1 Illustration of the operation of diff

In the early 1980s, Walter Tichy also released a program called Revision Control System (RCS)
as Free software (Bolinger & Bronson 1995; Fogel 1999; Tichy 1985). This system has basic
function of a versioning system - giving each newly updated file a version number and keeping
track of the changes between versions in a central repository. Files can also be managed in a
group, which was referred by Tichy as a configuration, by giving them a common attribute,
such as a common version number or updated before a certain date. In order to preserve the
integrity of the system, a pessimistic locking system (i.e. 'lock-modify-unlock') policy is
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adopted. From Tichy's own explanation of the system (1985), he was aware of the drawback
that other programmers might be deterred when a file was locked. The remedy for this was a
branching version mechanism. This mechanism allow a locked file to be read and updated
using another set of version number. For example, a branched file from version 1.2 with has
version number 1.2.1.1, 1.2.1.2 and so on. This branch can then be merged back to the main
trunk at the later time. The design of this system was influenced by SCM, as Tichy consciously
put SCM functionalities in the system.
As RCS is free and portable (Fogel 1999), it became popular around the Free Software circle.
Though the branching functionality was provided, locking was such a nuisance that a number of
people wrote scripts around RCS and eventually rewrote the system in C. The new system was
called the Concurrent Versions System (CVS). The word 'Concurrent' means there is no locking
and programmers can work on the same file at the same time. The mechanism of the system is
illustrated in Figure F-2 (the diagram only shows one of the many possible scenarios).

Although CVS gets rid of the nuisance from locking, this implementation is less fool-proof than
RCS. In the official manual of CVS, the Cederqvist manual (Pesch 2002), it is explicitly
explained that if a person tries to get an update when another person is committing several files,
some of the files will be the latest update while others will not. The design was chosen because
the performance of CVS was not fast and locking while committing would deter collaboration
(Fogel 1999).

One can argue that on one hand, CVS is a version control system that has an explicit procedure
in controlling which it inherited from RCS and ultimately from the SCM discipline. However,
the design of replacing locking by a less fool-proof system could be an influence from the
hacker culture to increase participation. Therefore, this design can be regarded as the result of
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the interactions between order and chaos. This mechanism is probably one of the fundamental
bases in Free/Open Source software development co-ordination.

Figure F-2 Typical CVS Operation

F.2 A Closer Look at CVS
As CVS is the most common used source code repository in Free/Open Source communities, it
will be profitable to understand some of its basic functionalities. The functionalities chosen to
be discussed here are mainly based on the results from the Delphi Survey, where experts
selected several important aspects of a source code repository, namely version control,
client-server model, concurrency of development, tagging, security, branching, and
accessibility through web. Therefore, the discussion in this sub-section should portray a fair
picture of the system.
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The basic operation model of CVS is the client-server central repository model.

The

client-server model is explained by the Free On-line Dictionary of Computing (1998) as

A common form of distributed system in which software is split between server tasks and client
tasks. A client sends requests to a server, according to some protocol, asking for information or
action, and the server responds.
This is analogous to a customer (client) who sends an order (request) on an order form to a supplier
(server) who despatches the goods and an invoice (response). The order form and invoice are part
of the "protocol" used to communicate in this case.

In the case of CVS, the server transmits the version of files that the clients request and accepts
the files checked-in by the clients. It also keeps track of different versions of the files submitted.
Moreover, the server also detects if there is any conflict during checkins (Figure F-2).

The Free On-line Dictionary of Computing (1998) also explained that the client-server model
can be centralised or distributed. In the case of CVS, it is centralised. This means that there is
only one server holding the complete information of the repository.

Another characteristic of CVS is the versioning of information.

The smallest unit of

information that CVS could handle is a single file. A typical series of version number given to a
file is 1.1, 1.2, … and the last number of the version is usually increased by one after each
checkin (Pesch 2002). Therefore, if a project consists of different files, their individual version
numbers will probably be different from one another as their frequencies of update will be
different. Nevertheless, they can be assigned manually to a common number which is higher
than all the existing numbers.
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Although CVS handled files individually, it is common for users to manage several files in a
project (though Figure F-2 is illustrated with single files to emphasize the fact that CVS is a
per-file based system only). The mechanism to manage all the files within a project as a group
(configuration) is essential. CVS facilitates this using the function called tag. A tag can be
placed to a set of files and all the different version numbers of the files are recorded. The same
set of files can then be retrieved later just using this tag, rather than individual version numbers
of the files (Fogel 1999).

CVS also supports simultaneous development of the project in different branches. When a
branch is created, files in the new branch will be given a new version number. For example, a
file with version number 1.2 may have a new version number as 1.2.2.1 (Figure F-3). The next
version of this file within the new branch will have the number 1.2.2.2 and so on. The progress
of the branch and the main trunk will therefore have no effect on each other unless a merge is
done. During merging, some files may be changed in both the branch and the main trunk,
conflicts thus arise and manual resolutions are needed. As CVS is handling the version number
of each file in the repository independently, the tree diagram for each file can be different. This
is the reason why managing files in as a configuration is essential as it will be burdensome for a
developer to manually keep track of these different version numbers.

Figure F-3 The Tree Diagram for Branching and Merging for a Certain File
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When accessing CVS from a client to the server through a network, it is possible to setup the
server so that password authentication is required. Encryption system such as rsh, kerberos and
GSSAPI can also be employed to enhance security (Pesch 2002).

From the results of the Delphi Survey, World Wide Web interface of CVS was found to be
important. This feature allows easy access to the source code without switching to the CVS
client when browsing the web page of a project. The most commonly used World Wide Web
interface is ViewCVS (ViewCVS Users Group 2002). By employing ViewCVS, developers can
access the repository through lists of directories and files with version number, author, change
date and the most recent ChangeLog (text comment for every version checkin). It is also
possible to explore the project at different tags and branches. For each file in the repository, one
can view the content of the file in several ways. For source code, colorization of reserve words
and other programming structures are available. Annotation of origin (from which author and
which version) of each line of the file can also be generated. One can also compare the any two
version of the file using diff on the web interface. Indeed, one may argue that the web interface
may be easier to use than the command line client in exploring a project, thus encourage
contribution. Another extension to CVS is Bonsai (The Mozilla Organization 2003a), a World
Wide Web query interface to search content of a repository based on different criteria.

F.3 Limitations of CVS
CVS is more than 10 years old and Shapiro (2002) suggested it is a solution that effective solve
80% of the needs of the Free/Open Source Communities and thus good enough to gain
popularity. There are, however, a number of complaints on the limitations of this system,
several of these complaints are discussed below. Firstly, van der Hoek suggested that (2000)
developers usually checkin files that had substantial changes to the central repository. These
changes may involve a few intermediate versions their own private workspaces, but as there is
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only one repository, developers were left with no tools to manage these intermediate versions.
Secondly, there are also needs for distributed and replication of repositories (Advogato 2000b;
van der Hoek 2000). Thirdly, to rename files or directories in CVS, one has to first to delete the
object and then add the object with its new name into the repository. The system thus will
regard this object as new and versioning information will be lost (Advogato 2000b, 2002b; van
der Hoek 2000). Fourthly, the branching and merging procedure in CVS is too tedious
(Advogato 2000b, 2001c). Fifthly, as explained above, if one retrieves files from a repository
while another person is checking-in, some of the files retrieved may still be the old version.
Lastly, there is also suggestions to implement a stronger structure on configuration (Advogato
2000b) In CVS, unless a tag or branch command is issued, it is difficult for a developer to
retrieve the whole project at a certain time. MacDonald, Hilfinger and Semenzato (1998)
demonstrated by their Project Revision Control System (PRCS) that it is not necessary to give
version number in a per-file basis. In PRCS, every checkin involves the whole project, not just
individual files that are changed and the project as a whole bears a version number.

F.4 Other Systems Used in the Free/Open Source Communities
Other than CVS, there are other similar system used in the Free/Open Source communities, such
as Aegis (Miller, P. 2003), Arch (Lord), Bitkeeper (BitMover 2002), OpenCM (Shapiro &
Vanderburgh 2002b, 2002a; Shapiro, Vanderburgh & Lloyd 2003), PRCS (MacDonald,
Hilfinger & Semenzato 1998) and Subversion (Collab.Net 2002b). Most of them include
improvements from the shortcomings stated above. Even many of the systems above were
structurally different from CVS, some of their designs were, however, influenced by it. For
example, in the case of OpenCM, the command line operation of the client was designed to 'feel'
like CVS (Shapiro & Vanderburgh 2002a).
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F.5 Conclusion
In this appendix, the background of SCM and CVS was covered. The basic operations and
limitations of CVS were also explained. Other source repositories were also briefly introduced.
(References used in this appendix are included in the 'List of References' chapter in this
dissertation.)

Appendix G Results of Free/Open Source Hosting (FOSPHost)
Sites Delphi Survey
The data collected in the Delphi survey is presented in two formats. The first format is in
HTML with hyperlinks at /Delphi/result/index.html (An introduction of this format can be
found in chapter 5). The other format is the raw data in PostgreSQL database dump format can
be found at /Delphi/db.out. Some of the secondary data such as log of IP addresses are deleted
to keep the participants anonymous.

Appendix H WakkaWiki Pages
The qualitative part of the evaluation model was hosted using WakkaWiki on
http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/wakka/EvaluateFOSPHost. It was captured into static html
pages using a Free/Open Source program called WinHTTrack. Wiki sites are usually organised
as 'http://hostname/wiki/keyword'. Nevertheless, WinHTTrack adds the extension '.htm' to the
filename of the page capture so that the Windows operating systems can recognise the file as a
html page. For example, the page 'keyword' becomes 'keyword.htm' after capture. Links in the
captured pages to other captured pages are also adjusted automatically to this addition of
extension.

The capture was done on 22 Jan 2004 17:28:29 +10:00. The complete capture can be found in
the CD-ROM enclosed in the directory '/wakka_pages_capture'. To access the capture, please
open the index.html and you will be re-directed to the correct page.

Appendix I

Source Code for Delphi Survey

The readme file of the source code for the evaluation model is included in this appendix to give
the reader more understanding of the code.

The audience of the readme file is the

developers/users of the code and basic programming knowledge is assumed. The style of the
file is more informal and less academic in format. The complete source code can be found in
the CD-ROM enclosed in the directory 'Delphi'.

readme starts here...

What to expect

This is a system to conduct Delphi survey online for a PhD project to collect opinion on
Free/Open Source Project Hosting (FOSPHost) sites. This system was highly customised to the
specific survey that was conducted. In order for it to be usable to other situations, you must
modify the code. This implies that you need to know PHP PostgreSQL and prepare to read code.
This is my first project in PHP (but I have experience in web applications before) and so there
are definitely many areas for improvement. So much about the 'downside' of this system, I
better 'sell' the benefits of using or at least referring to this system. Through this system, real
data was successfully collected. In short, it worked. Therefore, there are a lot of details
included in this system that can help you to imagine what it is like to run a Delphi survey online
even if you hate reading and modifying code. This file contains a brief introduction of the
system and more details about the code is included in the code_issues.txt file.
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The source code is licensed under GPL and the content of the database is OPL. These license
are included in the files gpl.txt and opl.txt. The current version is 0.10 written by Haggen So.
This document is updated on 3 Feb 2004.

To install, you need:

1. A web server
2. PHP (>=4)
3. PostgreSQL 7.0 or above

How to install:

1. Create a database called 'delphi' and create the user 'haggen'. Pour the 'db.out' in.
2. Put the files in some directories visible from through the web server.
3. Done

As the files are distributed in the state of the end of the survey, the login page is cannot be
accessed directly through 'index.html'. You can find it at 'old_register.html'. For different
rounds, their corresponding directories 'round1', 'round2' and 'round3' all contain information
that the survey was closed. The original directories with PHP scripts were moved to 'c_round1',
'c_round2' and 'c_round3' instead.

The process

A detail description of the process of the survey can be found in the PhD dissertation
'Construction of an Evaluation Model for Free/Open Source Project Hosting (FOSPHost) sites'
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chapter 5. It can be found at http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/ when it is ready. A brief outline
will be provided below.

The survey consisted of 3 rounds: the first round was qualitative and second and third round
both quantitative & qualitative. 12 broad questions were asked in round 1 with Q2 as
multi-level question. The qualitative responses collected were then summarised into unit
concepts and the participants were asked to verify these concepts. Round 2 of the survey
commenced together with the presentation of the results for round 1. Participants were asked to
rate different statements (from unit concepts) and gave comments as well. Round 3 was a
repetition of round 2 with round 2 results supplied. A post Delphi survey were also done to
collect opinion on the implementation of the survey.

Table Structures

An introduction of the database tables will be helpful for the understanding of the code. A brief
outline of the main tables will be presented below.

The first issue to be explained was the anonymous participants design of the system. When the
participants were invited, they were given a UserID and a password. On the web server, the
UserID was the sole identification for the participants. The name and the email address of the
participants were not stored on the server. Therefore even in the case of the server being
compromised, the participants could still remain anonymous. The data collected thus could
also be easily made available to all without ethics concerns by just deleting sensitive data such
as IP addresses. The structure table that held the information of the participants is listed below.

create table userinfo (
id

serial primary key,
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userid

varchar (10) unique,

nickname

varchar (200),

password

varchar (100),

expertuser

int2,

administrator

int2,

academic

int2,

pleader

int2,

nonpub

int2);
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For most tables in the database, primary keys, id, are inserted for identification purpose. For
userid, the ones that started with r (i.e. r4404) were assigned to actual participants of the survey.
The ones that started with p were assigned to pilot participants. Other odd ones such as
s000-s100, 123, 000, eugene and jasmine were created for testing purposes. As it was difficult
to refer to a person using an ID number, a unique nickname was given. A list of nicknames was
stored in the nickname table and a new participant could choose an unassigned name from the
list.

Whenever a participant tried to login, successfully or not, his or her action would be stored in
the log table:

create table log (
id

serial primary key,

userid

varchar (10),

nickname

varchar (200),

password

varchar (100),

time

timestamp default current_timestamp,

login

int2,
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cidr);

After an introduction to the participants' related tables, the tables for each round will be
explained. Before going into the details of the table stuctures, the concept of qnid and qnno
have to be explained. qnno was usually the question number displayed, such as 1.2 or 2.1.2.1.
Nevertheless, when this number was stored, it was in the form of 001002 or 002001002001 and
called qnid.

For round 1, the most important table was answer1, which stored the responses from the
participants.

create table answer1 (
id

serial,

userid

varchar (10),

ip

cidr,

time

timestamp default current_timestamp,

qnid

varchar (20),

answer

text,

supans

varchar (255),

nj

int2,

deleted

timestamp);

The field answer held the qualitative responses and supans held the quantitative responses. nj
standed for 'no judgment', and this field would be set to 1 when the 'No Comment' checkbox
was selected.
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When a participant left a page that collected responses, his or her responses would be saved.
The action of saving involved assigning the previously saved responses as deleted (putting a
timestamp on the field deleted) and appending the new responses to the table. This action could
give the researcher extra information on the changes of responses and also the participant's
movements across pages.

After the responses were collected, they were summarised into unit concepts. The unit
concepts were stored in table.

create table codebook1 (
id

int4

unique,

qnid

varchar (20),

sid

int2,

summary

varchar (255));

The field sid was a unique number given to each concept within a question. The number
increased from 1 onwards.

For convenience, when displaying the unit concepts, the

descriptions of the questions were stored in the records with sid=0. By when the table was
retrieved ordered by qnid and sid, the questions and concepts would both be retrieved in one
table.

The relationship between the answers given and the unit concepts summarised were
many-to-many. This was because many participants had expressed similar ideas, and within
one answer more than one unit concept could be expressed. This relationship was stored in
table coding1.

create table coding1 (
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id

int4

ansid

int4,

codeid

int4);
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unique,

For round 2 and round 3, the ratings of statements (unit concepts) related to the questions were
collected. The structures of the tables that held the responses were the similar to round 1
answer1. One of the differences was randomisation of statements. In order to collect a more
unbiased data, the order of the statements presented for ratings were randomised when
displayed. The statements were randomised into a different order for each participant and they
were stored in the table qn2seq. By retrieving this table ordered by id, the randomised order
could be obtained.

create table qn2seq (

id

int4

unique,

userid

varchar (10),

qnid

varchar (20),

qnnum

varchar (20),

descn

text,

leaf

int2);

Site map and related filenames

To make the process and the related programs more understandable, site maps with related
filenames are provided below. Some minor files were not included.
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Initial Login Area
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Round 1
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Round 2 & 3
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Results Generation

The majority of the generation of the presentation of the result was automated. The mechanism
was to ask the PHP interpreter to output to a file rather than to the web server. The code for
generation are located at /result/gen1, /result/gen2 and result/gen3 and the main program for
generation was createhtm.php.
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This mechanism was also used to generate pages for the verification process in round 1. The
generation program was /result/gen1/gencheck.php. The generated page could then be viewed
through /check1/check.php.
'/check1/r9214.htm'.

One can also customize the generated pages, e.g.

Appendix J

Source Code for Evaluation Model

The readme file of the source code for the evaluation model is included in this appendix to give
the reader more understanding of the code.

The audience of the readme file is the

developers/users of the code and basic programming knowledge is assumed. The style of the
file is more informal and less academic in format. The complete source code can be found in
the CD-ROM enclosed in the directory '/eval_code'.

readme starts here...

A demo of the software can be found at
http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/exhost_choose.php
http://www.ibiblio.org/fosphost/exhost_evalset.php
You can work out which file does what from the demo.

The source code is licensed under GPL and the content of the database is public domain (this
license can be found in the file 'gpl.txt'). The current version is 0.10 written by Haggen So.
This document is updated on 3 Feb 2004.

To install, you need:

1. A web server
2. PHP (>=4)
3. MySQL 3 or above
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How to install:

1. Create a database called 'fosp' and pour the 'fosp_dbdump' in.
2. Update the function connectdb in lib/lib.php with the correct connection
parameters.
3. Put the files in some directories visible from through the web server.
4. Done

To customize:

Let's first study 'exhost_choose.php'

<?php
require('lib/lib.php');
pagehead();
connectdb($conn);
require('exhost_choose_head.php');
$cat='exhost';
require('lib/choose.php');
require('exhost_choose_tail.php');
?>

Short and simple, right. The first obvious thing is that there are many 'exhost*'. This is
designed so that more than one set of evaluation can be hosting in the same directory and using
the same database. That is, all files and tables related to external hosting are named 'exhost'.
Also, before including 'lib/choose.php', which is the general routine corresponding to
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'exhost_choose.php', the variable $cat is set to 'exhost' so that the routine 'knows' to load data
from the 'exhost_*' tables.

So if you want to create another evaluation, for example, on operating systems, you can copy all
the 'exhost' files and tables with the prefix 'OS' and change all the $cat assignments into 'OS'.
Of course you need to fill the tables with new data ;)

If you want to change the content of a certain page, notice that usually the generated content is
in the middle of a HTML page and the header and footer are more or less static. Therefore they
are included as separate header and footer files. Any modification of the header and footer
should go into those files, not the 'program files' in /lib. Don't update the 'program files' for
content change unless you really need to.

To update a cell:
1. Generate a table that contains the cell
2. Add '&edit=1' to the URL and reload the page
3. An extra link will be added to every cell and click the link of the specific cell
4. Update the information
5. Copy the SQL statements generated into MySQL monitor

Usually, two SQL statements will be generated and one of them is to copy the old information
into a table called 'exhost_ver_*'. These tables have similar structures to 'exhost_*' with an
extra date field, 'deleted'. The function of these tables is to record all the changes.

An introduction to the code
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The most important product of the program is the comparison table, and it can be generalised as
below:

Feature Group1

Item 1

Item 2

Feature 1

Cell

Cell

Feature 2

Cell

Cell

All the content in the table is stored in database and then loaded into different objects in runtime.
The HTML page of the comparison table is then generated from the content in the objects. So
let's start from the tables in the database.

From the table above, there are four types of content, namely feature groups, features, items and
cells. So, there are four corresponding tables in the database. For each table, there is a primary
key called 'id' (except for feature_grps). There are also other keys to relate the tables, namely
'rid' (row), 'cid' (column), 'grpid' (feature group). Two extra keys 'rsortid' and 'csortid' are
included to control the sort order when displayed. The table definitions are listed below:

CREATE TABLE exhost_feature_grps (
grpid bigint(20) NOT NULL auto_increment,
eval tinyint(4) default NULL,
name varchar(255) binary default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY

(grpid)

) TYPE=MyISAM;

CREATE TABLE exhost_features (
rid bigint(20) NOT NULL auto_increment,
rsortid int(11) NOT NULL default '0',
grpid bigint(20) NOT NULL default '0',
name varchar(255) binary default NULL,
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PRIMARY KEY

(rid),

UNIQUE KEY rsortid (rsortid),
KEY rsortid_2 (rsortid),
KEY grpid (grpid)
) TYPE=MyISAM;

CREATE TABLE exhost_items (
cid bigint(20) NOT NULL auto_increment,
csortid int(11) NOT NULL default '0',
name varchar(255) binary default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY

(cid),

UNIQUE KEY csortid (csortid),
KEY csortid_2 (csortid)
) TYPE=MyISAM;

CREATE TABLE exhost_data (
id bigint(20) NOT NULL auto_increment,
rid bigint(20) NOT NULL default '0',
cid bigint(20) NOT NULL default '0',
content varchar(255) binary default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY

(id),

KEY rid (rid),
KEY cid (cid)
) TYPE=MyISAM;
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After the introduction of the structure of the tables, the data structure in the program will be
explained. A simple illustration of the major objects can be shown like this:

itemlist
+-featurelist
| +-array of features
+-array of items
+-array of cells

itemlist contains two major elements, featurelist and array of items. For each item, it contains
the description to itself and also all the cells related to that item.
Another way to show them is by mapping them to the table:

Featurelist

Item1

Item2

Array

Array

Array

of

of

of

Features

Cells

Cells

After explaining the data structure, it is time to outline the major algorithm in loading the data
from the tables to the objects:

Load featurelist according to condition
Load Itemlist according to condition
For each item in itemlist
Load content into array of cells according to featurelist
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This algorithm can be seen from lib/evalres.php (Another implementation can be found in
lib/gentable.php, which is actually an earlier version of this algorithm. gentable.php will
definitely look nicer by calling the methods defined in obj.php, but it is not broken, so nothing
is done).

